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Based on the belief that the development of decisions and policies which affect a group of people should
involve them, we have endeavoured to ensure that this document and the process of its development
involved and properly represented local stakeholders and the groups they represented.
We would therefore like to thank the following:
All those who gave their time to take part in any of the three one day ‘stakeholder workshops’
(listed in Appendix 1);
Members of the wider community and visitors who took part in initial community consultation
‘open surgeries’ on each inhabited island in 2001 upon which the workshops were based, and those
who found time to provide feedback on the lengthy public consultation document;
All those who provided additional information during the production of this document;
The Countryside Agency for funding the facilitated workshop process lead by the consultancy
Dialogue Matters;
Volunteers who were trained as assistant facilitators by Dialogue Matters without whose help we
would not have been able to run such an inclusive participatory process.
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This is the first statutory Management Plan for the Isles of Scilly Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB). It seeks to provide a co-ordinated approach to the sustainable management of this nationally
important protected landscape, its environment and communities. In so doing it not only meets the
requirements of national legislation (see Section 5.4) but also fills a gap identified in previous strategies
and studies pertaining to the Islands.
In addition to reading whichever section relates to your particular interest we would encourage you to
read the contextual information towards the front of the Plan. This will ensure that you are familiar with
the motivation behind AONB designation, its purpose (Sections 5.2 – 5.4) and the purpose of this Plan
(Sections 5.5 and 5.6). The links between AONBs as protected landscapes and international, national
and regional agendas are explained (Section 5.1); and the participatory process through which the Plan
was developed is described in outline (Section 6). The front of the Plan is also where you will find an
overview of the qualities of the Isles of Scilly AONB and the long term vision for its future, developed
by the local community and representatives of key national, regional and local organisations (Sections 2
and 3).
In any field of work shorthand references or acronyms are used. Whilst we have tried to keep these to
a minimum and to state them in full the first time they are mentioned, we have also provided a glossary
of terms and acronyms in Section 16 on page 103 for your use.
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When producing a strategic document outlining
the future management of a nationally important
resource such as the Isles of Scilly AONB, it is
important that its focus should be a shared vision
that everyone involved in its care is working
towards. Throughout the participatory process
(outlined in Section 6) adopted in the production
of this document people were asked to highlight
what they feel is particularly special about the
Islands, what they value now and what they would
like the Islands’ future to be.
These thoughts and aspirations form the basis of
the shared vision for Scilly’s future. Expressed in
the present tense the vision below illustrates the
situation all those participating in the
development of this Plan hope will be reality for
Scilly 20 years down the line:
The Vision
The Isles of Scilly AONB:
retains the qualities of its land and marine
aspects that together form the Islands' unique
essence: their unspoilt views of the sea, rugged
undeveloped coast, sweeping sandy bays, rich
mosaic of coastal heathlands, pasture, fenced bulb
strips, unique mix of plants and animals, valued
archaeological and historic sites, peaceful, relaxed
and friendly atmosphere.
is recognised, understood and conserved for
all to appreciate, enjoy and respect in a

sustainable manner both in its own right and for
the contribution it makes to the social and
economic quality of life enjoyed on the Islands.
welcomes visitors who contribute sustainably
to the economy and spirit of the Islands,
supporting and enabling the continuation of
community shops and services, without
overwhelming the qualities that they have come
to enjoy.
supports a farming community that is
successfully rising to the challenges of the
changing economics of agriculture through
sustainable diversification, which retains the
characteristic landuse patterns of Scilly's small
enclosed flower fields.
supports a population with an independent
spirit and strong sense of community, who work
together in partnership with others to achieve an
environmentally sustainable economy for the
benefit of all in the Islands.
supports a diverse community for whom Scilly
is home that enjoys a good quality of life, provides
opportunities for young people to remain on the
Islands, and has access to fulfilling employment
and a wide range of services.
Each thematic section of this document has its
own individual vision. These were developed in
the stakeholder dialogue process and flow from
this overarching vision.
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3.1 Landscape Character
The Isles of Scilly cover a relatively small area of
land (16km2) but display a striking diversity of
scenery and habitats. The rich mix of wild
lowland heath, coastline with rugged granite cliffs
and headlands, sparkling white sandy bays, coves,
dunes and saline lagoons contrast with the
domesticated landscape of enclosed pasture, and
fenced or hedged bulb strips to make it a location
worthy of its designation as a nationally important
AONB. The outer edge of the island group is
generally much harsher with a rugged, rocky
coastline exposed to the full force of the Atlantic.
By contrast that fronting the interior sea, between
the islands, is more sheltered and includes broad,
gently shelving sandy beaches.
The sea
surrounding Scilly is remarkably clear with waters
ranging from azure and turquoise in the shallows,
to darker blues and greens in deeper offshore
areas. On calm summer days it gives the islands a
tropical feel, in the full force of an Atlantic storm
it lashes the islands but it always dominates life.
3.2 Archaeology
The Islands are extremely rich in archaeological
and historical monuments, representing over 4000
years of continuous occupation. Despite its small
size, Scilly has the densest concentration of
archaeological sites in Britain; over 60% of the
land is of archaeological importance. The remains

of hut circles and field boundaries beneath the sea
are evidence that the Islands were once a much
larger land mass which in this dynamic coastal
environment only took their current form in
medieval times.
3.3 Geology
The predominant underlying geology of this group
of over 200 islands and rocks is granite; carved by
wind, rain and tide it forms striking outcrops and
dominates the natural landscape. It has also been
used to build field boundaries (called hedges) and
buildings throughout the Islands and has strongly
influenced the character of the Islands’ historic
architecture.
3.4 Plants and Wildlife
The combination of location and mild, virtually
frost free oceanic climate has given the Islands a
unique mix of plants and animals, with some
species at the very limit of their distribution.
Many exotic species from Tresco Abbey Gardens
have become naturalised and are now part of the
Islands’ distinctive flora. The quality of air on
Scilly is exceptionally good due to a lack of dust
and pollution. The resulting quality of light
enhances colour and allows many varieties of
lichen to thrive. Flowers are the main agricultural
crop; the small fields have limited the impact of
modern farming techniques, this together with the
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growth cycle of Narcissi has resulted in the
survival of many rare arable weeds on the islands.
Scilly is an important staging post for large
numbers of migrating birds and is often the first
landfall for rare species blown off course. The
spectacle of large populations of nationally
important breeding seabirds dominates the
summer seascape. Birds once considered common
everywhere, such as the song thrush still thrive on
Scilly. The smashed snail shells on any available
hard surface, evidence of their feeding habits, add
texture to the fine grain of this landscape.
3.5 The Marine Environment
In addition to giving the Islands a unique sky and
seascape the surrounding underwater world of
Scilly is as stunning and important as its terrestrial
environment. Under-sea granite cliffs and
pinnacles, are swept by fierce tides and covered in
a profusion of anemones, soft corals and sponges
with a breathtaking array of colours and textures.
The Atlantic grey seals, which breed on the rocky
uninhabited islands, are of international
importance.

3.6 A Distinctive Way of Life
The Islands, primarily owned by the Duchy of
Cornwall and tenanted out, are an intimate
interweaving of a natural and human landscape.
The quality of the Islands’ environment is
evidenced by the number and variety of
Designations which have been given it, see
Appendix 2. Although difficult to quantify, each
of the five inhabited islands has its own very
distinctive feel dictated in part by the landform,
the buildings, and the island’s location in relation
to the prevailing weather. The islands rely on
each other and the tourism industry for their way
of life; the numbers of people visiting the Islands
support a wider range of shops and services than
could be sustained by the resident population
alone.
The table below contains a brief
description and an evocative list, as recorded at
the workshops, detailing the aspects of each island
that participants felt made them distinct.

Table 1. What makes each island distinct?
St. Agnes
Has always been the most separate of the islands historically and geographically. A channel of deep
water separates St. Agnes and its subsidiary island Gugh, from the other inhabited islands. The most
south-westerly inhabited area of land in the UK. There are few trees although the small fields are
surrounded with green hedges. Tamarisk once a common fencing plant is still very much in evidence.
The shore is primarily rocky with some boulder beaches which show off the variety of colours in the
island’s granite. A boulder maze lends its name to the area of Troy Town and adds interest to the
spectacular views out to Bishop Rock Lighthouse and the Western Rocks. To a degree the island benefits
from the shelter of these outlying rocks and reefs during westerly storms. The people of St. Agnes or
‘Turks’ had a reputation as the most unscrupulous wreckers and smugglers in Scilly and are supposedly
descended from Turkish seamen wrecked there1. There is no hotel or any desire to develop one, but
there is a good supply of self-catering holiday lets and a campsite. Low key tourism supplements farm
incomes within the small community (the Islands’ second smallest population), as it seeks to maintain
its traditional farming activities.
Workshop Perspectives:
Retains an atmosphere of isolation and wild ruggedness, amazing
weathered rocks.
The strangeness of the stranded lighthouse. The delicate connection with
Gugh.
Less developed than other islands, no large scale developments.
Remote, picturesque and unspoilt.
Feels compact but has a mix of wild/open and intimate areas.
Very independent people but work together for the good of the
community.
No hotel, small buildings.
Scilly as it was 10 /20 /30 years ago.

1

Arbery G - Council of the Isles of Scilly - Draft Isles of Scilly Heritage & Cultural Strategy 2003
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Bryher
Meaning ‘land of the hills’, this is the smallest of the inhabited islands and supports the smallest
population. Vying with St. Agnes for the honour of most unspoilt and traditional of the islands, Bryher
promotes its quiet isolation and rugged scenery as its main assets. The northern end of the island is
exposed to the full force of westerly storms with the fetch of waves crashing on the shores being anything
up to 2000 miles across the Atlantic Ocean. This has led to place names like Hell Bay and Badplace Hill
which in bad weather both live up to their names. The southern end of the island is more sheltered as
a result of the Norrard Rocks. It has large sweeping bays with sandy beaches and sand flats stretching
out towards Samson and Tresco. On some low tides it is possible to walk the channel between Tresco
and Bryher. The expansion of Hell Bay Hotel, now a high class facility, has caused some difficulties.
Elsewhere within the Islands the development of new hotels has also caused concern but they have now
become an integrated part of the community, hopefully this will happen on Bryher too. Staff and hotel
visitors more than double the size of the island’s population. These difficulties demonstrate the need to
find a fine balance when creating new development2.
Workshop Perspectives:
Natural beauty, low-level tourism.
Rugged and isolated, a feeling of remoteness - lots of seascape to west.
Most exposed to the weather.
Little farmed land.
Diverse topography. Inward looking community.
Very friendly small population has meant a lower level of development,
which is what keeps visitors coming back.
Low key tourism and strong sense of community.

St. Martin’s
A long narrow island with a central ridge. The exposed north eastern side of the island forms a
crescent around Great Bay, the longest beach in Scilly. This is the wild side of the island; its heath
and rugged coast contrast with the more sheltered southern and western slopes with their
characteristic small-enclosed fields. Almost all of the cultivated land and compact settlements lie on
these western slopes, overlooking the large areas of sand flats exposed at low tide; this is also where
the island’s campsite and quality hotel are located. There is a range of self-catering accommodation
including several 1970’s wooden chalets. The inhabitants, known as ‘Ginnicks’ are said to be the most
independent and forward thinking islanders3. The once diminishing population has been boosted in
recent years by an influx of young people who came to work in the hotel and decided to stay. The
island supports a wide range and scale of businesses e.g. a bakery producing a wide range of products
using local ingredients, a winery, and a flower farm who use the Royal Mail to overcome their isolation
from their extensive customer base.
Workshop Perspectives:
Long views/ landscape / beaches. Small-hedged bulb fields dominant on
lower slopes. Lots of crafts / small businesses.
Variety of settlements, contrast between north and south sides.
Has a lot of sporting activities going all year round for visitors and islanders.
Beautiful clean beaches.
Community large enough to be sustainable. Island economy healthy and
growing.
A very independent island. Islanders are very forward thinking in the way
they manage and develop their own businesses and go about their work.
Lots of new ideas young (in heart) people with enthusiasm.
Has a vibrant go-ahead community who are not afraid to try new ventures.
Lots of innovation, Size range and thriving businesses, ideas etc; well
organised and productive community.
2
3

Arbery G - Council of the Isles of Scilly - Draft Isles of Scilly Heritage & Cultural Strategy 2003
See 2
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St. Mary’s
The largest and most populated island, St. Mary’s is the administrative, commercial and service centre
of the Islands. The range of shops, pubs and restaurants are supported by the numbers of seasonal
visitors, with many closing or operating reduced hours in the winter. A wide range of accommodation
is on offer including hotels, self catering accommodation and camping. St. Mary’s has higher levels of
traffic than any other island due to the necessity of supporting the range of services and trades available
on the island and its larger population. The island’s longstanding role as the centre of administration is
clear from the remains of the medieval Ennor Castle at Old Town and the fortifications of the tudor Star
Castle and surrounding 17th century Garrison walls. A high proportion of the island fields are cultivated,
producing flowers and bulbs. Mainland Marketing, a St. Mary’s company selling direct to mainland
markets, sell the majority of St. Mary’s and off island flowers. There are several places on St. Mary’s
where it is not possible to see the sea. At the northern end of the island the disparate farmsteads are
connected with a network of narrow lanes some overarched by interlocking elm trees. In addition to the
habitats managed for conservation on each island, St. Mary’s has two dedicated nature trails. Despite
its role as the ‘hub’ there are many quiet and beautiful places on St. Mary’s and many fine view points
from which the rest of the islands can be enjoyed.
Workshop Perspectives:
Many quiet spots and beautiful places, loads of historic interest. Under
rated by visitors and residents.
The transport hub of the islands – centre of provision and commerce – but
also has a wide variety of scenery, habitats and things to do.
Bustling town centre and harbour area.
Very busy compared to other islands – but still has remoteness in some areas
which is underrated.
More flat land.
The military atmosphere of Hugh Town. Wonderful rocks, manicured
archaeological sites.
Home of Five Island School Secondary base and off island children’s weekly
boarding hostel. More things for young people to do than on the other islands.
Tresco
Tresco is run as an Estate, leased from the Duchy of Cornwall by the Dorrien-Smith family. It is the only
island that retains this old relationship that once saw the whole archipelago leased firstly to the Godolphin
family and then in the 19th century to Augustus Smith, an ancestor of the current incumbent. Tresco is
particularly famous for its Abbey Gardens, listed as Grade 1 in English Heritage’s Historic Parks and
Gardens Register. The gardens contain plants originating from all over the world, many of which were
historically bought from passing ships returning to Britain after their travels4. The southern end of the
island is particularly wooded with trees having been planted to protect the gardens. The rest of the
enclosed land is a carefully managed landscape supporting an estate farm producing flowers,vegetables
and a beef herd. There are two natural harbours, New Grimsby and Old Grimsby. Both have fortifications
defending them and their quays. The north end of the island provides its highest ground; the open
heathland is surrounded by steep granite cliffs. The excellent vantage point provided by this area with
views of the other islands and open sea was capitalised in the 16th century when
King Charles’ Castle was built. Tresco has a distinct brand which it uses to great
effect in marketing its high quality hotel, gardens and timeshares, most of which
are contained in traditional cottages. The resident population are primarily
employed by the Estate.
Workshop Perspectives:
A more treed and managed/ manicured island.
Most cultivated, most business like.
A private estate. Alien trees and beautiful garden. More recent population,
different from other islands.
A designed and ‘managed’ landscape appealing to the up-market visitor.
Heliport so people can travel directly to the island. Top class hotel.
Timeshare to encourage people to return.
4

Friendly Guide - Map & Guide to Exploring the Isles of Scilly 2000
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Uninhabited Islands
There are many uninhabited islands in Scilly, all virtually treeless but supporting important heathland
habitats. Some, such as Samson and Tean were once lived on, with Samson supporting several
families. As a result there are the remains of houses many of which are in need of consolidation. St.
Helen’s has the remains of an isolation hospital or pest house used to quarantine those with infectious
diseases and an early Christian ecclesiastical complex. In addition to these relatively recent structures
the uninhabited islands display the same wealth of archaeological remains as the inhabited isles.
Nornour boasts a complex of interconnecting stone buildings which were used and continuously
modified during their long occupation; 2nd millennium BC to the 4th century AD. During the Romano
British period two of the buildings appear to have been used as a shrine with a superb collection of
votive offerings being discovered during their excavation. Many of the uninhabited islands provide
valuable habitats for wildlife, supporting rare species of animals, plants such as the Dwarf Pansy,
internationally important populations of seabirds both resident and migratory, and Atlantic grey seals.
Annet is a particularly significant island for breeding birds and is, as a result, closed except by permit
to protect them.
Workshop Perspectives:
Magical evocative remnants of a lost land.
Peace and tranquillity, sense of remoteness.
Peaceful, perfect, MUST be protected.
Very wild and lots of birds.
Where wildlife has priority.
Last bastions of wildness but with odd traces of former people.
Lack of trees.
No people, unspoilt, difficult to get to, tranquil.
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3.7 A Unique Area
The Isles of Scilly is the only AONB with a boundary that encompasses an entire group of islands.
The boundary is coincident with that of the local authority, the independent Council of the Isles of
Scilly, and the Isles of Scilly Conservation Area. The land-ownership pattern is also unique with the
vast majority of the islands being owned by the Duchy of Cornwall. The wide range of landscape types
and habitats described above are individually valuable and some are designated in their own right (see
Appendix 2), but within this unique setting they collectively represent one of the country’s ‘Finest
Landscapes’ worthy of national designation and protection.
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4.1 Challenges Within the AONB
The Islands have escaped the intensity of some of
the pressures for change that have occurred
within other protected landscapes, such as largescale housing and industrial development,
reinforcing a certain quality of ‘timelessness’.
However, due to the scale of the Islands, all
development, unless carefully managed, has the
potential to impact negatively upon the area. The
greatest challenges in working to maintain the
Islands’ character are, in no particular order:
4.1.1 The Changing Economics and Practices of
Agriculture.
Within living memory the Islands’ farmed
environment has changed from a well-managed,
economically rewarding way of life that worked
well within the scale of the Islands, to an activity
that needs to take advantage of economies of scale
or niche marketing and value-added products if it
is to remain viable. Agriculture within the Islands
has suffered periods of difficult economics; during
the late 50’s and early 60’s small farmers suffered
hardship leading the Duchy to allow each farm
tenancy to be supported by holiday-let
accommodation. Today flower farming remains
the Islands’ main agricultural activity operating
within an increasingly competitive market. With

falling prices and strong foreign suppliers, Scilly is
becoming increasingly un-competitive due to the
burden of added costs incurred when operating
from this isolated location and the small size of
most farms. The majority of farm incomes
continue to be subsidised by tourism. Whilst in
some cases this has allowed the continuance of
active farming, in others it has led to small-scale
farmers abandoning their traditional role as land
stewards. This has left fields unmanaged and
traditional agricultural buildings, an important
part of the landscape, under used, in disrepair or
under pressure for conversion to uses that are not
always suitable, particularly residential use.
Larger modern farm machinery and changing
methods are having an impact on the Islands’
buried archaeology. Whilst this is leading to
discovery of sites, it is also potentially damaging
them and increasing the call on financial
resources for their management.
4.1.2 The Demands of Modern Living.
This is a broad challenge but focuses on the
structural requirements of IT and communication
networks requiring skyline developments such as
masts and satellite dishes; the necessity to upgrade
infrastructure requirements such as quays and
sewers; the potential development and
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standardisation requirements associated with an
increasingly sophisticated tourism industry; the
need to provide affordable local housing; and the
demand for modern recreational facilities. All of
these demands reflect changing trends within this
‘human scale’ landscape. The scale and effect of
future development, unless carefully managed will
be of particular concern when trying to maintain
the integrity of the historic character of the
Islands’ landscape and built environment.
4.1.3 Climate Change.
The Islands are low-lying with much of the
infrastructure and development focused in areas
that are likely to be particularly vulnerable to sea
level rise and increased storminess. However,
before we can adequately plan for the effects of
this phenomenon we need to improve our
understanding of the degree to which the Islands
will be affected
4.2 Opportunities for the AONB
4.2.1 Common Agricultural Policy Mid-Term
Review
In June 2003 EU farm ministers adopted a
fundamental reform of the Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP). The reform will change the way
that Europe supports its farming sector. The key
points of the amended agreement are:
Decoupling - breaking the link between farm
subsidies and production in order to reconnect
farmers to their markets, reduce damaging

environmental impacts and reduce bureaucracy;
Optional National Envelopes - this enables
individual Member States to introduce their own
schemes that, for example promote sustainable
farming;
Cross compliance - this makes subsidies
dependent on meeting standards in key areas such
as environment, and animal health and welfare;
Modulation - for the first time modulation is to
apply on an EU wide basis, switching support from
production subsidies to targeted support for
environmental and rural development objectives.
A new single farm payment will be used to replace
a number of existing direct payment schemes, and
farmers are no longer obliged to keep a specific
number of animals, or plant a specific acreage to
qualify. This is designed to enable farmers to
produce in response to market demand, rather
than to maximise the amount of subsidy
generated.
Discussion is ongoing relating to the final shape of
reforms and their application. At present there
are potentially significant environmental benefits
to be gained from careful establishment of the
proposed measures if mutually supportive. There
may also be some losers. The National Beef
Association are concerned over the potential
effect of decoupling on their industry5, specifically
regarding income drop and decline in beef
production.

DEFRA 2003 Summary of the following on public consultation on the European Commission's 22nd January
proposals for reform of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)

5
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However the relevance of these developments to
Scilly are at present unclear. Neither Scilly’s main
crop, flowers, or secondary mix of food crops are
eligible for subsidy. Current work re-examining
the feasibility of reintroducing an abattoir to the
Islands so facilitating a return, albeit small, to
mixed farming is underway. Although beef would
qualify for subsidy, eligibility for payment is linked
to average subsidy payments received from 2000
to 2002. As livestock rearing would be a ‘new’
activity for the purposes of qualification, farmers
involved would be unlikely to qualify for subsidy.
That said, the Department for Environment Food
and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) may exercise some
flexibility in assessing the qualification period for
those farmers already involved in Countryside
Stewardship Agreements.
The anticipated ‘shake up’ of agri-environment
schemes in the wake of the CAP review may hold
possibilities for Scilly. Currently one of the most
difficult areas to identify and secure funding for, is
the restoration and maintenance of traditional
farm buildings with no identified suitable
economically viable use. Although already
covered by existing arrangements under the Isles
of Scilly Countryside Stewardship Special Project,
traditional farm buildings seem to struggle to
benefit. New arrangements under the higher tier
scheme may be more advantageous.
4.2.2 Objective 1
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are designated as
an Objective One area from 2002-2006. In order
to be successful in securing funding it is essential
that all applications demonstrate how they will
contribute to the programme’s five priorities and
three cross-cutting themes, of which the
environment is one. This means that although all
proposals primarily need to demonstrate economic
benefit, there is real opportunity to obtain positive
results in terms of land management and the
support of sustainable communities. One of the
potentially useful, although currently largely
allocated, Objective One funding themes supports
applications promoting regional distinctiveness.
The current Isles of Scilly Integrated Area Plan
(IAP) is complete and a new plan for 2004-2006 is
in development. Opportunities to ensure close
linkages between this document and the
forthcoming plan are in hand.

4.2.3 Other External Funding
The degree of statutory protection enjoyed by the
Islands is demonstrated by the list of designations
in Appendix 2. This level of protection provides
the challenge of ensuring that a large number of
environmental bodies work in partnership to
manage the Islands. It can also be identified as a
lever providing access to external funding sources.
There are several external funding sources, such
as Heritage Lottery Funding, which are well used
in other AONBs. Accessing and using them does,
however, require a significant input of time. The
strategic framework for AONB management
provided by this document is the sort of
framework that funders will want to see in support
of funding bids.
4.2.4 Green Tourism
It is well known that the Islands’ environment
plays an essential role in attracting both staying
and day-trip visitors to Scilly and that society is
becoming more environmentally aware. There is
great potential in light of these factors to develop
a Green Tourism Scheme for the Islands, perhaps
adapting best practice models developed
elsewhere both in the UK and further afield. Such
a scheme would allow visitors to make choices
relating to their accommodation and activities
based upon ‘green credentials’. Businesses taking
part would be able to market themselves as
actively working to support the Islands’
environment, significantly through measures that
have been proven to make good business sense.
Visitors, through voluntary contributions, could
enhance their sense of ownership and enjoyment
of the Islands and generate a fund which could be
matched against grant aid and spent on
undertaking project work beneficial to all within
the Islands e.g. environmentally friendly up
country and off island toilet facilities.
4.2.5 Niche Marketing and Value Added Products
Linked to green tourism there is the potential to
develop strong branding of produce, products
made in Scilly, and of the islands as a destination,
using the appeal of the Islands’ natural beauty as
the backdrop, and marketing the ‘lifestyle’
enjoyed within the Islands. Work has already
begun in this area. The flower farming industry,
with the support of Objective One funds, are
working to strengthen their brand recognition and
profile. Scilly’s artists and crafts people are
working together to market themselves, and the
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tourism industry, again with the support of
Objective One funds, is working to develop a
strong brand. It is essential that there is a degree
of co-ordination between these and any other
branding initiatives in order that all marketing of
the Islands is strengthened and not confused.
There may be the potential to develop a range of
value-added products either through the
expansion of existing activities, such as growing
lavender, into the production of a more complete
product such as essential oil and beauty products,

or the regeneration of Island orchards to support a
small-scale cider and juice business, potentially
also producing wines or honey from wild crops
such as gorse. Local food products could be
supplied to local outlets and potentially further
afield. All development of ‘value added’ or more
complete products would need to be supported by
an adequately buoyant market to support
production and transportation costs. The scale
and therefore income generation potential of
these activities will be dependent on identifying
suitable products and markets.
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5.1 Providing the Context
5.1.1 International Context
There are more than 40,000 protected areas in the
world6. They vary greatly in nearly every respect;
the precise purpose for their designation; the
species or landscape they protect; their size; the
name they are given, etc. Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB) is a landscape
conservation designation, which falls into a group
of international designated areas referred to as
IUCN - The World Conservation Union (or
International Union for Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources) Category V. The IUCN
guidelines for Protected Area Management
(1994) define this category of protected landscape
/ seascape as follows:
‘Area of land, with coast and sea … where the
interaction of people and nature over time has
produced an area of distinct character with
significant aesthetic, ecological and/ or cultural
value, and often with a high biological diversity.
Safeguarding the integrity of this traditional
interaction is vital to the protection, maintenance
and evolution of such an area.’
5.1.2 National Context
AONB is a statutory designation currently applied
to 41 areas in England & Wales. The natural
beauty and distinctive character of each of these
areas makes them of national interest. They
6

represent the nation’s finest countryside; AONB
designation seeks to safeguard them for future
generations.
As indicated above, this designation does not seek
to prevent all forms of development but to balance
the needs of the environment with those of local
communities and economies. This includes the
protection and careful management of flora,
fauna, the historic landscape, geological and
characteristic man-made features of the
landscape, all of which contribute to ‘natural
beauty’. The purposes of AONB designation as
defined by the Countryside Agency (CA), the
national body responsible for designating areas,
are as follows:
The primary purpose of AONB designation is
to conserve and enhance natural beauty.
In pursuing the primary purpose, account
should be taken of the needs of agriculture,
forestry, other rural industries and of the
economic and social needs of local communities.
Particular regard should be paid to promoting
sustainable forms of social and economic
development that in themselves conserve and
enhance the environment.
Recreation is not an objective of designation,
but the demand for recreation should be met so
far as this is consistent with the conservation of
natural beauty and the needs of agriculture,
forestry and other uses.

Data source - United Nations Environmental Programme's World Conservation Monitoring Centre - UNEP -WCMC
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5.1.3 Regional Context
The South West’s high quality physical
environment is recognised as a great strength and
economic asset. More than one-third (37%) of
the region is covered by twelve Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and two National
Parks. The environment is recognised as one of
three key economic drivers in the Regional
Economic Strategy for the South West of England,
with over 12% of the Region’s economy relying on
the land, landscape or sea. In 1999 the
‘Environmental Prospectus for the South West’
estimated that the environment generated an
output of £744 million and 55,000 jobs. It is a
crucial asset for the tourism sector and it is
estimated that most trips to the Region (78%7) are
motivated by protected landscapes. Landscape
already contributes to the prosperity of the region
by:
Attracting people to live and work in the
region and businesses to invest.
Contributing over 4% of employment and
between 5-10% of the Region’s GDP.
Underpinning rural tourism and recreation.
Providing a competitive edge for branded
products.
The importance of improving regional
communications and partnerships is recognised as
a critical objective, not only by members of the
South West Protected Landscape Forum
(representing the Region’s fourteen Protected
Landscape Areas), but also by regional bodies
such as The South West Regional Assembly,
Countryside Agency, Government Office for the
South West, Rural Development Service, DEFRA
7

and South West of England Regional
Development Agency.
Together these
organisations have been working to develop a
joint statement of intent that sets out
opportunities to develop partnership working that
is clear, integrated and holistic. It aims to:
Develop the contribution that Protected
Landscapes make to the quality of life in the wider
region.
Increase joint working in delivery of common
objectives.
Improve communication between partners.
Promote best practice in partnership working
to deliver rural regeneration
5.2 What is Natural Beauty and How Does it
Relate to Landscape?
As indicated above ‘Natural Beauty’ is more than
just the look of the landscape; it includes
landform, geology, plants and wildlife. Trees, fields
and open spaces are included but so are
settlements and working environments that are
the unique and characteristic result of a rich
history of human settlement and culture. We can
see, therefore, that natural beauty is much more
than scenery or even a set of purely physical
attributes. Its visual aspect, landscape, is only the
outward face of complex human / nature
interactions. Landscapes are often attributed with
important associative and spiritual values which
are all part of an area’s natural beauty. Compared
to the thinking behind the establishment and
management of many other protected areas,
where the emphasis is on protecting what is seen
as natural, the protection of AONBs puts people

Regional Economic Strategy for the South West of England 2003-2012
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at the heart of the operation and indeed requires
them to be there. Management should act as a
guide for human processes so that the area and its
resources are protected, managed and are capable
of evolving in a sustainable way.
Natural Beauty appears all around us, the
different forms and combinations it presents give
landscapes their distinctiveness. It is part of
everyone’s everyday environment: people both
shape and are shaped by their immediate
surroundings; it is ‘an important part of quality of
life for people everywhere’ and ‘a key element of
individual and social well being’8. Natural beauty
and its resulting landscape is also, as
demonstrated above, often of great local, regional
and national economic importance, providing the
foundation for much of the world’s tourism.
Natural beauty and landscape are therefore
particularly good media through which to plan
and manage for sustainability because they reflect
economic, social, cultural and ecological forces.
Protected landscapes have the potential to be
used more widely as part of national and
international strategies for biodiversity,
conservation and sustainable rural development.
Landscape may be inherited from the past but
should be managed for the future.
5.3 What is the Isles of Scilly AONB?
The Isles of Scilly were designated as an AONB in
1975. The designation applies to all islands and
islets; a total area of 16km2, making them the
smallest AONB so far designated. The Islands’
seascape is critical in defining their character, not
only in terms of the way it looks but also what it
conceals. Beneath the waters between the islands
lies a wealth of maritime heritage, as would be
expected in the approaches to one of the world’s
busiest shipping routes, and also a complete
drowned landscape which was once dry land. There
are now five inhabited islands, which together with
the uninhabited islands make up a unique wildlife
resource and an historical and culturally rich
landscape. Each inhabited island maintains its own
distinctive character and community. Careful
management of the AONB seeks to ensure that the
distinctiveness of the Isles of Scilly and the
constituent islands is recognised and maintained
and a sustainable community supported.
The AONB, a terrestrial designation, wholly
contains the Isles of Scilly Heritage Coast. In line
with guidance the interests of the AONB and
8

Heritage Coast will be managed together, so
extending the interests of this management plan
to the marine environment. Designated in 1974,
the non-statutory Heritage Coast designation
covers the Islands’ entire coastline (64km). Its
objectives are complementary to those of the
AONB and go further, in seeking to facilitate
public enjoyment by extending opportunities for
recreational,
educational,
sporting
and
interpretative activities in so far as this is
consistent with conserving natural beauty.
5.4 What are the Legal Duties Relating to
AONBs?
AONBs and National Parks were designated
under the National Parks and Access to the
Countryside Act 1949. In November 2000 the
Countryside Rights of Way (CROW) Act (2000)
significantly altered the context in which AONBs
are managed and strengthened the importance of
the AONB designation as a method of protecting
landscapes of national importance. Part IV of the
Act relates specifically to AONBs. It consolidates
and strengthens the earlier legislation and reaffirms the purposes of the designation. In
addition the Act requires that:
All public bodies and statutory undertakers
‘shall have regard to the purposes of conserving
and enhancing the natural beauty of the area of
outstanding natural beauty’ (section 85) in
carrying out their functions.
Local authorities produce and regularly review
an AONB Management Plan (section 89).
The equal standing of the landscape qualities of
AONBs and National Parks and the equivalent
levels of protection they should be afforded by the
land use planning system was confirmed in a
Ministerial Statement in 2000 and is reflected in
Planning Policy Statement 7, currently under
consultation.
5.5 What is an AONB Management Plan for?
The AONB Management Plan will do the
following:
Highlight the distinctive character and
qualities of the AONB.
Identify pressures, forces for change and
opportunities as they relate to the Islands’
distinctive character and qualities.
Highlight priority issues, co-ordinate action
and target funding through partnership working.
Present a long-term vision for the future of the
AONB.
Provide a framework of objectives that will
help to achieve that vision.

Taken from the preamble of the European Landscapes Convention
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Identify what actions need to be carried out by
whom and when.
Identify how the plan’s objectives and actions
will be monitored and reviewed.
5.6 Who is this Plan for?
Whether you live and work in Scilly, have
responsibilities or interests, or simply enjoy visiting
or holidaying in the area this is a plan for you. It
is a comprehensive summary of priorities to
protect this nationally important area. It
identifies and addresses issues that are affecting
the area now but also considers the long-term
future of the Islands. The overall vision in Section
2 and the vision at the beginning of each themed
Section, generated by representatives of the local
community and key organisations, have shaped
the objectives and actions identified within this
document and will guide future action in the area.

5.7 How will this Plan link with National,
Regional and other Local Plans?
At the end of each themed section documents,
plans and policies that share common ground or
relevant objectives with the AONB Management
Plan are highlighted. Appendix 3 contains a list of
these documents.
This will allow those
specifically interested in the capacity of the
AONB Management Plan to assist in the delivery
of wider national and regional agendas to identify
this potential; and conversely highlight where
other documents and responsible bodies can help
to deliver AONB objectives. It is important to
remember that this is a Management Plan for the
AONB as a whole, not just the AONB
partnership. It should be seen as a document with
a central co-ordinating role which takes an
integrated approach and as such is a working
document for all those with responsibilities in the
area.

It will only be possible to achieve the vision set out
in this document if all organisations, landowners,
tenants, authorities, statutory agencies,
community groups and individuals work together
and play an active part.
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6.1 This plan has not been prepared in isolation
but developed with the local community,
groups, organisations and individuals with an
interest or remit in the Islands through a
process of workshops and wide community
participation. Interest group representatives
or ‘stakeholders’ worked together in a series of
three workshops to establish a shared vision;
to identify and explore issues, objectives and
priority areas for action; and to decide how
the community should be involved in the
long-term delivery of sustainable management
in the AONB. They worked to identify a way
forward that is acceptable to all concerned.
Information, ideas and opinions expressed
during the workshops were recorded by
facilitators and produced as workshop reports
after each day-long session. Reports were
circulated to stakeholders by email or post and
made available to both participants and the
wider community as printed reports in the
Island libraries and reading rooms. These
reports are still available in St. Mary’s library.

6.3 The earlier community ‘open surgeries’ were
held on each inhabited island and residents
and visitors were encouraged to express their
opinions about key island assets and issues,
and to put forward their ideas for desirable
future action. The careful inclusion of visitors
in this initial work reflects the importance the
local community place on their visitors and
the dominance of the tourism industry in the
local economy.

6.2 Invited stakeholders were selected to
represent all aspects of Scilly’s conservation,
economic, and social communities, including
school children, and to match issues and
opportunities identified in a series of earlier
community ‘open surgeries’. Throughout the
workshop period there was an open door

6.4 The whole management plan development
process was designed to establish and develop
‘social capital’ within participants. Levels of
participation were good with a significant
number of participants attending all three
workshops; this was in-spite of the fact that
timetable requirements meant that the last

policy allowing any interest group who felt it
was not represented, or not adequately
represented to put forward additional
stakeholders who were then free to join the
process; a few participants did join the process
this way. Local stakeholders not living on St.
Mary’s, the location of all workshops, were
provided with boats from their own islands so
that they could take part at no greater
financial disadvantage than any other
stakeholder, the majority of whom dedicated a
full day to each workshop attended.
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two workshops took place during the busy
tourist season. This is the first time that such
an approach has been employed in the Islands
and the sense of inclusion and value reported
by the majority of participants at the final
workshop augers well for future participation
in and ownership of the implementation and
continued management process. A full list of
all those involved in the stakeholder
workshops can be found in Appendix 1.
6.5 A public consultation draft of this document
was circulated to each stakeholder together
with a response form. A copy of the response

form was also sent to each household in Scilly,
with a leaflet explaining the purpose of
AONB designation and a covering letter
outlining the plan’s purpose, the method
employed in its production and the location of
copies of the consultation draft which
included the Isles of Scilly AONB website.
Response levels were higher than those
achieved by any other documentary
consultation process in the Islands to date.
On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being unhappy and
5 happy, over 87% of respondents stated
themselves happy with the draft and rated the
document at a level of 4 or above.
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7.1 Environment
The Islands’ unique environment is of great
intrinsic and economic value. It has attracted
both national and international recognition
through a wealth of designations (see Appendix
2). The environment is also the resource behind
the Islands’ primary economic activity, tourism.
The clean air and access to unspoilt countryside
have health and ‘quality of life’ benefits for the
Islands’ communities and visitors.
The
environment can therefore be seen as the
foundation stone of the Islands’ economy and
community, its health and careful management is
essential to both a healthy population and a
thriving economy.
7.2 Community
To ensure the continuance of a viable community
within the Islands it is necessary to ensure that
adequate infrastructure is provided, and that all
sectors of the community are considered. All
development required to improve transport,
communications and provide affordable, efficient,
reliable and reasonable access to housing,
recreation facilities, services and markets should
be sustainable within the context of the Islands’
environment.

business base that provides a range of employment
opportunities for the people of Scilly throughout
the year whilst protecting and enhancing the
unique nature of the environment of Scilly.
7.4 Research
At present Scilly is poorly provided with wellrecorded and understood data sets to provide an
overview of changes within the area and support
the indicators required to monitor the state of the
AONB. This will make it difficult in initial years
to assess the success or otherwise of partners of
this plan in achieving their objectives.
Depositories such as the Regional Observatory
have no meaningful data on the Isles of Scilly in
relation to AONB requirements. There is
therefore opportunity improve this situation in
many areas by supporting or carrying out research.
The AONB has established a developing
interactive database of key information sources for
Scilly called IRIS (Information Resource for the
Isles of Scilly), it is hosted on the AONBs’ website
www.ios-aonb.info. As data is collected this
database will not only direct enquiries to source
information but it will provide a useful indication
of any continuing gaps in understanding.

7.3 Economy
To support a sustainable community it is essential
that the Islands develop a diverse and competitive
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OP1

All objectives and actions within this plan
will be viewed and implemented in
accordance with the primary purpose of
AONB designation ‘to conserve and
enhance the natural beauty’ of the
landscape.

OP2

All signatories to this plan and other
statutory undertakers will have due regard
for the purposes of the AONB
designation and the objectives of this plan
in carrying out their duties and activities.

OP3

Distinctiveness - the distinctive character
of the Isles of Scilly as a whole and each
individual island will be safeguarded.
This character is often denoted as much
by intangible elements that create each
island’s atmosphere as by the natural and
built environment.

OP4

The Seascape - the contribution made by
the surrounding and dividing sea is of
critical importance to the Islands’
character. In this location the AONB
designation should be considered a land
and seascape designation with the vision
and overarching framework applying to
both.

OP5

Managing Change - it is not possible or
desirable to ‘fossilise’ areas; we must aim
to keep a living, working, relevant
landscape and work to conserve elements
that together create a unique
environment.
Where potentially
damaging change is unavoidable we must
work together to ensure that any negative
aspects are minimised, for example
through the highest quality design. We
will need to make positive, sometimes
difficult choices to ensure that we keep
what we value for future generations.

OP6

Sustainability - recognising that change
will occur and managing for sustainability
ensures that an area is managed in a way
that contributes to a better quality of life
for current and future generations,
without damaging the quality of the
landscape.
In the UK Sustainable
Development Strategy (1999) the
Government has stressed the need for the
conservation of natural heritage to be
integrated with the need for local
economic and social well being.
Sustainable development principles must
form the basis of the planning and
management of protected areas.
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OP7

Partnership - the management plan development process has laid the foundations of true
partnership with the local community. The process has revealed how much commonality of
vision there is between the wider community and the AONB Joint Advisory Committee (JAC)
who are responsible for the long-term management of the area. Despite the statutory status of
the AONB, and other designations applied to Scilly, wherever possible management will be
carried out through a process of consensus and joint decision making.
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9.1 The Value of Quality of Life on a Human
Scale
The glorious landscape described in Section 3
generally supports a low level of development on
an intimate ‘human’ scale. The intrinsic and
economic value of the Islands’ environment must
be safeguarded when providing for the future
needs of the community. At present the largest
buildings in the Islands are the Parish Church,
Tregarthens Hotel and the Secondary school, all
on St. Mary’s. This comfortable scale is a
contributory factor in the instinctive, occasionally
instantaneous bond or connection that some
people have with the Islands. Once this
connection is made it is seldom shaken, as
demonstrated by the thousands of visitors who
return time and time again, and the number of
residents who arrived on holiday but never left.
The sense of deep peace, tranquillity and
reconnection inspired by the Islands is perhaps a
very human reaction; a realisation of the
insignificance of our worries in the ‘grand scheme
of things’ brought home by the Islands’ isolated
location; particularly when looking out to sea.
Together with the wonderful light and clean air,
these almost spiritual qualities greatly enhance
the quality of life of residents and visitors and the
health benefits of a stay on Scilly.

9

9.1.2 Historic Relationship Between Man and
Landscape
This special connection between people and place
has existed for at least 4000 years. The unique
concentration of ritual sites and their
combination with settlement patterns show that
Scilly was a hugely significant location in
prehistoric times. Even today many of the
settlements and the winding lanes that connect
them originate from those times. The use of local
granite in the historic built environment and the
scale of that development has created a special
relationship between the built environment and
the landscape.
9.1.3 The Influence of the Maritime
Environment
The Islands’ isolation and their location on
ancient sea trade routes made them an ideal rest
stop for some, and an unscheduled journey’s end
for others. Scilly’s treacherous waters have
claimed many unfortunate vessels, all of which
contribute to the Islands’ wealth of maritime
heritage. An old Scillonian saying highlights the
historic importance of wrecking to Scilly’s
communities “We pray, O Lord, not that wrecks
should happen, But that, should they happen,
Thou wilt guide them to these islands for the
benefit of the poor inhabitants9.” Islanders also
relied on trade with passing ships for basic
supplies, and any luxury items to trade on. The

Bowley RL 1996 The Fortunate Islands - The story of the Isles of Scilly
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nationally important collection of votive offerings
to a native marine goddess excavated from a
shrine on Nornour and now housed in the Island
museum, demonstrates the breadth of cultural
influence islanders were exposed to as a result of
these trade routes. This wide sphere of influence
continues today through visiting yachts, cruise
liners and other visitors.
9.1.4 Isolation and the Importance of Transport
Links
Despite modern transport links (plane, helicopter
and boat) the Islands remain isolated today.
These lifeline links support individual Island
businesses, carry provisions that meet the
Community’s basic needs, provide access to
mainland healthcare services, and support the
Islands’ primary economic activity, tourism, which
is based on the quality of the Islands’
environment. All are still weather dependant.
Without the levels of demand generated by the
tourism industry the Islands would not be able to
support either the range of available transport
links or the shops and services enjoyed by the
resident population and visitors.
9.1.5 The Importance of Location and Climate
for Wildlife
The degree of latitude of Scilly’s location has
resulted in a near ‘micro-climate,’ unique within
the UK context, which supports an equally
unique, internationally important collection of
plants and animals, both above and below the sea.

9.1.6 The Importance of Location and Climate
for Agriculture
Conditions imposed by climate, poor soil and land
ownership mean that field sizes are small and well
suited to the cultivation of flowers. This farming
practice has ensured the survival of many arable
weeds, which have become extremely rare on the
mainland. The combination of the Islands’
farmed landscape with its characteristic smallenclosed bulb fields and the exposed headlands
and waved heaths form a vital backdrop to all
other characteristic terrestrial features. This
backdrop is in turn framed within the dynamic
marine environment.
9.1.7 A Dynamic Environment
The sea in its many states creates ‘atmosphere’
and also has literally shaped the islands to be as we
know them today. Sea levels, which continue to
rise today, have been doing so since the end of the
last ice-age 10,000 years ago. This dynamic
marine environment has engulfed the low-lying,
once wooded plain between the islands and has
created a ‘drowned’ prehistoric landscape, parts of
which are still visible at low tide.
9.1.8 Collectively Unique
There is no other location where the key
characteristics outlined above join together so
seamlessly to create a living landscape.
Individually these elements are valuable but
together they form a resource of enormously
significant intrinsic and economic value. The
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management themes of this document fit into and
flow from this complex integrated landscape. A
careful holistic approach to management will
ensure that the natural, historic, cultural and
economic values and interests of Scilly are
preserved now and for future generations.

9.2.1 Broad Aim
IL1
That Scilly’s landscape should be
managed in a sustainable and integrated
manner ensuring that its natural,
historical, cultural and economic
interests are mutually beneficial.

9.2 Managing the Resource
The idea of managing landscapes has developed
over time as archaeological and ecological
interests have widened from individual sites to
landscape scale systems. The national
Countryside Character Map produced by the
Countryside Commission and English Nature in
1996 identified discrete areas, often coinciding
with AONB and National Park boundaries, on
the basis of archaeological, ecological and scenic
qualities or characteristics. This approach was
further developed by the Countryside Agency in
a series of Landscape Assessment publications.
The Isles of Scilly Landscape Assessment was
published in 2002 based upon a study
undertaken in 1996. It describes the physical
area and classifies it into discreet landscape
types; identifies human activities that have
influenced the landscape; reviews the features
that contribute to the Islands’ special character
and identifies forces for change. A landscape
approach to management allows the
development of integrated policies and projects
or actions and the best use of available resources
for the benefit of all.

9.2.2 Policy
IL2
To support initiatives that co-ordinate
funding and to establish a dedicated
team to work with the community to
support, encourage and facilitate
integrated management of Scilly’s
landscape, monuments and buildings.
9.2.3 Key Actions
IL3
To develop improved data sharing
arrangements with key partners (e.g. via
a GIS mapping system) to enhance joint
working opportunities, and ensure
management decisions are based on best
available information.
IL4

To encourage the adoption of a
landscape character assessment approach
to management to raise awareness of the
value of key features,’ providing a basis
for decision making and helping to
monitor change.

9.2.4 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.1, No.2, No.7, No.18, No.29, No. 41
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The information contained in the following nine themed Sections could have been arranged in any
number of ways; that chosen does not in any way infer priority or lack of linkage. In a landscape on the
scale of Scilly there is a relationship between almost every aspect. Endeavours to cross-reference have
been made to demonstrate the integrated thinking that is behind this plan and the intentions for its
implementation.
Each theme is divided into sub-sections. Some record and present factual, scientific and research-based
information; information obtained from stakeholder workshop participants; and perceptions and
observations of workshop participants. In each section these sub-sections are set out in the same order,
as follows:
Vision for the Future
Sets out the long-term vision or goal for the theme. Each Section’s vision sits within the overall Shared
Vision expressed in Section 2; both were generated and agreed in stakeholder workshops.
Snapshot - Where are we Now?
Sets the scene and briefly indicates the current situation; it was drawn up using a blend of information
from existing documents, data sets and local knowledge.
Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop Participants
Sets out the thoughts of stakeholder workshop participants as to issues and opportunities facing the
AONB as they relate to the theme. Most perspectives reproduced here were widely supported and
shared. This sub-section serves as an interesting snapshot of participant perspectives, recording the
breadth of discussion and reflecting diverging opinions where they occurred.
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Outline of Key Features
Sets out the key characteristic features as they relate to the theme; drawn up using a blend of information
from existing documents, data sets and local knowledge.
Current Management and Gaps
During the workshops, participants identified and discussed relevant current management measures and
practice. They considered whether or not this management would enable the Section’s vision to be
achieved. Where it would not, gaps in current management were identified and listed.
Organisations Responsible
Identifies organisations with related management responsibilities.
Broad Aims, Policies and Key Actions
Draws together a framework to guide relevant future action to ensure that it is based on the information
and aspirations expressed in preceding sub-sections.
Links with National, Regional and other Local Plans
Identifies documents that share common ground or relevant objective with each theme. A * denotes a
particularly significant document.
Links to Actions
This sets out links to related actions within the action plan. The numbers denote the actions as listed
in Section 11.2.
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10.1 Nature Conservation and Geology
10.1.1 Vision for the Future
Vision
The management and enhancement of
wildlife habitats throughout the AONB is
secure, with nature conservation integrated
into the mainstream of farming and fishing
and general land management practice; the
value of this rich diverse resource is well
recorded and understood.

10.1.2 Snapshot - Where are we Now?
10.1.2.1 Designations
Scilly has a rich and varied array of wildlife, as
recognised by the many national and international
nature conservation designations held (see
Appendix 2). The Islands’ seabirds and their
terrestrial habitats are globally renowned and
designated as a Ramsar site; they are also of
European significance as demonstrated by their
status as a Special Protection Area (see also
Section 10.3 - Marine and Coastal Environment).
Many of the Islands’ 26 nationally important Sites
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) significantly

contribute to Scilly’s internationally important
designated areas. The Islands’ SSSIs cover an
area of 5.63 km2 (out of 16km2) all of which meets
its Public Service Agreements (PSA) target,
which is that the habitat has a ‘favourable’ or
‘unfavourable recovering’ status (source English
Nature).
10.1.2.2 Geology
Five of the Islands’ SSSIs are of geological as well
as biological interest. They illustrate the Islands’
underlying geology, a mixture of fine and coarsegrained granite. Head, or Ram as it is locally
known, is the material formed by the denudation
of granite. This sandy, iron-cemented deposit was
traditionally used as building mortar and in road
construction. Large areas of the Islands, especially
on St. Martin’s are cloaked in blown sand and
poor soils although there are areas of deeper richer
soil particularly on St. Mary’s. In the coastal strip
around the Islands there are a number of raised
beaches. These provide an indication of historic
fluctuations in sea levels and, together with
archaeological remains exposed at low tide and in
the cliff face, demonstrate the dynamism of
Scilly’s coastline.

Map of the Islands’ geology with SSSI boundaries indicated
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10.1.2.3 Flora
Scilly has its own distinct collection of flora, some
of which are confined almost totally to the
archipelago. The small size of fields and specialist
farming practices have limited the impact of
modern farming practices on wildlife
communities; and lead to an unusual abundance
of specialised wild plants. The magnificent
displays of arable / bulb field ‘weed’ plants, such as
the globally threatened Red Data book species
Western Ramping-Fumitory (Fumaria occidentalis)
are now a rare sight on the mainland due to
intensive agriculture. The Islands’ clean air
supports two species of lichen identified as targets
within the UK Biodiversity Action Plan UK
(Heterodermia leucomelos) or Ciliate Strap-lichen
and (Teloschistes chrysophthalmus).
10.1.2.4 Farmland / Woodland Birds
Far from suffering the general decline in
population observed elsewhere since the mid
1970s, farmland and woodland birds on Scilly are
thriving. The Scillonian Song Thrush, a UK
Biodiversity Action Plan species, for example has
a very high population of breeding birds, possibly
as much as 12 times higher than anywhere else in
the UK (source Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds (RSPB). These birds rely heavily on dense
green hedge and shelterbelts associated with
flower and bulb growing for nesting.
10.1.2.5 Records Centre
The Environment Records Centre for Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly (ERCCIS) maintain records
of Scilly flora and fauna and is in the process of
establishing a satellite records centre on Scilly in
partnership with the Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
(IOSWT) and Isles of Scilly Bird Group (IOSBG).
Records held for Scilly at present are not as
comprehensive as those for the mainland due to
the historic lack of recorded data flowing through
to ERCCIS. This situation has been remedied by
a recent training programme equipping local
experts and enthusiasts with appropriate
recording software. However, ERCCIS make a
charge for access to the information they hold in
order to cover the costs of the service, the Council
of the Isles of Scilly do not currently have a budget
that allows access to this information.
10.1.2.6 Biodiversity Action Plan
The Islands do not have a Local Biodiversity
Action Plan (LBAP) and the one for Cornwall is
not appropriate for the Islands. The Isles of Scilly
Wildlife Trust are currently assessing species

identified in English Nature’s Natural Area Profile
for Scilly against National Biodiversity Action
Plan targets and they will then manage local and
national species and habitat priorities together.
10.1.2.7 Heathland Management
At present a significant area of the Islands’
heathland is suffering encroachment from
bracken, gorse and scrub vegetation due to the
lack of grazing in recent decades. This is of
concern from both a nature conservation and a
public enjoyment perspective. This overgrowth is
masking important stone features such as
boundary walls and archaeological sites, and is
reducing biodiversity as native plants and animals
of high conservation value are pushed out.
Improved management of this habitat is important
in conservation and economic terms. The Islands’
tourism- based economy is founded on a pristine
environment; its sustainable management is
therefore essential to the continuance of a healthy
economy. Heritage Lottery funding for the
effective restoration and management of
heathlands has been secured through the Waves
of Heath - Opportunities for Wildlife Project.
Both English Nature and the IOSWT, the
organisations responsible for the implementation
of this project, recognise that local community
understanding and active involvement is essential
for its long-term success.
10.1.3 Perspectives of the Stakeholder
Workshop Participants’
Participants perspectives’ have been grouped like
with like.
10.1.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
There is the potential for the Islands to look
too manicured if they are over managed.
The high costs associated with habitat
management are difficult to support as a small
community. Management activity funded by
grants aid is only possible in the short term until
the grant runs out.
The environment’s guardian organisation, the
IOSWT, is under-resourced.
There is a perceived danger of environmental
considerations outweighing socio-economic and
aesthetic / cultural considerations.
Overgrown areas prevent full access and
enjoyment by visitors and therefore potentially
damage the Islands economy.
Gorse is part of the landscape, it is an attractive
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plant valued for its perfume and it should not all
be taken away.
Bracken overgrowth has associated negative
health e.g. cancer risks.
10.1.3.2 Opportunities identified during workshops
Increased co-operation between farmers and
conservationists
will
deliver
integrated
management and improve cross sector
understanding.
The need to re-introduce grazing by stock to
improve heathland habitats conservation interest
offers an opportunity for farmers to improve their
viability through a return to mixed farming.
Integrated management of archaeological and
heritage sites would ensure they are also managed
for their nature conservation value.
Sustainable management will deliver better
habitats so highlighting the Islands’ environment
as the central plank for eco-tourism.
To seek to attract environmentally aware
visitors who appreciate the value of good
environmental management and wish to support
green tourism initiatives.
The development of Scilly as a marketing
brand so adding value to local natural produce
and products.
To make increasing use of the Islands’ natural
resources as an educational resource.
To promote the Islands’ geology, a currently
undervalued and under appreciated intrinsic
element of the Islands’ landscape, perhaps
through an interpreted geological trail for visitors
and as an educational resource.
The management of unenclosed areas could be
designed to encourage carpets of wildflowers to
return and support a wider array of insects so
increasing biodiversity.
To improve the level and accuracy of the
recording of biological and geological information
through the support of an Island based satellite
records centre.
10.1.4 Outline Key Features
Habitat
Maritime heathland and grassland
Wetlands
Arable / bulb fields
Hedges, shelter belts
and field margins
10

Significance
National
Local
National
National

The mosaic of both terrestrial and marine habitats
combine to support an internationally important
For
assemblage of breeding sea birds10.
information on Scilly’s marine and coastal
habitats and their significance see Section 10.3.
10.1.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.1.5.1 Current Management
Practical habitat management work, and
seabird conservation is undertaken by the IOSWT
staff, volunteers and contractors on land within
their tenancy, this includes all the uninhabited
islands and much of the unenclosed land.
English Nature (EN) oversee the management
of sites of conservation importance. Together
with other organisations they contribute
financially to conservation management within
the Islands.
Tresco Estate manages important wildlife and
conservation sites on Tresco.
Other individuals and tenant farmers manage
their land in accordance with the terms of their
tenancy agreement with the Duchy of Cornwall.
Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (DEFRA) operates a Special Project for
the Isles of Scilly under the Countryside
Stewardship Scheme. Grants are available to
farmers and land managers and approximately 6070% of eligible land is covered by agreements.
The Isles of Scilly Bird Group (IOSBG)
undertake some maintenance of current bird hides
and development of new hide facilities at Higher
and Lower Moors.
They also contribute
occasional capital grant contributions to the
IOSWT.
English Heritage (EH) maintain a team to
manage their ‘guardianship sites’ some of which
may also be of nature conservation value.
ERCCIS collect, collate and manage biological
information and data relating to the Isles of Scilly.
IOSWT periodically run species identification
and recording training sessions. Spaces are
currently limited to those linked to the Trust but
there is potential to join together with the Council
of the Isles of Scilly’s Life Long Learning
programme and so extend their availability.
10.1.5.2 Gaps in Management
The need for an integrated approach to
sustainable land management within the Islands.
The lack of a formal mechanism to enable
consideration of the nature conservation value of
locations (sites, buildings, etc) when making
Planning related decisions due to lack of funding
for accessing data.
A farm advisory service to provide integrated

The Isles of Scilly Natural Area Profile - English Nature
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advice, support and guidance for land managers,
in particular providing practical advice about
techniques and timings that would help in the
management of farmland such that it enhances
conservation value.
Difficulties of securing sufficient funding to
ensure IOSWT have the long-term capacity to
deliver effective land management and meet the
expenditure required to carry out their
responsibilities.
The need to build understanding with the local
community regarding nature conservation
management activities.
10.1.6 Organisations Responsible
Botanical Society of the British Isles, Council of
the Isles of Scilly, DEFRA, Duchy of Cornwall,
EH, EN, IOSBG, individual farmers, IOSWT,
NFU, RSPB, Trenoweth Horticultural Centre,
Tresco Estate.
10.1.7 Broad Aim
NC1 That the Islands sustain a healthy and
diverse environment with a rich mosaic of
habitats for the benefit of wildlife and
people, now and in the future.
10.1.8 Policies
NC2 To ensure that the most important nature
conservation sites are protected and
managed to attain or maintain favourable
conditions.
NC3

To ensure that the Islands’ landform and
sites of geological interest are managed to
attain or maintain favourable conditions.

NC4

To halt and reverse a decline in important
habitats and the species they support.

NC5

To support the co-ordination of research
and information relating to Scilly.

NC6

To support the sustainable use of the
nature conservation value of the AONB
as an economic resource bringing benefit
to the communities of the AONB.

10.1.9 Key Actions
NC7 To secure adequate funding to support
and reward organisations and individuals
that contribute positively to sustainable
land stewardship within the Islands.
NC8

To develop comprehensive baseline data
about the extent and condition of
important habitats and species ensuring
data are effectively managed through the
Isles of Scilly Satellite Records Centre.

NC9

To improve understanding of the Islands’
history through the interpretation of the
geological record.

10.1.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.7, No.8, No.9, No.12, No. 13, No.14, No.18,
No.21, No.24, No.29, No.32, No.35, No.37,
No.41
10.1.11 Links with National, Regional and
Other Local Plans
IOSWT Habitat Management Plan 2002-07 *
English Nature Natural Area Profile &
Corporate Plan *
Waves of Heath Project Plan *
Countryside Stewardship Special Project –
DEFRA *
Group of 43 / Mainland Marketing Objective
One funded Specific Project for Agriculture on
Scilly - Abattoir and Milk Processing Feasibility
Study
Isles of Scilly Integrated Area Plan
CAP reform proposals
BAPs, RSPB strategic plans *
CA Landscape Assessment
SSSI notifications *
Shoreline Management Plan
Isles of Scilly Historic Landscape Assessment *
SW Environment Strategy
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10.2

Archaeology, the Historic Environment
and Heritage

10.2.1 Vision for the future
Vision
The internationally important terrestrial and
marine archaeological remains and the Islands'
built environment are under good management
and imaginatively interpreted and presented
enabling the community and visitors to value
and appreciate the importance of Scilly's
historic environment

(For Cultural Heritage see Section 10.5)
10.2.2 Snapshot - Where are we Now?
10.2.2.1 Designations
The Islands have an incredibly rich marine and
terrestrial archaeological and historical resource.
The possession of the greatest density of
statutorily protected terrestrial sites in Britain
demonstrates the long-standing influence people
have had on this landscape, over at least the last
4000 years. There are 238 Scheduled Ancient
Monuments (SAMs) on Scilly with some covering
extensive areas, for example the whole island of
Samson. Many of these SAMs contain several
individual sites and as a result there are over 900
individual ‘sites’ on Scilly, and 60% of the land is
recorded as being of archaeological importance.
There are 129 Listed Buildings within the Islands.
The quality of the resource represented by these
buildings is highlighted by the fact that 10% of all
buildings listed on Scilly are in the top two
categories (Grade I or Grade II*) compared with
an average of 6% per area on the mainland. This
and the close relationship between the Islands’
built and natural environments resulted in the
whole of Scilly being designated as a Conservation
Area in 1975.
10.2.2.2 The Archaeological Resource on Land
There are a remarkable number of Bronze Age
monuments in Scilly. Many of the 140 stone
roundhouses recorded probably date from this
time. The majority stand within, or adjacent to,
the remains of contemporary field systems which
can still be seen. The irregular pattern of the most
anciently enclosed land suggests that there was no
large scale laying out of fields these ancient field
systems continued to be modified and used today.
Most of the surviving remains of houses and field
systems are found on what are now heathlands or
intertidal sand flats, although originally laid out

before areas became engulfed by the sea. It seems
likely that much of the existing farmland on Scilly
was originally enclosed during prehistoric times.
Bronze Age Scillonians built their ceremonial
monuments on the edges of field systems, on
hilltops and on ridges and coastal plateaux. Most
impressive are the entrance graves which
functioned as territorial markers as well as places
for burial and ancestor worship. The 80 recorded
examples represent a unique concentration of this
type of monument, less common are the handful
of standing stones, and most numerous but least
impressive are the simple cairns.
In roughly 500BC the earliest of Scilly’s
fortifications were constructed. Built across the
neck of natural promontories, cliff castles
provided protection from landward attack.
Examples survive on heather-covered headlands
on the outer edge of the island group, including
Shipman Head on Bryher and Giant’s Castle on
St. Mary’s.
There appears to have been little direct Roman
influence on Scillonians although changes
occurred as a result of greater opportunities for
contact and trade. The collection of Roman
objects from Nornour suggest that this was the site
of a shrine to a native marine goddess attracting
votive offerings from travellers between Gaul and
Britain.
10.2.2.3 Marine Archaeology
In Scilly marine archaeology is about much more
than shipwrecks, although there are plenty. The
Islands
have
an
extraordinarily
high
concentration of wrecks, approximately 700-1000,
including 3 Protected Wreck Sites. This is due to
the Islands’ position on historic trade routes; the
fact that they were incorrectly charted until the
19th Century; and surrounding currents and
stormy weather that often forced ships into Scilly
in an attempt to shelter or sit out the storm.
The shallow inner sea, between the islands covers
what was once a low-lying wooded plain. Raised
beaches created during previous inter-glacial
periods and evident 3 to 8 metres above current
sea level further demonstrate the Islands’ historic
changing sea levels. The submergence of Scilly is
not fully understood.
According to Charles Thomas, until recently the
received authority on this subject, present day
Annet, St. Agnes and the Western Rocks had
become separated from the larger now mushroom
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shaped island know as En Nor by 3000BC. He
believed the other islands as we know them today
th

would not have appeared until about the 5
century AD and would still have been joined at
low water as late as the 11th century AD11.
However, more recent analysis of intertidal peats
suggests that most of the islands might have been
separated at high water by 1000BC, although
Tresco, Samson and Bryher would still have been
joined at low tide in the early 16th century12.
For hundreds of years low boulder boundary walls
or ‘hedges’, enclosures, hut circles and a stone row
have been seen on the Islands’ sand flats when
they are exposed at Lowest Astronomical Tide
(LAT). Although features are not always visible
because of the shifting sands they are all evidence
of a multi-period prehistoric submerged landscape.
Coastal cliff erosion also exposes archaeological
remains, which if monitored and recorded would
provide not only valuable insight into the Islands’
past but could also be used as an indicator of
coastal erosion rates.
10.2.2.4 Built Heritage
Buildings of historic interest or value are not
limited to those that have been listed and include
buildings with a variety of uses e.g. residential,
agricultural, etc, and those with no current use.
Traditional agricultural buildings make an
important contribution to the character of the
Scillonian landscape.
No longer able to
accommodate the machinery required for modern
farming they are a dwindling resource, with many
of those that remain being under threat of
unsuitable conversion.
Although listed,
Trenoweth Barn, for example, has for many years
been the subject of proposed residential
conversion schemes. Whilst these buildings
continue to have no suitable, economically viable
use, identifying funding for their maintenance is
particularly difficult. Depending on the outcome
of the review of agriculture policies and agrienvironment schemes it may be possible in the
future to improve links between the maintenance
and protection of these character buildings and
higher tier Countryside Stewardship Scheme
(CSS) agreements.
The Islands built heritage ranges from formal
buildings designed:
for defence, Star Castle, the Garrison Walls,
Cromwell’s Castle and the Block House reflect the
fact that from the mid-16th century onwards,
English foreign policy exerted a greater influence
11
12

on Scilly, resulting in 400 years of successive
fortification of the coastline.
for religious worship, the austere Parish
Church, Methodist Church, Old Wesleyan
Chapel, Old Town Church, off island churches
and remains of St. Nicholas Priory;
to impress, the imposing Tresco Abbey, elegant
18th and early 19th century properties such as
Lemon Hall and Hugh House (built originally as
military Officers’ quarters), and the municipal
Town Hall;
for navigation, the Islands’ lighthouses and
daymarks;
to the vernacular low granite cottages, agricultural
buildings, including the once common glasshouses
used to finish early flowers and Gig / boat sheds.
Although not an industrial landscape, remains
th

survive of industries carried out from the 17
century onwards (corn mills, a fish salting trough,
kelp pits, and stone quarries). Kelp pits can be
found in several coastal locations around the
Islands. They are evidence of Scilly’s kelp
industry which, from the late 17th to early 19th
centuries was the Islanders’ main form of
employment. Seaweed was collected, dried and
then burnt, producing soda ash which was shipped
to Bristol and Gloucester to be used in the
manufacture of glass, soap and bleach.
th

In the 19th and 20 centuries the influence of the
Dorrien-Smith family became evident in the
development of an austere style typified by the
Parish Church and Town Hall, and the imposing
Tresco Abbey. St. Mary’s Post-Office and other
buildings on Tresco are examples of a near Alpine
style of building developed by the Dorrien-Smiths
with rough blocks of granite and projecting gables
with scissor trusses. This scissor truss gable has
been used in the recent development of Hell Bay
Hotel, marking it as a building complex associated
with the Dorrien-Smith family.
The Duchy of Cornwall’s influence is also evident
during this period particularly in the
redevelopment of the south side of Hugh Street.
Previously an informal row of cottages and houses
it is now an austere terrace of eight two-storey
houses of coursed and dressed granite, with flat
roofs, sash windows and careful detailing. A
similar formal style is also demonstrated in two
contemporary developments of four terraced
houses at Porthloo and Longstone, both terraces
have recently had pitched roofs added. Surviving

Thomas C - Exploration of a Drowned Landscape - Archaeology and History of the Isles of Scilly 1985
Pers Com - Charlie Johns, Cornwall County Council Historic Environment Service
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‘traditional’ roofing materials include ‘scantle’
slated Delabole or Welsh ‘peggie’ slates bedded in
a wet lime mortar, and Bridgwater clay tiles
brought to Scilly as ship’s ballast13.

10.2.3 Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop
Participants’
Participants’ perspectives have been grouped like
with like.

10.2.2.5 Contribution to the Economy
Interest in the Islands’ archaeological heritage is
significant. Slide shows and other interpretative/
educative activities relating to the historic
environment run during the tourist season and are
well attended. Interest is such that the resource
provides the foundation for a locally run specialist
holiday business.

10.2.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
Concerns over the overgrown state of some
sites and difficulty in accessing them.

10.2.2.6 Administration
Monuments and their surroundings are under a
variety of management regimes ranging from the
close-clipped grass of the Islands’ golf course and
the eleven closely managed English Heritage
properties e.g. Halangy Down, to those entombed
in damaging scrub vegetation. Some sites such as
the buildings on Samson are in a precarious state;
the elements and invasive vegetation are taking
their toll. These buildings together with the ruin
of Tean farmhouse are Scilly’s only buildings on
the Buildings at Risk Register. A project proposal
and funding application are in development in an
attempt to stabilise the Samson buildings.
The introduction of an Article 4 (2) Direction in
1995 has helped to control the loss of traditional
features such as timber sash windows and slate
roofs.
However it is difficult, when an
architecturally valuable building is not listed, to
justify the additional cost to developers, many of
whom are private individuals, without offering
some form of material encouragement. English
Heritage fund the Isles of Scilly Grant Scheme, a
tailor-made version of their Heritage Economic
Regeneration Scheme (HERs), which operates
elsewhere. It has made a significant contribution
to regeneration initiatives and has also gone some
way towards ensuring that repairs and
replacements e.g. of windows, are undertaken in a
sympathetic manner. However, as the number of
buildings in need of repair far exceeds the funding
available, it is important that when this scheme
comes to a close in 2004 momentum in this field
is not lost14. There is a basic need to maintain the
historic character of the built environment in the
same way as there is a need to ensure the
maintenance of the historic character of the wider
landscape.

13
14

Dislike of interpretation boards and concerns
over the dangers of developing a ‘theme park’.
Recognition of the need to find an
environmentally sensitive balance between the
provision of information and cluttering up the
landscape.
A perceived lack of co-ordination between
habitat and heritage maintenance work.
Danger of Health & Safety limitations
reducing community and visitor access to sites in
poor repair and thus reducing their use as a
resource.
Concern that preservation orders and ‘listings’
prevent affordable building repairs
The cost of maintaining important buildings to
an appropriate standard particularly where they
have no economic use.
Concern over the lack of routine maintenance
of listed properties leading to serious structural
problems that are expensive to resolve. Routine
maintenance on any property, whether historic or
not, should rarely be costly.
Concern that, unless maintenance work is
appropriate, buildings may become too
manicured, damaging their character, which will
also be lost or damaged if buildings deteriorate.
Poor building maintenance in this damp
environment has health implications.
Lack of traditional maintenance means that
traditional skills and methods are being lost.
Concerns that insensitive conversions detract
from the character of the landscape and destroy
the history and tradition of the buildings.
The threat that ‘large’ development may have
on the character of the landscape.
The Isles of Scilly HERs Grant Scheme (see
10.2.2.6) is due to end in 2004. What will replace
it and how will the momentum behind the
safeguarding of important historic character
features be maintained?

Arbery G - Council of the Isles of Scilly - Draft Isles of Scilly Heritage and Cultural Strategy 2003
See 13
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10.2.3.2 Opportunities identified during
workshops
To greatly increase the profile of Scilly’s
archaeology. The combination of type and
density of remains should make it an example
cited in teaching at local, national and even
international level. It is a resource currently
much underused.
To promote this aspect of the Islands as part of
any green-tourism initiative through appropriate
interpretation of locations of interest, particularly
smaller, less publicised sites.
To use the Islands’ archaeological and historic
resource to provide local people with a sense of
their heritage. Improve opportunities to
disseminate the wealth of information available
to the public.
The potential for heritage-led regeneration
projects - restoration of character buildings and
their contribution to the distinctiveness of the
Islands, including streetscape improvements to
pavements, lamp posts, and other street furniture.
To stabilise Samson buildings to prevent
further deterioration and enable access where
appropriate.
The design of new buildings could be
significantly improved; a modern distinctive
‘Scillonian style’ could be developed and adopted
through the development of a design guide and
robust Planning policies. The Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly Urban Survey report should be used
to inform this work (see 10.7.2.10 and 10.7.9)
To combine present building and grounds
maintenance regimes of Council, Duchy, English
Heritage and IOSWT thus creating efficient
better-quality management and significant
savings.
To create a combined landscape management
grant scheme for the Islands using AgriEnvironment, Reserve Enhancement and Section
17 Management Agreement funding.

10.2.4 Outline Key Features
Early prehistoric stone walls are still evident
and can, where invasive scrub has not masked
them, be traced across the open heathland on
each island and in places down into the inter-tidal
sand flats.
An internationally unique concentration and
assemblage of Neolithic and Bronze Age burial
and other ritualistic monuments, evidence of at
least 4000 years of continuous human occupation.
A drowned multi-period prehistoric landscape
evidenced by submerged hut circles and boundary
walls in the Islands’ inner sea.
A wealth of maritime archaeological resource
demonstrated by the number of wrecks to be
found in Island waters (approximately 700 -1000,
including 3 Protected Wreck Sites).
The Islands’ location made them an important
defensive post. As a result military structures
range from Iron Age Cliff Castles, Medieval
castles and blockhouses, the Elizabethan Star
Castle and later Garrison ramparts, to pillboxes for
the Second World War.
Traditional granite field barns are a significant
but threatened element of the historic landscape.
Built of local granite, many have prominent
positions in the landscape, sometimes associated
with a complex of farm buildings and sometimes in
isolation. With increasing pressure upon existing
housing stock these under-used buildings are seen
as an important resource for conversion.
Traditional glasshouses associated with the
flower industry are also becoming increasingly
scarce. Lack of a use and high maintenance costs
mean that they are increasingly being demolished.
The mixed assemblage of formal architecture
and navigational aids.
The historic Tresco Abbey Gardens, listed
Grade 1 in English Heritage Register of Parks and
Gardens, attract around 45,000 visitors a year
including a number of visiting cruise ships.
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10.2.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.2.5.1 Current Management
The National Heritage Act 2002 extended
English Heritage’s remit to protect sites of
archaeological and historic value, to include all
archaeology from mean low water to the 12
nautical mile limit off our shores. Their
corresponding policy document ‘Taking to the
Water’ outlines mechanisms for researching and
recording sites both designated and nondesignated.
As a first step they have
commissioned a Rapid Coastal Zone Assessment
from Cornwall County Council’s (CCC) Historic
Environment Countryside Advice Service, a
desktop study to begin the process of identifying
the resource within Scilly’s waters.
The Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly Urban
Survey (CSUS) report documents the
development of settlement within the Islands,
focusing on Hugh Town. It identifies the town’s
origin around the harbour and its spread along the
isthmus, or sand bar between the Garrison and the
rest of St. Mary’s, and makes recommendations
for regeneration and redevelopment within Hugh
Town, including streetscape enhancements.
These recommendations should influence all
organisations responsible for the management of
the urban environment.
The Isles of Scilly Sea Fisheries Committee
(IOSSFC) recently imposed a new bylaw to
reduce scallop-dredging effort. The primary
reason for this was stock conservation but this
bylaw has the additional benefit of lending a
degree of protection to marine archaeological sites
by lessening the danger that they will be damaged
as a result of scallop dredging.

English Heritage and the Council of the Isles of
Scilly jointly employ a Field Monument Warden
who carries out site visits to assess and monitor
the condition of monuments and make
management recommendations.
English Heritage properties e.g. The
Blockhouse on Tresco, are maintained by a team
under contractual agreement with English
Heritage.
Sites of significance on tenanted land are
managed by the tenant in accordance with
Section 17 management agreements drawn up
between tenants and English Heritage with the
assistance of the local Field Monument Warden.
Isles of Scilly Grant Scheme, a tailor-made
Historic Economic Regeneration scheme (HERs)
for the Isles of Scilly (see 10.2.2.6)
Trinity House maintain their own buildings,
including Bishop Rock Lighthouse; all lighthouses
on Scilly are listed structures.
Repairs and maintenance by responsible
organisations e.g. the Duchy of Cornwall and
Tresco Estate.
10.2.5.2 Gaps in Management
There are real difficulties in maintaining
important buildings with no economic return e.g.
disused barns. Unless a suitable use which
provides an economic return can be found it is
difficult to identify funding for repair works.
Following CAP review it may be possible to tie in
the protection and maintenance of these buildings
with higher tier Countryside Stewardship (CCS)
or its successor agreements and funding.
The lack of a Design Guide for the Islands.
A mechanism to ensure funds are still spent on
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the historic environment when publicly-sourced
funding is reduced.
Difficulty in encouraging appropriate character
repairs particularly when the Isles of Scilly Grant
Scheme (HERs) runs out.
10.2.6 Organisations Responsible
Council, CCC Historic Environment Section,
DEFRA, Duchy, English Heritage, HM Customs
& Excise, IOSTA, IOSWT, tenants, Tresco
Estate, Trinity House, private owners, all those
with section 17 agreements.
10.2.7 Broad Aims
AH1 Appropriate management regimes ensure
the survival of terrestrial and marine
archaeology and the preservation of the
heritage value of Scilly’s built
environment.
AH2

Provision of good, well promoted public
access to the Islands’ well managed and
robust archaeological and historic sites.

AH3

The cultural land and seascape of the
AONB has widespread understanding
and appreciation

10.2.8 Policies
AH4 Ensure that the character of the Islands’
marine and terrestrial historicallyvaluable sites and architecture are
recognised, appreciated and safeguarded,
and all sites and buildings with important
character or historic value are
appropriately maintained.
AH5

Ensure that reuse of traditional buildings
is carried out in a sensitive and
appropriate manner that maintains their
character and enables them to continue
to be valuable and relevant to the local
community.

AH6

To ensure that any new development
reflects and enhances the historic
character of the Islands.

AH7

To support the sustainable use of the
archaeology and heritage value of the
AONB as an economic resource bringing
benefit to the communities of the AONB.

10.2.9 Key Actions
AH8

To provide an effective professional
advisory service to land and property
owners, tenants and other bodies ensuring
that proper account is taken of the
historic and archaeological resource in
the performance of their functions.

AH9

To ensure that comprehensive baseline
data about the extent and condition of
the Islands’ archaeological and historic
resource are available to the AONB for
‘state of the AONB monitoring’; and
where possible to the public.

AH10 Work in partnership to ensure that the
provision of ‘Traditional Skills’ courses
continues and expands.
AH11 To produce interpretation materials
designed to improve awareness and
understanding of Scillys’ archaeology and
heritage resource
See also RD19 (pg. 73)
10.2.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.3, No.4, No.6, No.9, No. 13, No.14, No. 21,
No.22, No.23, No. 25, No. 26, No.27, No.29,
No.31, No.32, No.40
10.2.11 Links with National, Regional and
other Local Plans
Cornwall and Scilly Historic Environment
Record *
Schedule of Listed Buildings, & Buildings at
Risk register *
Isles of Scilly Heritage & Culture Strategy *
Isles of Scilly Historic Landscape Assessment
Council of the Isles of Scilly Barn Survey
Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey *
Local Plan *Taking to the Water & resulting
Rapid Coastal Zone Assessment *
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10.3 The Marine and Coastal Environment
10.3.1 Vision for the future
Vision
The Islands have a clean, healthy, safe,
productive and biologically diverse marine and
coastal environment that is valued and
enjoyed. It is well recorded, understood and
managed in a manner sensitive to its needs,
enabling it to support a sustainable local
fishery. The contribution of the Islands’
outstanding seascape to their overall natural
beauty and their concealed archaeological and
heritage value is widely recognised and
protected.

10.3.2 Snapshot – Where are we Now?
10.3.2.1 Designations
The sea surrounding the Islands, with its array of
hues and dynamic coastlines contributes greatly to
their beauty. Recognition of the European
importance of marine and shoreline habitats and
associated species is demonstrated in the
designations that have been awarded, namely
candidate Marine Special Area of Conservation
and nationally important Voluntary Marine Park
status, to a depth of 50 metres.
10.3.2.2 The Importance of Seascape
Within the Islands no land is more than 1.5km
distance from the sea and it is the dominant
influence that both unites and divides the
individual islands. The landscape changes every
few hours with the ebb and flow of the tide. At
low tide the larger inhabited islands appear greater
in size. Rising high out of the water they stretch
across newly exposed expanses of sandy flats
towards their neighbours, making it easy to see
that the islands were once a single land mass. At
high tide, by contrast, the islands are half
submerged and the sense of separateness and
isolation is marked.
Low tides also reveal a submerged landscape, (see
10.2.2.3).
10.3.2.3 Flora and Fauna
Two species of particular note, both of which are
included as features of interest within the
candidate Marine Special Area of Conservation
citing, are the resident breeding population of
Atlantic Grey Seal and the Shore Dock. Shore
Dock is a Red Data Book species and is listed as
globally threatened and declining. In addition to
the seals several UK Biodiversity Plan Marine

Mammals are regularly seen in Scilly’s waters,
these include Common Dolphin, Risso’s Dolphin,
Harbour Porpoise and several species of Whale.
Together with terrestrial habitats the marine and
coastal environment provides important feeding
and breeding grounds for both resident and
migratory birds. There are at least 15 species of
breeding seabird in and around the islands, more
that at any other site in England or Wales with
seven of these in the Red Data Book. A
programme is in place to encourage the UK
Biodiversity Plan target species, Roseate Tern, to
resume breeding in the islands.
The marine and coastal environment also
contains internationally important habitats such
as inter-tidal sandflats and their associated
communities e.g. eelgrass beds.
10.3.2.4 Seaweed on Beaches
The island’s beaches are a valuable habitat for
wildlife and a great recreational asset. As a rule
this dual purpose does not cause any significant
problem. However, the question ‘to clear or not to
clear’ in relation to seaweed will always generate
heated discussion in some quarters. Beaches
provide good feeding ground for birds but the
smell and access difficulties created by large
amounts of drift seaweed on a beach can detract
from people’s enjoyment. It is important that a
balance is achieved between these two sectors.
10.3.2.5 Recreation
The Islands’ beaches and coastal footpaths are
their most exploited recreational resource,
supporting activities including walking, sailing,
diving and recreational fishing. A significant
proportion of the Islands’ annual visitors arrive by
yacht, mooring either on dedicated moorings
within St. Mary’s Harbour and Tresco Channel or
anchoring in sheltered bays and coves around the
islands. The undeveloped nature of the majority
of the Islands’ coastline adds greatly to their
appeal, and the quality of their seascape; although
lack of facilities for yachts not on official moorings
does result in difficulties relating to waste disposal.
10.3.2.6 Our Understanding of the Marine
Environment
Difficulties in working in the marine environment
mean that we understand the dynamics of the
system, its value in terms of natural communities
and archaeological resource (see also section
10.2) less well than the terrestrial environment.
At present specialist baseline information is
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limited and focuses on Interest Features under the
EU Habitats Directive, i.e. Sandbanks covered by
seawater all the time and Mud and Sand Flats
exposed at low tide and their sub features such as
eelgrass beds and their associated communities.
There is a lack of co-ordination of research
resulting in a loss of important information to
island-based organisations. This has to some
extent been redressed by the development of the
web-based IRIS (Information Source for the Isles
of Scilly) database by the AONB partnership and
should further improve when the candidate
Marine Special Area of Conservation
management plan is produced.
10.3.2.7 Infrastructure and Development
The Islands’ quays are of critical importance in
maintaining sustainable communities on each of
the five inhabited islands. There are a total of 12
usable quays, several of which are of historic
interest. The main structures are used daily
(weather permitting) and more frequently during
the summer. The sea state surrounding the islands
can be such that they are cut off from the
mainland and each other during periods of bad
weather; this is particularly true of St. Agnes. The
main Island quays including St. Mary’s are the
subject of Objective One bids to improve freight
and passenger handling operations and extend
their working life. It is likely that this work will
require significant construction work within the
marine and coastal environment.
10.3.2.8 Marine Borne Litter and Other Pollution
In addition to seaweed, the Islands’ beaches,
particularly those with a more exposed aspect,
suffer from deposits of marine borne litter,
especially plastics. The management of this waste
material is proving difficult largely due to the fact
that the resource-poor Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
is responsible for the majority of the Islands’
beaches, including those on the uninhabited
islands which are a particular issue. The Islands’
waste management system may also have difficulty
in dealing with an additional waste stream for
which it was not designed.
Beaches are also subject to small-scale oil
pollution incidents resulting from passing ships
flushing their tanks, and occasional incidents
resulting from cargo lost at sea, for example a
consignment of lost Pampers wipes washed up on
the Islands’ beaches recently. As a small
community Scilly is not in a position to fund

expensive ‘clean up’ operations. Those involved
in the operations following the last major wreck
are still owed large amounts of money. As an
entirely coastal location with high levels of
shipping movements in the surrounding sea this is
not a sustainable situation and funding support for
such operations from central government would
be most welcome.
10.3.2.9 Renewable Energy
Due to the high energy levels in the waters
surrounding the Islands’ there is increasing
interest in Scilly as a location to trial and develop
wave-generated energy technology. Whilst the
development of renewable energy sources is to be
commended there is a need to carefully consider
the environmental and visual impact any such
development may have on the Islands and their
economy.
10.3.2.10 Contribution to Economy
Scilly’s once thriving fishing industry has been
reduced to approximately 16 boats, operating on a
seasonal part and full time basis, with two working
12 months of the year. There are probably an
additional thirty or so boats that fish or pot for
their own use. In addition to this there are a
number of mainland-based boats potting and
trawling in Scilly’s waters. These boats operate
mainly as day boats between April and November.
A recent bylaw has limited the number of dredges
any boat may operate in Scilly’s waters; this is
likely to reduce the scallop dredging effort of
mainland boats. Locals and visitors, particularly
visiting yachtsmen undertake artisanal shrimping,
generally on a spring tide between July and
September. Shrimping does occur at other times
outside these permitted months but only in a
limited way. There are approximately 32 days in
any year when this activity is possible. It is
possible to rent shrimping nets from various
locations in the Islands.
10.3.2.11 Administration
Following the enactment of the National Heritage
Act 2002, English Heritage’s remit to protect sites
of archaeological value has been extended to
include those within UK territorial waters (see
10.2.5).
The Islands’ coasts are subject to erosion, some
continuous and some via winter storm events or
high spring-tide storms, when it is not uncommon
to lose two metres of soft coastal cliff. The Islands’
Shoreline Management Plan is due for review;
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recently there have been several small-scale ad
hoc sea defence works occurring around the
Islands apparently with little thought for
potential impacts on other locations.
A
combination of Planning regulations and a Coast
Protection Order prevent the extraction of sand
and shingle from the Islands’ coasts.
10.3.3 Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop
Participants
Participants perspectives have been grouped like
with like.
10.3.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
Currently there is a lack of a controlling
authority with enforcement powers within the
marine environment to monitor and police
recreational activities, and noise.
Many of those undertaking research activities
in the waters around Scilly have not sought the
requested permission, leading to a loss of
information and potential damage to the area.
Pressure for more recreational moorings.
Visiting yachts are a difficult group to reach,
efforts need to be made to improve their
awareness of the importance and delicacy of
Scilly’s environment. There is concern over their
rubbish dumping and shrimping activities
particularly when they shrimp outside the agreed
season.
Shrimping is not a problem but if too many
visitors do it stocks will be affected. Current
policy allows shrimping in the breeding season,
this will deplete stocks.
Concerns over the practice of ripping off claws
and discarding bodies of crabs caught as by-catch
during commercial fishing, to meet the demand
for white crab meat.
High levels of marine borne litter particularly
plastics and small scale oil pollution on Island
beaches.
Concern that the Islands are not well placed to
cope with a marine or coastal emergency. If a
pollution incident occurs on a beach in the care of
the Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust this poorly
resourced organisation could not support the
associated financial burden, and national funds
limit the type of pollution incident they will
provide for. The Trust also feels that there is a
need to clarify who responsibility should fall to,
landowner or the tenant, in such a situation.

It was felt advantageous for consideration to be
given to an extension of the Environment
Agency’s remit to cover the Islands.
The Islands’ sewage system and sceptic tank
provision needs to be upgraded to prevent the
discharge of sewage into the marine environment.
Consideration also needs to be given to limiting
pollution caused by agricultural run-off.
Concern over the visual impact a new quay
and associated road development might have on
St. Mary’s.
A degree of concern over the presence of
seaweed on beaches, some business operators are
concerned that the smell puts visitors off and so
damages the trade of nearby hotels and pubs.
There was recognition that the Council
already clean Porthcressa Beach and that there
was a lack of manpower and funding to do more.
Recognition of the threat of coastal erosion
and sea level rise to low-lying areas of the Islands
including Hugh Town and the Islands’ quays. On
St. Agnes Periglis is particularly vulnerable.
Concern that future building/ development
should not be carried out in areas vulnerable to
sea level rise, this is particularly difficult on St.
Mary’s as the main area of settlement, Hugh
Town is low lying and potentially vulnerable.
Coastal erosion is affecting routing of
footpaths, temporarily affecting the Islands’
access network until re-routing agreements can
be made with tenant farmers.
Lack of understanding of the potential effect
climate change and sea level rise will have on the
Islands and apparent lack of forward planning in
strategic documents.
10.3.3.2 Opportunities identified during the
workshops
To improve monitoring of natural
communities, interest features and the coastal
processes affecting the Islands.
To introduce no take zones to assist in the longterm sustainability of the Islands’ fishing industry.
A sustainable fishing industry could create an
increase in local jobs.
To stimulate demand from local businesses to
purchase local fish, and tie this in to a local
branding and local produce initiative.
The Sea Fisheries Committee’s remit area
should be extended from the 6 to the 12 nautical
mile limit (to the extent of UK territorial waters).
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Increase eco-friendly tourism through the
provision of boats to follow basking sharks and
marine mammals, and a glass bottomed boat to
observe wildlife and the marine environment.
To work closely with national organisations to
seek solutions to marine pollution incidences
around the Islands in a manner sensible of the
sensitivities of the tourism industry and wildlife.
To provide training to the local community so
that they can form part of the expert manpower to
help clean up pollution incidents.
Upgraded quays would help ensure viable
island communities, there may be potential to
exploit the old (non main) quays as tourism
attractions.
A mixture of management regimes on Island
beaches will maintain a diverse environment and
be beneficial to the tourism industry (clearance of
Porthcressa and Town Beaches make them more
pleasant for visitors).
Coastal erosion provides an opportunity to
learn more of the Islands’ buried archaeological
heritage via the development of a monitoring
programme using the unearthing of coastal
archaeology as an indicator of the rate of change.
Information thus obtained will assist decisions
regarding the development of a strategic longterm approach to coastal zone management and
the focusing of activity and resources in the most
cost-effective manner.
To improve the look and fit of future coastal
defence works.
To adopt an integrated approach to the
management of the Islands’ marine and coastal
environment
10.3.4 Outline Key Features
The Islands’ clear waters support a unique mixture
of marine flora and fauna, a wealth of colourful life
from anemones, soft coral, sea fans, fin and
shellfish to eel grass beds, kelp and thong weed
forests. The resident population of Atlantic Grey
Seals can frequently be seen, as can visiting pods
of porpoises and dolphins and occasionally exotic
species such as sunfish. The waters hide many
wrecks (approx. 700-1000) and evidence of the
drowned landscape of prehistoric Scilly with the
submerged remains of boundary walls and other
structures being evident, particularly at low tide
(see 10.2.2.3).

Habitat
Maritime heathland and grassland
Wetlands
Saline Lagoons
Sand Dune
Sea Cliffs
Boulder beaches
Intertidal rock
Intertidal sediments
Subtidal rock
Subtidal sediment and eelgrass
Open Sea

Significance
National
Local
National
Local
National
National
National
International
National
International
National

The coast also supports all the infrastructure
requirements of a maritime community from
quays, jetties, moorings and winter boat parks to
recreational facilities and their associated
buildings and accoutrements.
10.3.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.3.5.1 Current Management
EN undertake an annual survey of Special
Area of Conservation (SAC) interest features
focusing on eelgrass beds.
IOSWT/ RSPB/ EN /IOSBG carry out bird
population monitoring / management activities.
Collation and management of biological
information and data by ERCCIS
Isles of Scilly Sea Fisheries Committee manage
fishing activities within Scilly’s waters and have
the power to create bylaws such as the recent
bylaw restricting scallop dredgers to two dredges
per side.
Isles of Scilly Sea Fisheries Committee manage
the V notching scheme, a fisheries conservation
programme to help protect lobster stocks. ‘Berried’
(pregnant) female lobsters are released into the
sea, each marked with a ‘V’ notch cut into its tail.
The ‘V’ notch gives the lobster legal protection
from being caught for a few years. During this time
she will be able to reproduce several times,
boosting egg production and safeguarding
recruitment to lobster stocks.
National fisheries legislation e.g. minimum
landing sizes, including recent increase in
permitted lobster landing size, will help to bolster
stocks and sustain the fishery.
The authorised shrimping season is 1st July to
30th September governed by a voluntary code of
conduct.
Unofficial policing of activities within the
marine environment by local dive school.
Voluntary codes of conduct.
Ad hoc creation of spot or localised sea
defences. In addition to the responsibility EH
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have to manage coastal Guardianship Sites such
as Cromwell’s Castle where they manage the
property and take measures against coastal
erosion, they have responsibility for marine
archaeology and the issuing of licences for diving
on Protected Wrecks. As part of their work to
manage the marine archaeological resource they
have commissioned a desktop assessment of
coastal and marine archaeology in Scilly’s waters
from which they will develop management
recommendations and strategies.
The Council mechanically clears Porthcressa
beach
IOSWT cleans beaches on their leased land at
least once a year.
Island communities collectively clean their
beaches annually, with some individuals collecting
litter more frequently.

10.3.7 Broad Aims
MC1 A healthy marine and coastal
environment managed for the benefit of
wildlife and people now and in the future.

MC4

To support the sustainable use of the
marine and coastal environment of the
AONB as an economic resource bringing
benefit to the communities of the AONB.

10.3.5.2 Gaps in Management
Lack of a controlling authority with
enforcement powers to police non-fishing
activities in the marine environment.
An integrated approach needs to be developed
to monitor the Islands’ natural and historic
marine resources.
Despite the existence of a Shoreline
Management Plan, which is due for review, there
is a lack of a strategic long-term approach to
coastal defence and identification of vulnerable
areas especially regarding development issues and
the impacts of climate change.
Lack of a sustainable mechanism to remove
and manage marine borne litter as it washes up on
Scilly’s beaches.
IOSWT receive no help or guidance regarding
emergency planning at present, they need to join
in with other local organisations (Council and
Duchy) preparations.
The possibilities of disruption to mainland
transport links due to weather or technical issues
may present a potential danger when relying on
specialist mainland-based support agencies in the
event of an emergency pollution situation, thus
leaving the Islands vulnerable.
There is a need for the relevant authorities to
complete a Management Scheme for the marine
Special Area of Conservation.

MC5

To support sustainable fisheries as a
traditional feature of the AONB economy
and as a recreational pursuit.

MC6

To ensure coastal defence works take
place within the context of an agreed,
monitored and regularly reviewed
strategic Shoreline Management Plan,
where possible maintaining natural
processes and ensuring any materials used
are appropriate to their surrounding
environment.

MC7

To encourage and support initiatives that
monitor and protect the Islands’ natural
and historic marine resources.

MC8

To encourage the adoption of land and
waste management practices that
minimise the discharge of nutrients,
wastes, soil sediments and toxins into the
water environment.

10.3.6 Organisations Responsible
CA, Council, Crown Estates Commission, DEFRA,
Duchy, EH, EN, ERCCIS, IOSBG, IOS Sea
Fishermen’s Association, Isles of Scilly Sea Fisheries
Committee, IOSWT, MCS, Old Town Boat Club,
private individuals with rights to areas of coastal
seabed, RSPB, St Martin’s Hotel, Tresco Estate.

MC10 Work in partnership to ensure that
development of quays and moorings is
undertaken in a strategic and
environmentally sensitive way, by the
mitigation of negative impacts on the
Islands’ natural and historic resources;
the use of appropriate materials; the

MC2

A valued and safeguarded tranquil
unspoilt and undeveloped coastline.

10.3.8 Policies
MC3 To maintain all valuable marine and
coastal habitats and species in a
favourable condition subject to natural
change.

10.3.9 Key Actions
MC9 To support initiatives to improve the
monitoring and management of shipping
movements in Scilly’s waters and reduce
related negative environmental impacts
such as pollution incidents.
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meeting of current and predicted
demands; and taking account of the
potential impacts of climate change.
MC11 To work with national bodies that seek to
identify a solution to marine borne litter.
MC12 To ensure the maintenance and
management of a mixture of ‘recreational’
beaches managed primarily for use by
people and ‘natural’ beaches managed
primarily for nature conservation
interests.
MC13 To produce interpretation materials
designed to improve awareness and
understanding of Scilly’s marine and
coastal environment.
MC14 To develop a marine festival celebrating
Scilly’s marine resource and maritime
culture.
MC15 To work in partnership to produce an
integrated
marine
environment
management plan.
MC16 To work in partnership to discourage
development in vulnerable locations,
which may require future sea defence
work.
MC17 To encourage the development of reliable
forecasting mechanisms for the Islands to
include predictions relating to the impact
of climate change.

10.3.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.5, No.12, No.14, No.18, No. 21, No.25,
No. 26, No. 28, No.29, No.30, No.32, No.35,
No.37, No.40, No. 41
10.3.11 Links with National, Regional and
other Local Plans
SAC Reg. 33 document*
EN Natural Area Profile*
IOSWT Habitat Management Plan
Isles of Scilly Sea Fisheries Committee Bylaws*
Dock Act, Pilotage Act (Legislation under
which harbour authorities operate)
Photogeometric survey*
Main quays condition survey 1999*
Moving On – Transport Strategy for the Isles of
Scilly*
Old Town quay scheduling
Health and safety report on St. Mary’s quay
commissioned by the Duchy
Port Marine Safety Guide
Oil spill Emergency Plans (2 documents one
produced by the Councils and one produced by
the Duchy as Harbour Authority)
Harbours emergency Plan (St. Mary’s, Tresco)
Isles of Scilly Shoreline Management Plan*
Isles of Scilly Climate Change Scoping Study
Heritage Coasts in England - policies and
priorities (Countryside Commission 1992)
On the Edge - The Coastal Strategy (Local
Government Association 2002)
Taking to the Water & resulting Rapid Coastal
Zone Assessment*
Isles of Scilly Draft Heritage and Cultural
Strategy
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10.4 Agriculture and the Farmed Landscape
10.4.1 Vision for the future
Vision
The Islands support a thriving and sustainable
farming industry that maximises its benefits to
biodiversity and landscape quality,
demonstrates good land management practices,
cares for attractive countryside, diverse wildlife
and archaeology; and minimise any negative
impacts its activities have on the Islands'
environment.

10.4.2 Snapshot - Where are we Now?
10.4.2.1 Designation
The Islands’ were designated as a Less Favoured
Area in 1982 by MAFF (Ministry for Agriculture
Food and Fisheries, now DEFRA) in recognition
of the unfavourable conditions in terms of the
below average expected economic return from
agriculture, poor soil, distance from market and
the high cost of sea transport. Initially this
benefited the islands by providing access to Farm
and Horticultural Development Grants at
favourable rates. These grants supported farmers
in a number of ways including the economic
access to services i.e. the drilling of boreholes
providing access to water and connectivity to
electricity. These grants are no longer in
operation.
10.4.2.2 Background to Farming in Scilly
The Islands’ mild climate makes them particularly
suited to the production of early flowers and
vegetables, and there is a strong history of both.
The flower farming industry is reputed to have
started in Scilly in a small way in about 186715
when William Trevellick of Rocky Hill Farm on
St. Mary’s sent an experimental consignment of
cut daffodils and narcissi to Covent Garden in a
hat box. Thomas Algernon Dorrien-Smith
leaseholder of the Islands from 1874 was a driving
force in the development of the industry. He
studied the Dutch system of flower production
and introduced new kinds of daffodils and narcissi
to the Islands. He also encouraged islanders to
turn their small-holdings into flower farms. This
successful start began the process of flowers
replacing potatoes as the mainstay of the Islands’
agricultural economy. Narrow, hedged enclosures
were created to provide shelter for flower
cultivation. Originally composed of elm and
tamarisk, these hedges have now largely been
replaced by more vigorous, hardy species such as
pittosporum. These boundaries form a very
15

distinctive pattern and together with the
distinctive granite stone hedges provide the most
visually striking aspect of Scilly’s currently
enclosed farmland.
10.4.2.3 Flower Farming Today
Farmers created the small enclosed fields that are
so characteristic of the Isles of Scilly AONB, they
also manage the wider farmland (the benefits of
which over 120,000 visitors a year enjoy) but it
must be remembered that they carry out their
stewardship activities in search of economic
benefit. Both the Duchy, as landowner, and the
farm tenants have key roles in delivering quality
landscape character through land management.
If, as a wider community, we are asking farmers to
manage the wider interests of land for the benefit
of all then it must be economically achievable.
Commercial flower farming involves the
production of quality scented flowers, mainly
narcissi, and bulbs, both primarily for export to
mainland markets. In this highly competitive
market with falling prices and strong foreign
suppliers, Scilly is becoming increasingly
uncompetitive. This is due to the burden of added
costs incurred when operating from this isolated
location and the scale of farming. Conditions
imposed by poor soils, exposure to the elements
and the limited availability of cultivatable land
means that field sizes in Scilly are small; on
average approximately 0.25hectares, much
smaller than the average elsewhere. Farmers are
not, therefore, able to benefit from the scales of
economy that large mainland farms can. This
challenging economic situation is having a
negative impact on the character of the Islands’
landscape, particularly on the off-islands where a
number of unmanaged fields are reverting to
scrub.
The dominance of the flower industry means that
most cultivated land is managed as a
monoculture. Although most farmers today use
chemical fertilisers, seaweed was traditionally used
for providing both nutrients and humus to the
Islands’ predominantly poor acid soil, a practice
which continues in a very limited fashion today.
Narcissi bulbs have a life cycle of approximately
four-years. They are planted and left to grow and
multiply. Growing from bulbs ensures constancy of
product, variations will only be achieved when
growing from seed. The cyclical nature of flower
farming means that a farmer will only be operating
at full productivity with a percentage of their

Bowley R.L The Fortunate Isles; The story of the Isles of Scilly 1990
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stock. The larger the bulb the more flowers it will
produce, smaller bulbs can be grown on and used
to add to farm stock or sold as bulbs. Small bulbs
may not flower in their first year and if they do
they may not be worth picking. If farmers are
looking to increase their supply or specifically sell
bulbs they will lift them more frequently than the
full four-year cycle. To keep the bulbs free of
eelworm, once lifted, graded and cleaned they are
immersed in a mixture of hot water and
formaldehyde for 3 hours, and anti-eelworm
chemical is also injected into the ground.
A number of techniques have been developed by
Trenoweth Horticultural Centre to improve the
profitability of the flower industry. These include
recommendations relating to planting depth and
density, and the use of plastic sheeting and
burning over bulbs to manipulate crop growth.
Together with exposure of the crop to smoke,
mainly from burning hay, plastic sheeting can be
used to advance or retard development of the bulb
and therefore allow the duration of the picking
season to be extended. The use of plastic has cost
implications for the farmer and is at present a
difficult material to dispose of in an
environmentally sustainable manner.
Table 2 provides a rough indication of the timing
of activities associated with narcissi farming.
Timings will vary and are dependent on weather
and individual farm practice. The first four
activities take place annually but as part of each
bulb’s four-year cycle.
One of the most challenging issues facing farmers
is the lack of available land for adequate crop
rotation. Whilst more land would not necessarily
expand growth of narcissi it would improve results
by allowing the land to rest. The planting of break
crops or use for animal husbandry could aid
diversification efforts and increase soil fertility at
the same time. Rotation would also reduce crop

loss or failure due to disease and eelworm as it has
on larger farms on the mainland.
10.4.2.4 Remnant Flower Crops
Remnant flower crops such as Whistling Jacks,
Arum Lilies and Belladona Lilies create wonderful
displays of colour in lightly managed noncommercial fields, hedgerows and scattered in
disparate locations around the Islands. They
make a positive contribution to the character of
the farmed landscape and preserve, in a vital
manner, aspects of Scilly’s farming heritage.
10.4.2.5 Other Farming Activity
In addition to flower fields the Islands’ enclosed
land includes areas of pasture, despite the current
general lack of livestock. A current study has
identified a lack of interest in the redevelopment
of an Island dairy but significant level of support
within the farming community for a return to
mixed farming. The Objective One funded
Specific Project for Agriculture on Scilly (SPAS)
is now assessing the feasibility and economic
viability of the reintroduction of commercially
farmed stock and the economic case for an
abattoir. In addition to broadening the economic
base of farming within the Islands this initiative
could:
bring unmanaged fields back into use as grazing
ground.
improve the condition of the Islands’
heathland if it is used as rough grazing.
support the development of local ‘added value’
products, and improve the Islands’ self sufficiency
in meat products.
Improve animal welfare by removing the
necessity for them to travel to the mainland for
slaughter.
The impact of the conversion of flower fields with
valuable arable weeds to pasture land would need
consideration. The continuing availability of large
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Table 2.

animal veterinary services will be vital if there is to
be an increase in animal husbandry on the Islands.
The viability of alternative crops and farm
products have been explored in the past with the
development of a small vineyard, lavender, herbs,
asparagus, willow and nettle crops, free range
chickens, and beef. More recent suggestions have
included the commercial growth of foliage as an
associated but alternative crop to flowers.
However, as a closely associated crop,
investigation would be required to ensure that this
crop would not suffer from the same challenging
economics that currently face the flower industry.
Trenoweth Horticultural Centre has played a
leading role in the development of alternative
cultivated crops and in studying environmental
issues linked to agriculture in Scilly. The primary
focus of its work is currently improving the
financial return from traditional flower crops.
Water shortage also has impacts on land use;
despite the availability of land and specialist
knowledge, those interested in vegetable growing
cannot seriously contemplate this venture until
the issue of water supply is addressed. St Agnes’
water supply is currently the subject of an
Objective One funded investigative project
seeking a sustainable and affordable option for the
island’s community.
If, in future, alternative crops are to succeed it is
likely that an organic soil improver will be needed
to improve the humus content and quality of the
soil. Alternative crops may ultimately suffer the
same difficulties as the flower industry if they rely
on mainland markets.
10.4.2.6 Farm Structure and Number of Holdings
Over the last 30 years the number of holdings and
size of farms has changed significantly. There has
been a general decline in the number of holdings
and any one farming family may now manage an
increased number, where previously the same
number of holdings would have supported several
families. Where farmers are seeking to increase
their holdings or holding size, this is generally in
an attempt to achieve economies of scale; within
the Islands this will only be possible for a few.
Year
1959
1967
1971
2002
16
17
18
19

Number of holdings
12416
10517
8518
6019

Farming families and their children have
traditionally been very important in terms of
maintaining local services and schools. They
historically provided labour for Island jobs such as
road building and maintenance, and loading of
boats at Island quays. This still occurs to some
degree, particularly on the off islands but:
the changing nature of the Islands’ social
structure with higher levels of ‘incomers’ as
residents,
the dominance of the tourism industry in the
Islands’ economy,
the challenging economics facing Scilly’s
farmers, and
the age and education and wider career
opportunities available to Scilly’s up and
coming generation
all make the future viability of family farms
handed generation to generation uncertain. The
impact that these potential changes in economics
and management patterns will have on the
landscape of the AONB is also uncertain. If
farming is to remain profitable it is likely that in
future there will be fewer but larger agricultural
holdings, or a necessity for small farmers to work
together as a co-operative. The importance of the
Duchy of Cornwall’s vision for the future of
farming and farm structure on Scilly is key.
10.4.2.7 Boundaries
To protect crops from strong Atlantic winds they
are grown in fields enclosed by stone walls, locally
called hedges, and green vegetative hedges,
known locally as fences. These hedges are a
particularly characteristic feature of Scilly’s
farmed landscape and most vegetative hedges are
protected under the Hedgerow Regulations. The
management of these hedges though essential is
an extra call on farmer’s time. Within Scilly’s
small fields they account for a higher proportion
per acre than they would on mainland farms with
larger fields, cropping therefore is generally carried
out as close to boundaries as equipment allows.
It is possible that some field boundaries date back
to the late Neolithic or early Bronze Age period
(4000 years ago) and so have historic as well as
landscape value. Field systems are, in places, in
disrepair or have inexpertly repaired walls, the
value of the distinct walling techniques used in
their creation are being lost. Not only are the
walling techniques employed believed to be
distinct from those used on the mainland but they
are also thought to differ from island to island.

Pers Comm P. Rogers
see 16
see 16
DEFRA June Agricultural Census 2002
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As well as significantly contributing to landscape
character and improving agricultural viability,
effectively managed boundaries also prevent soil
erosion and provide a habitat for wildlife,
contributing to biodiversity and potentially to
farm economies by attracting ‘birders’.

accounting for a much smaller percentage of the
economy than in its heyday. The cropping
patterns of the flower industry complement those
of the Islands’ main economic activity, tourism,
with ‘picking’ and ‘tying’ providing winter season
work.

10.4.2.8 Biodiversity
To date Scilly’s small fields, which limit modern
farming techniques, and the land management
methods used in bulb and flower farming have
resulted in the preservation of important,
nationally rare, arable weeds such as Western
Ramping-Fumitory. In addition to these Scilly has
some endemic species. The move away from
productive field management threatens the
diversity of wildlife that farmland is able to
support as less robust species are pushed out by
hardy scrub and bracken invaders. It also
threatens the highly valuable locations in which
rare arable weeds grow. Without frequent
cultivation many sites will be lost, with the
possibility that endemic species will become
extinct.

The Islands’ farming community currently
consists of approximately 20-30 active farms. A
survey of agricultural employment patterns in
2001 /02 revealed that there are 72 people
employed on a full time basis in agriculture, 44 on
a part time basis and 101 seasonal employees20.
(source Pers comm A. May – Mainland Marketing)

Far from suffering the rates of decline seen
elsewhere, farmland birds thrive in the protected
environment of small-enclosed fields found on
Scilly; for example Song Thrush populations are
12 times higher than in mainland locations
(source RSPB). The specific reasons for this are
not yet fully understood.
10.4.2.9 Trees
Scilly has largely been a treeless environment
since the end of the Iron Age and the relatively
open character that this produces is a key feature
of the landscape. The few trees that there are,
therefore become a distinctive feature in their
own right. The notable Monterey Pine and
Cypress shelterbelts were planted primarily under
the direction of T.A Dorrien-Smith to provide
shelter for the flower fields and gardens on Tresco.
Many are now in need of replanting due to severe
damage inflicted by storms in the 1980s and the
age of the trees themselves. Elms continue to
thrive thanks to the prevention of the
introduction of Dutch Elm disease to the Islands.
They create attractive covered arches along some
of the narrow lanes at the northern end of St.
Mary’s.
10.4.2.10 Contribution to Economy
The farming industry still plays an important role
in the economics of the Islands, although now
20

Sales point for
flowers & bulbs

Estimated Value (in
millions) in 2001 /02

Mainland markets

£1.3 –1.4

Farm gate

£0.1- 0.4

Local sales / farm
shop

£0.1

These figures do not include sales figures for
‘Scent from the Islands’, a direct sales flower
bouquet company who distribute 60 thousand
units per year. There is also a small market for
locally produced food crops, but there are no
available figures for this.
Increasingly, tourism is providing the dominant
proportion of farm incomes, with most farms
having holiday-let accommodation.
10.4.2.11 Administration
It is against Duchy of Cornwall’s (the landowner),
policy to allow the sub-letting of agricultural land.
This is due to the fact that good land management
requires a long-term commitment not necessarily
implied in sub-letting arrangements. As a rule
this prevents the passing of land to active farmers
once the tenant ceases to cultivate or otherwise
productively use it. However, the Duchy does
recognise that there may be circumstances in
which sub-letting may be the best option.
Less Favoured Area status led to the development
of the Isles of Scilly Special Project. This is a
Department for Environment Food and Rural
Affairs (DEFRA) funded project through the
Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS) with
additional measures to accommodate the
particular conditions found on Scilly. The
coverage achieved by this stewardship project is

Pers Comm A. May - Mainland Marketing
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good with 60-70% of eligible land covered by an
agreement. The farms involved are mainly the
larger farms with cultivated fields. The lowest
rates of take up are on St. Agnes and Bryher.
Tresco has all eligible land in Countryside
Stewardship.
A new project is underway, namely the Specific
Project for Agriculture on Scilly (SPAS)
supported by Objective One funds. SPASs main
activities are flower marketing, improving the
image and profile of Scilly’s flower industry,
management of a delegated grant scheme,
management of a shared machinery scheme,
increasing the use of ICT in farming on Scilly and
a red meat and dairy feasibility study.
The potential impact of the CAP review is
examined in Section 4.2.1, see also A15.
10.4.3 Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop
Participants’
Participants’ perspectives have been grouped like
with like.
10.4.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
There is concern about the large number of
disused and unmanaged fields and the effect this is
having on the integrity of ancient systems. Fields
and boundaries are overgrown and unattractive;
this landscape deterioration will have a negative
effect on tourism and the conservation value of
farmland.
Concern over the disrepair of boundary walls
and shelter fences.
Concern over removal of hedges to enlarge
fields, viewed as inappropriate management, there
is a need to develop a strategy regarding hedge
and boundary management.
There are problems in managing some small
steep fields with modern farm machinery,
particularly where there are rocky areas and
outcrops. The management of these areas is
therefore costly in terms of time (manpower) and
money.

There is a shortage of farm labour particularly
some skills, e.g. livestock husbandry.
Covering fields with plastic, particularly if it is
black, means that there are no or fewer arable
weeds thus reducing the conservation value of
farmland.
The potential impact of farming on buried
archaeology. Bryher cist grave was discovered
when a modern tractor, heavy by traditional
standards, was working the field.
Agricultural building stock contributes
significantly to Scilly’s landscape character.
Remaining agricultural buildings should be
sympathetically assessed on an individual basis
when seeking to identify future uses. Conversion
proposals should be treated with care in order to
prevent deterioration of the historic character of
the building and its surrounding area.
Some farm tenants are no longer fit or able to
farm the land but need to hold onto their tenancy
in order to be able to stay on Scilly. A way of
continuing without the loss of the tenancy needs
to be found, particularly on the off-islands.
People don’t want to give up land as they would
lose their status as farm tenants and would then
be liable to pay Duchy’s residential rents. They
may also want to pass the farm onto their
offspring. To avoid pushing old farmers out, the
Duchy needs to consider relaxing its no subletting rule.
In some instances land that has fallen out of
use and into ruin could be managed / farmed by
others but Duchy policy prevents sub-letting of
agricultural land.
There is concern over the current lack of an
abattoir.

Climatic changes are leading to the erosion of
Scilly’s advantage over the mainland for early
flowers,

Large scale irrigation is not possible on Scilly
which makes it difficult to grow many crops, e.g.
some vegetables, except on a small scale.
There will need to be a substantial investment of
funds and training to develop skills and identify
new markets if diversification of cropping patterns
and land management is to see a return.

Small field size makes working them labour
intensive and therefore the cost higher. The
amount of form filling required to obtain
Countryside Stewardship grant at this scale and
the low value of the flower crops combine to make
it uneconomic to farm the land in some cases.

There is concern over pollution threats to the
water supply from the chemicals from agricultural
fields and drains, e.g. eelworm pesticides affect
marine life when they run off into the sea and in
the long term contaminate borehole supply when
used in water table collection areas. Also, septic
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tank seepage etc may contaminate borehole water
supplies.
Tree planting may have an adverse impact on
the open, exposed character of the landscape.
Trees become more significant in the small scale
and remoteness of the islands.
When replanting pine shelterbelts their impact
on the historic landscape needs to be considered
as does the impact of pine seedlings and their
spread on heathland.
10.4.3.2 Opportunities identified during
workshops
A realignment of agri-environment grant
schemes following the CAP review and changes to
CSS scheme within the next 2 years will help new
applicants. Positive incentives will be introduced.
To make farm management more economic
through an increase of stewardship uptake and
payment levels for key areas, e.g. for preservation
of rare arable weeds; or alternative land use/crops,
e.g. planting of appropriate conservation mix
wildflower crops for seed.
An abattoir, if feasible, will allow the economic
reintroduction of mixed farming and would
therefore be a call for some of the disused fields to
providing grazing pasture.
To diversify farm income by broadening out
into food crops to enable the Islands to become
more self-sufficient.
There is the potential to reinstate some of
Scilly’s orchards and varieties e.g. Scilly Pearl and
Ladies Finger.
To develop a Scilly brand to help niche
marketing and achieve sale/ export of produce at
attractive prices (see also 4.2.5).
The introduction of an expanded veg box
scheme to include other local products and
market it to locals and holiday self-catering
properties
To make maximum use of available points of
sale for selling of produce and crafts, e.g. the
airport and internet selling.
There is the potential to increase the number of
farm / nature trails.
To use aerial photos to help quantify boundary
resources followed by a survey to produce current
baseline data.
Appropriate management schemes will allow the

important character of boundaries to be
appreciated both intrinsically and for their
contribution to the wider historic landscape.
To improve locally available traditional skills
e.g. walling. Wall (hedge) maintenance stops
them becoming a safety issue.
There is the opportunity to provide advice
relating to suitable locations and species for tree
planting.
Greater sharing of data and other research
information will allow the wider farming
community to benefit from diversification
information.
10.4.4 Outline Key Features
A main industry facing economically
challenging times.
Small enclosed fields.
Stone hedges.
Tall thick green fences generally planted with
pittosporum, escallonia or frost tolerant olearia.
Tamarisk was more traditionally used and is still
very evident on St. Agnes.
Traditional farm buildings - farmhouses, barns,
cowhouses, glasshouses and flower packing sheds.
Increasingly prominent are Fingle Farm, timber
construction buildings.
Nationally rare Elm trees particularly at the
north end of St. Mary’s where they line the narrow
lanes and fields.
Monterey Pines and Cypress shelter belts,
important to the farming industry and to Tresco
Gardens, many are in a poor state at present.
Trees surround and shelter farmsteads at Holy
Vale and Rocky Hill on St. Mary’s, Middle Town
on St. Agnes and Lower Town on St. Martin’s.
10.4.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.4.5.1 Current Management
Areas maintained as commercial farm fields are
primarily used to cultivate narcissi and bulbs.
60-70% of all eligible land is in Countryside
Stewardship Agreements.
DEFRA are developing options that help
farmers to consider the environment to a greater
extent particularly farmland birds and arable plants.
Trenoweth Horticultural Centre operates a
programme, which in recent years, has explored
alternative crops to narcissi, including lavender,
and agriculturally related environmental issues,
with the focus of work being the profitability of
flower farming and the production of high quality
flowers.
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Tresco Estate manages a small beef herd and
supplies meat to Estate catering operations and
locally within the Islands.
There are small scale livestock herds and
vegetable growing operations on each of the other
inhabited islands.
Mainland Marketing and the ‘Group of 43’ are
managing the Objective One funded Specific
Project for Agriculture on Scilly.
A survey of Traditional Farm Buildings,
including historic barns was undertaken by the
Council between 1995 and 1997. The resulting
document was adopted as supplementary
guidance to the Local Plan in 1998.
IOSWT have planted and continue to manage
areas of trees planted as part of a Rotary funded
‘plant a tree’ initiative.
10.4.5.2 Gaps in Management
A proportion of fields are no longer productive.
Invasive scrub vegetation and self seeded
pittosporum has encroached reducing their
biodiversity and amenity value.
Many shelter fences are no longer regularly
trimmed and managed because flower fields have
gone out of production.
Dead and dying shelterbelts are not being
replaced.
There is a need for increased levels of tree
management if some species are not to become
invasive.
Stone hedges need appropriate maintenance.
A farm advisory service is needed to provide
integrated advice, support and guidance for land
managers. Particularly needed is practical advice
about sources of funding and techniques and
timings that help manage farmland in a way that
enhances its conservation value.
There is a lack of infrastructure and associated
services for the production, processing and
marketing of locally raised meat. This commercial
activity would in turn benefit habitat management
through the enhanced availability of grazing
stock.
10.4.6 Organisations Responsible
Council, CA, CCC Historic Environment
Countryside Advisory Service, DEFRA, Duchy,
DTA, English Nature, English Heritage,
individual farm tenants, IOSWT, Mainland
Marketing (Group of 43), NFU, RSPB, Trenoweth
Horticultural Centre, Tresco Estate.

10.4.7 Broad Aims
A1
Support initiatives that encourage a
thriving and sustainable agricultural
industry as a part of a broad-based local
economy.
A2

Encourage active management of the
traditional agricultural landscape, its
small-enclosed fields, boundaries and the
open character of enclosed pastureland
that maintain or enhance biodiversity.

A3

Maintain the historic fabric and character
of traditional farm buildings and their
contribution to the character of the
landscape.

10.4.8 Policies
A4
To promote a mixed farming economy,
based on high quality food production,
and extensive livestock rearing with high
standards of animal welfare, as a primary
mechanism to restore and maintain
heathland habitats through co-ordinated
local grazing schemes.
A5

To support research into agricultural
diversification, particularly where it
benefits the Islands’ environment.

A6

To encourage farm practices that aid
conservation of buried archaeology in situ
and the notification of discoveries of
archaeological interest on farmland to the
Islands’ Field Monument Warden.

A7

To ensure the survival of Scilly’s rare
arable / bulb strip weed species within the
context of an active flower farming
industry.

A8

To ensure that schemes to convert
traditional farm buildings are sympathetic
to their fabric and contribution to the
character of the landscape.

A9

To ensure the appropriate management
and maintenance of boundaries of
historic, aesthetic and conservation
importance in favourable condition.

A10

To retain and ensure the management of
trees that are of particular importance to
the AONB landscape.
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10.4.9 Key Actions
A11
To develop co-ordinated baseline data
relating to the state of farmed land,
including boundaries and access
networks,
and
support
the
environmentally sensitive management of
Scilly’s farmed landscape by helping
farmers to access appropriate advice and
funding through a farm advisory service.
A12

To support and promote high quality local
food initiatives including processing and
product development, working to
increase awareness in residents and
visitors of the environmental, economic
and social benefits of buying local
produce.

A13

Ensure tree planting only occurs in
appropriate locations using appropriate
species and is used effectively to lessen
the intrusive impact of development on
the landscape through the development
of guidance relating to boundary
maintenance and tree planting.

A14

Encourage farmers to undertake an
annual cultivation of non-productive
flower fields, with no inputs, to maintain
arable weed interest.

A15

Work to ensure that agri-environment
scheme policy review targets the Isles of
Scilly, creating specifically tailored
prescriptions and payment rates, with
payments made on an area basis, not
historic production records which would
disadvantage flower and bulb farmers.

10.4.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.4, No.8, No.9, No.10, No. 14, No.15, No.23,
No.31, No.38
10.4.11 Links with National, Regional and
other Local Plans
IOSWT Habitat Management Plan
Isles of Scilly Landscape Assessment
Isles of Scilly Historic Landscape Assessment
and Management Strategy*
The Hedgerow Regulations
Isles of Scilly Countryside Stewardship
guidance - Stewardship Special Project
Document*
Strategy for Sustainable Farming and Food*
Prospects for Farming in the Isles of Scilly Swinbank. M. and Marsh. J. Reading
University - 1987 (on IRIS)
Seal Hayne - Reintroduction of Livestock
farming
SPAS abattoir and dairy feasibility study 2003
undertaken by ADAS (in development)
Isles of Scilly Draft Heritage and Culture
Strategy
Isles of Scilly Local Plan
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10.5 Recreation and Access
10.5.1 Vision for the future
Vision
The extensive network of permissive paths and
recreational facilities within the Isles of Scilly
AONB are managed to allow residents and
visitors easy access to explore the natural and
historic land and seascape, and enjoy the
character and wildlife of the area without
causing damage or coming into conflict with
other users and interest groups.

10.5.2 Snapshot -Where are we Now?
10.5.2.1 Access
The Duchy of Cornwall is the principal landowner
of the Islands. There are only 9 miles of adopted
highway (on St. Mary’s) and no public rights of
way on Scilly. The Islands are also exempt from
Part I of the CROW Act and therefore, in spite of
the presence of heathland, there is no ‘open
access’ land. There is, however, an extensive
network of permissive footpaths and bridleways
maintained by the Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust and
tenant farmers. Coastal footpaths are particularly
popular and on occasion need to be re-routed as a
result of coastal erosion. Some of the more
frequented paths do suffer from wear, as most do
not have any artificial surface treatment.
10.5.2.2 Walking and Jogging
Walking and jogging are activities enjoyed by
many throughout the year with increased levels
during the summer months. Scilly is still a place
where women feel confident to wander alone
during the day and at night. Tresco hosts its own
fundraising marathon to coincide with the
London marathon.
10.5.2.3 Horse Riding
Activities on offer include horse riding, although
the established riding stable on St. Mary’s closed
in October 2003 leaving a gap in provision and a
potential business development opportunity
which interested individuals are exploring. In the
past horse riding has not been a regulated activity
and as a result damage has occurred at some sites
of archaeological importance. This is set to
improve as the Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust have
just appointed a voluntary horse riding officer and
have introduced a permit system on their land,
which contains many of the dedicated routes.

10.5.2.4 Cycling
There is a high level of bike ownership within the
Islands providing a cheap and healthy means of
transport. Visitors can hire bikes from a number
of outlets on St. Mary’s and some off-islands, and
have the expectation of being safe on Island roads
and tracks. Cycling is not permitted on footpaths
including the coastal path due to issues of erosion
and ease of access.
10.5.2.5 Gig Racing and Other Water Based
Activities
From April to September there are pilot gig races
held between Island crews for men and women
and Scilly hosts the World Championships in May.
This sport has its origins in commercial piloting, a
trade traditionally plied by local men.
A high proportion of Island residents and those
with second homes in Scilly own boats, the
majority of which are taken out of the water in the
winter. There are numerous opportunities to
enjoy recreational fishing by joining organised
boat trips or fishing off the rocks. A variety of
watersport facilities are available and are enjoyed
by residents and visitors alike including diving,
sailing, windsurfing and canoeing, (see 10.3 for
information relating to visiting yachts).
10.5.2.6 Golf
St. Mary’s has a golf course which hosts an annual
celebrity tournament; Bryher has a smaller course
located at Hell Bay Hotel who have plans to
extend it for the 2004 season.
10.5.2.7 Guided Excursions
There are various opportunities to join themed,
guided walks and boat trips, or to learn about the
Islands’ natural and cultural resources from a
variety of slide shows. Section 10.7.2.1 details
existing and potential opportunities further.
10.5.2.8 Other Facilities and Clubs
The range of sporting facilities is good for the size
of resident population although the range of
facilities is different on each island. There is a
squash court, tennis courts, facilities and clubs for
shooting, archery, bowling, judo, climbing,
football, cricket, dancing, yoga, and hockey.
The existing open-air public swimming pool at
Normandy on St. Mary’s has recently undergone
welcome refurbishment and now has regular
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summer opening hours, and a new skateboard
/bmx facility has been developed at Carn Gwaval.
There is an ongoing effort to identify a location
suitable for an improved playground and secure
funding for a new sports hall, both on St. Mary’s.
Many of the existing facilities particularly on St.
Mary’s would benefit from an upgrade.
Other outdoor activities include gardening; there
are a number of allotments on the Islands and at
least one allotment group.
Off island community/reading rooms are a very
valuable resource to their community and visitors,
providing the venue for a range of recreation
activities and the delivery of services such as
doctors’ surgeries.
10.5.2.9 Dog Mess
Many footpaths, particularly those near housing
are popular dog walking routes. There is a
significant problem with dog mess in out-of-town
areas, particularly notable are paths on the
Garrison, the path from Telegraph corner to
Halangy Down, the approaches to Peninnis Head,
and Town Beach. Plastic bags used by some
owners to ‘scoop poop’ are improperly disposed of
and in winter when they are particulalry visible
can be seen hanging from trees and bushes where
they have been thrown. There is a bylaw banning
dogs from recreational beaches (Porthcressa,
Town Beach and Old Town Beach) during the
summer, and ‘the park’ all year round. A multiinterest group lead by the Council have in the
recent past attempted to improve this situation
but as yet no financially sustainable solution has
been found.

10.5.3 Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop
Participants’
Participants perspectives have been grouped like
with like.
10.5.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
Concern over paths designated for multiple
use, particularly erosion from overuse and offroad cycling (although not permitted on IOSWT
paths) and the shared use of paths by horses and
people.
When footpaths are not maintained they
broaden as walkers try to avoid muddy patches
and other uneven areas. Maintenance must be
sensitively done.
Concerns regarding overgrown footpaths.
Some footpath re-routing is required where the
established route has fallen into the sea.
There is a danger of litigation if people are
injured whilst using footpaths so a balance needs
to be found between signs warning of uneven
ground and a sensible approach. If not marked,
people make their own paths by walking
anywhere.
There are too many signs on paths.
Concern relating to resourcing of additional
clearance of paths where necessary, or to clear
horse manure off the road, particularly at High
Lanes.
Need to give careful consideration to the
routing of paths to protect sensitive locations and
to direct users to more robust areas.
There is a loss of privacy close to footpaths.
The level of dog mess puts people off walking,
there is a need to provide guidelines for dogowning visitors and locals.
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Dog control will need to be tighter if the
islands return to mixed farming and animal
husbandry.
Poorly designed and sited recreational facilities
will detract from the natural beauty of the
landscape. They therefore need to be in the right
place and sensitively designed.
There is a potential danger that tourists will
out compete locals for any improved facilities.
Concern about noise from power boats/ water
skiing on St. Martin’s Flats and Tresco Channel
and the disturbance caused to people, wildlife and
sensitive habitats when recreation is not policed
(including jet skiing, seal watching, independent
visiting diving groups, etc). At present policing
could only enforce a voluntary code of conduct as
there is no other regulation.
Concern over the practice of discarding
rubbish over the side of local and visiting boats
and of dumping it in inappropriate locations
ashore.
Concern over levels of littering along paths and
permissive access areas.
See 10.3 for issues relating to visiting yachts
and recreational fishing.
10.5.3.2 Opportunities identified during
workshops
Opportunities to link with government health
initiatives such as ‘Walking for Health’ and to
create local schemes.
Outdoor recreation raises awareness and
appreciation of the environment in participants
and hopefully means they place a value on it.
Improved availability of cycle routes would
allow people to see and enjoy the environment
when travelling by bike between locations.
Well designed recreational facilities should
have a minimal impact on the landscape and
provide opportunities for enjoyment and
appreciation of the environment.
Improved facilities would foster and develop
local sporting talent and increase community
spirit.
Use could be made of natural features and
materials as way markers.
There is potential to use domestic horses as
conservation grazers if they are appropriate
breeds.

10.5.4 Outline Key Features
A good variety of primarily outdoor
recreational facilities for the size of the local
community.
An extensive network of permissive footpaths
and bridleways.
Easy access to a huge number of sandy and
boulder beaches.
Approximately 13 local businesses dedicated to
the provision of land and sea based recreational
activities.
Community / reading rooms on off-islands
which provide valuable recreation venues.
Free access to historic sites including English
Heritage Guardianship sites.
10.5.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.5.5.1 Current Management
IOSWT clear and sign existing horse paths and
footpaths on their land.
Tenant farmers with access routes across their
land manage them to varying degrees.
The Council Dog Warden patrols Hugh Town
and Old Town areas clearing dog mess.
A Council bylaw allows the fining of those
allowing their dogs to stray but so far it has
remained unused.
There is unofficial policing of recreational
activities in the marine environment by St.
Martin’s Dive School.
Dogs are banned from staying on Tresco.
Voluntary codes of conduct are contained in
the current Duchy of Cornwall St. Mary’s
Harbour leaflet, the AONB Visitor Information
Pack, and the AONB Education Pack.
IOSWT have a horse riding permit scheme for
local riders and a code of conduct. This applies to
selected paths on Trust land on St. Mary’s. The
Trust has also appointed a Voluntary Horse Riding
Officer.
Agri-environment schemes have provision for
the development of permissive access routes
which could be utilised in any work to improve
the network of permissive paths within the
Islands.
10.5.5.2 Gaps in Management
There is a paucity in the provision of indoor, or
wet weather recreational facilities (see also
Section 10.9).
There is a lack of controls within the marine
environment relating to speed and noise outside
harbour areas.
There is no Dog Warden provision for ‘out of
town’ areas on St. Mary’s or the off-islands.
There is a very limited number of dedicated
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dog mess bins - lengthy debate has taken place
regarding the provision of such bins as part of a
‘Traffic Light Scheme’ proposed by the Council as
a means of controlling dog movement, it is yet to
be resolved.
10.5.6 Organisations Responsible
Council, Duchy, EH, Gig Association,
independent businesses, IOSSA, IOSWT, sailing
club, school, shooting clubs, sports teams, other
sports clubs, tenant farmers with access routes on
their land, the community.

RA6

primary purpose and management plan
objectives.
To support initiatives that encourage
residents to increase bike usage and
reduce car usage.

10.5.7 Broad Aims
RA1 Support
a
well-managed
and
appropriately promoted network of
permissive access routes.

10.5.9 Key Actions
RA7 To promote enjoyment of the AONB
through recreational and leisure activities
that are consistent with the conservation
of the Area’s special qualities by providing
co-ordinated, readily available, accurate
information about the Islands’ recreation;
particularly those activities that
encourage an increased understanding
and appreciation of the AONB and its
landscape.

RA2

Encourage recreation activities to
continue in harmony with the interests of
the natural history, heritage and
landscape qualities of the Islands.

RA8

Identify havens of tranquillity where noisy
recreational activities are discouraged,
providing quiet areas for sensitive wildlife
and people to enjoy.

10.5.8 Policies
RA3 To manage permissive access routes as
conservation corridors, in partnership
with landowners and tenants.

RA9

Encourage both local and visiting dog
owners to act responsibly by cleaning up
after their animals and keeping them on
leads where appropriate through the
provision of guidelines

RA4

RA5

To direct resources for the management of
recreational activity and users toward
robust sites that are able to support
anticipated levels of use.
To support opportunities for traditional
recreational activities whilst also planning
for growth in new sports and outdoor
pursuits.
The provision of new
recreational facilities and opportunities
should be compatible with the AONB

See also A11.
10.5.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.3, No.12, No.13, No.21, No.25, No.27, No.29
10.5.11 Links with National, Regional and other
Local Plans
Isles of Scilly Sports Action Zone Plan
Isles of Scilly Draft Heritage and Cultural
Strategy
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10.6 Communities in the AONB
10.6.1 Vision for the future
10.6.2 Snapshot - Where are we Now?
Vision
The Islands support a thriving community with
a mixed age range. They have access to
affordable housing, goods, and transport; and a
good range of services, facilities and
employment opportunities. They are aware of
and value the Islands' environment and rich
cultural heritage and are proud to work
together for its protection.

10.6.2.1 Land Ownership
Land ownership lies primarily with the Duchy of
Cornwall. Tresco is let on a long lease to the
Dorrien-Smith family who have long and
influential roots in the Islands. Augustus Smith
and T.A Dorrien-Smith, the current incumbent’s
ancestors, were largely responsible for the
development of Scilly’s flower industry, and
Augustus Smith for the establishment of the
formal education of the population before
provision was required by law. The remaining
enclosed land is let as agricultural tenancies and
unenclosed land is managed by the IOSWT for its
conservation value. There are areas of freehold
property and land on St. Mary’s including Hugh
Town.
10.6.2.2 Property Ownership
The attraction of owning property on Scilly to the
affluent, early-retired buyers from the mainland,
largely as retirement or second homes, is driving
house prices well above the reach of local people
in an area where the majority receive a wage well
below the national average. A combination of
factors expanded in section 10.7.2.3 means that if
things continue as they are, many locals will never
be in a position to afford their own home.
10.6.2.3 Independent Character
Geographical isolation has lead to a strong sense
of independence in Scilly’s communities, and a
culture entirely separate from the mainland.

Scillonians do not consider themselves to be
Cornish. The majority of ‘old’ Scillonian families
can trace their connection to the Islands back to
the 17th Century, when their ancestors came to
Scilly during the Civil War21. They are fiercely
proud of their credentials. The influx of people
moving to Scilly to take up employment or to
retire, now puts Scillonians in the minority.
10.6.2.4 Population
The Islands’ permanent population has remained
fairly static at around 2000 for the last 20 years
with approximately 1600 people living on St.
Mary’s, the largest and most populated island22.
The latest census returns show the current
population as 2153 people.

Source: Isles of Scilly AONB website (www.iosaonb.info ) using 2001 census figures
A lack of affordable housing is a key factor in
dictating the resident communities population
demographics. If young people are forced to move
away, the population will become increasingly ‘top
heavy’ with an ageing population placing
increasing demands on health care services and
affecting the viability of the Islands’ school.
With limited professional opportunities within the
Islands, the majority of young people who obtain
higher education qualifications find employment
on the mainland and may never return to live on
Scilly. However, some do return and perform
relatively menial jobs in order to stay23.
There is a seasonal shift in the demographics of
the ‘resident’ population with a summer influx of
young seasonal staff to support the tourism
industry.

Arbery G - Draft Isles of Scilly Heritage & Cultural Strategy
see 21
23
see 21
21
22
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10.6.2.5 Service Provision
The Council of the Isles of Scilly is responsible for
the majority of service provision within the
Islands. It is a stand-alone authority with the
responsibility of a Unitary Authority including
highways, education and St. Mary’s Airport.
Some Council functions such as housing are
delivered through contractual partnership
arrangements with mainland authorities. The
Islands have also developed links with mainland
organisations to assist in the delivery of health
care provisions. The Council is the only
remaining public water authority in the UK and is
responsible for the public water supply, a mixture
of borehole and desalinated water on St. Mary’s
and Bryher.
The other islands are the
responsibility of the Duchy of Cornwall and
Tresco Estate and their supplies are reliant on
borehole water. There are issues of adequacy and
quality, particularly on St. Agnes and St. Martin’s.
For the impact of water shortage issues on land use
see 10.4.2.5.
Off-island communities are also particularly
concerned about the adequacy of current sewage
systems, mainly ageing septic tanks, the proximity
of septic tanks to boreholes, the efficiency and
negative impacts of current waste management
practices and yacht waste on the landscape. The
levels of concern expressed during consultation
relating to waste management systems,
particularly on the off-islands, was such that a
study and pilot project to improve the situation
has already been developed by the AONB.
Without the demand for shops, services and
transport generated by the volume of visitors each
year Scilly would not be able to support the level
of provision currently enjoyed by both residents
and visitors, making the Islands a very different
place to live and work.
St. Mary’s acts as the Islands’ hub in terms of
service provision. Some residents and visitors feel
that is has become too busy and liken it to the
mainland. However its centre of administration,
Hugh Town, is still remarkably quiet and slow
when compared to other commercial centres.
Although quieter than St. Mary’s the off-islands
are also dynamic and have their own distinct
atmospheres.
10.6.2.6 Schools
Scilly has one federated school with five bases,
four primary, one on each island except for Bryher,

whose pupils travel across to Tresco School, and
one secondary on St. Mary’s, with a total number
of 269 pupils (in May 2002). Pupils are educated
on Scilly up to the age of 16 after which point they
must enrol in mainland schools or Further
Education Colleges funded through the Learning
Skills Council if they wish to continue their formal
education.
During term time the Islands
inevitably suffer a gap in the 16-18 year age group,
which can extend till 23 as a high proportion of
the Islands’ young people continue into further
education.
10.6.2.7 Economic Activity
There is a protectiveness towards the Islands and
their unique qualities, and a general resistance to
too much interference from outside bodies. The
Islands’ economy was traditionally based on the
sea, fishing, pilotage and at one time a world
famous ship building industry, with flower farming
th

gaining prominence in the mid 19 Century. It is
now principally based on tourism, which
contributes over 85% of the Islands’ economy.
However, these traditional industries continue in
small ways today including the transformation of
pilotage into the popular pilot gig racing activity
for which Scilly hosts the World Championships in
May each year. This fuelled the resurgence of gig
building on the islands in the mid 1960s.
10.6.3 Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop
Participants’
Participants’ perspectives have been grouped like
with like.
10.6.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
Due to high living costs and limited housing
and employment opportunities it is difficulties to
retain local youth within the community.
The quantity and quality of water and the lack
of uniformity in its treatment is of concern
particularly on St. Agnes and St. Martin’s.
Over-pumping of some wells has resulted in
saline intrusion.
There is a shortage of water for irrigation thus
limiting options for crop diversification, delivery
of local produce initiatives and local grazing
schemes.
There is concern over the safety of reducing
nitrates in potable water by mixing borehole and
desalination plant waters.
There is a lack of information about existing
water-pipe supply networks and sewage systems.
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There is concern about age and adequacy of
the Islands’ sewage system, particularly ageing
septic tanks, the location of tanks near boreholes,
and the potential risk posed to potable and marine
water quality.
Pollution particularly rubbish from visiting
yachts, is considered a problem
There is concern surrounding the waste
disposal operations of some of the Islands’ highclass hotels particularly in relation to potential
contamination of water collection areas.
Island waste collection areas need screening,
particularly the facilities on St. Agnes. Collection
systems, particularly on off-islands, could be
improved, ways of reducing the volume of rubbish
produced and methods of increasing recycling
need to be identified and encouraged.
There is a need to identify who funds initial
and ongoing new methods / technologies to
improve waste management.
There is concern about the viability of
maintaining traditional skills - the lobster pot
maker has no-one interested in following him
because it is no longer an economic activity.
10.6.3.2 Opportunities identified during
workshops
To encourage shop owners and other
businesses to issue paper bags, not plastic, so
reducing the volume of plastic waste within the
islands – learn from other successful schemes.
To stimulate an interest in the environment in
school children that may encourage them to live
in a more environmentally sensitive manner and
perhaps consider a career in environmental
management within the Islands.
Increasing an awareness of how the
environment is managed, the costs involved, and
where those resources come from, will help
appreciation of the value of the environment and
its management.
If new local needs housing development is of a
high quality, of appropriate design, is sited
appropriately and is properly managed it should
have a positive impact on the community,
enabling more local youth to remain in the
islands.
An improved water supply for the off-islands
would help crop diversification, increase local food
production, assist in the introduction of grazing
animals, and potentially bring disused fields back
into managed use thus providing local jobs.

Sufficient water supply opens up business
opportunities e.g. micro-brewery on St. Mary’s.
An efficient inexpensive waste management
and recycling system will encourage the reduction
of ‘dumping’ and threats to the environment.
Businesses should be encouraged to develop
good waste management practices as part of a
green tourism accreditation scheme.
The volume of waste could be reduced through
composting with additional benefits of
improvements in soil quality for crops (bulbs /
food).
If a recycling programme were developed it
could create jobs.
If alternative energy sources are developed so
that the islands no longer need the undersea
power cable, the coastal power line signs can be
removed and there might be a possibility of
removing or improving the Islands’ power station,
preferably removing an eyesore and freeing up the
area for other development.
Climate change may bring more opportunity for
alternative energy methods, may allow for the
development and growth of a greater range of crops
and a potential extension of the tourism season.
10.6.4 Outline Key Features
Population’s independent attitude and identity.
Well educated population.
Shortage of professional employment
opportunities.
Lack of affordable housing for locals.
High level of second home ownership.
Duchy is the primary landowner so the
majority of the population live in rented
accommodation.
Strong but narrow economy base.
High employment (largely seasonal) but low
wages.
Need for improvement in some basic services
e.g. water and sewage.
Distinctiveness of individual islands and their
communities.
Low level of crime, women feel safe to walk
alone after dark and doors can be left unlocked.
10.6.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.6.5.1 Current Management
The Council, Duchy and local housing
associations manage the Islands’ housing stock.
Council provide door-to-door and public areas
waste collection on St. Mary’s.
Council provide and manage off-island
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community waste disposal sites and a skip hire
service to the off-islands.
The AONB unit has recently commissioned a
waste minimisation, recycling and composting
study to provide advice, identify funding and
establish pilot projects to improve the
environmental impact of waste management in
the Islands and levels of recycling and composting
in response to levels of concern expressed during
the Plan development process.
Council manage the public water supply.
The Duchy and the community of St. Agnes
are working with the IAP facilitator to improve
the water supply and sewage system on St. Agnes.
The Council is an independent Local
Education Authority and provides and manages
education provision within the Islands.
Western power manage the Island’s electricity
supply.
The Council, via the planning system, manage
development.
10.6.5.2 Gaps in Management
A lack of provision of facilities for yacht waste
on some off-islands.
A lack of regular clearing of beach litter
(except from Porthcressa).
Limited provision of facilities for organised
community recycling and composting.
10.6.6 Organisations Responsible
Council, DEFRA, Duchy, Health Authority,
individual farm tenants, IOSWT, local Housing
Associations, MCA, national or regional
renewable power organisations, SWEB, Tresco
Estate.

continued delivery of basic services such
as water supply, wastewater management
and sewage disposal and enhance rather
than damage the Islands’ environment.
C6

The retention and provision of
opportunities for local housing for local
people and key workers will be
encouraged where it is designed with
respect for the local landscape character
and efforts have been made to reduce the
environmental
footprint
of
the
development.

C7

To support opportunities to develop land
management and conservation skills in
the local labour force through paid or
voluntary schemes that lead to enhanced
job prospects and better quality
management.

C8

To support initiatives that seek to ensure
the community have continuing access to
a wide range of services.

10.6.9 Key Actions
C9
To minimise the impact of waste
management systems on the Islands’
environment through the introduction of
minimisation, composting and recycling
measures.
C10

To establish an annual forum and advisory
/implementation groups to ensure
community
involvement
in
the
management of the AONB.

See also MC10, RD19, AH10, T7 and T9.
10.6.7 Broad Aims
C1
Maintain a sustainable vibrant viable
community on each inhabited island with
access to good shops and services.
C2

Foster and promote the cultural identity
and traditions of the AONB.

C3

Ensure increased community awareness
of, and ongoing involvement in, the
management of the AONB.

10.6.8 Policies
C4
To ensure the infrastructure requirements
of the community enhance rather than
damage the Islands’ environment.
C5

To support initiatives that ensure the

10.6.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.1, No.3, No.4, No.5, No.7, No.8, No.9, No.19,
No.20, No.23, No.26, No.31, No.39, No.43
10.6.11 Links with National, Regional and
other Local Plans
Council of the Isles of Scilly Local Plan*
Isles of Scilly Community Plan*
Duchy Water reports St. Agnes & St. Martin’s
and Objective One Water Options on St.
Agnes report*
Seal Hayne – Duchy commissioned
composting study
Isles of Scilly Climate Change Scoping Study
Isles of Scilly Heritage & Culture Strategy
Strategy for Sustainability – DEFRA
Isles of Scilly Integrated Area Plan*
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10.7 Tourism, Business, Development and
Regeneration
10.7.1 Vision for the future
Vision
Rural development and regeneration has,
through diversification of the Islands' economic
base, delivered positive benefits to a more
economically sustainable community. Every
opportunity to minimise any negative impacts
of development on the Islands' natural and
cultural heritage has been taken. The benefits
that businesses derive from the Islands'
environment are recognised, celebrated and
safeguarded.

10.7.2 Snapshot - Where are we Now?
10.7.2.1 Tourism
The provision of new development to support the
needs of tourism, which provides the basis for over
85% of Scilly’s economy, is currently the subject of
discussion. The Islands’ have a thriving tourism
industry receiving about 120,000 visitors /year but
an ageing visitor profile with the average age
currently being approximately 60. The majority of
the season runs from Easter to October with a
small amount of year-round tourism on offer.
There is a desire to extend the season into the
shoulder periods to either side of the established
season. There are an increasing number of
visiting cruise liners whose passengers mainly
come ashore on Tresco and St. Mary’s. Tresco
Estate is a founder member of Destination South
West, an initiative marketing south west
attractions and ports to cruise liners. In addition
to these large liners, Scilly receives thousands of
visiting yachts, each contributing approximately
£70 /day to the Islands’ economy (source Council of the Isles of Scilly).

In addition to these direct economic benefits,
visitors bring the Islands wider community
benefits by helping to sustain a wider range of
shops, services and entertainment than the 2153
residents could alone.
The Islands are benefiting from an Objective One
funded Tourism Champion initiative. This is
concerned with the development and
implementation of a marketing strategy,
identifying and targeting niche markets,
strengthening destination marketing of the Islands
and increasing awareness and recognition of the
importance of the environment to the Islands’
tourism industry. The AONB JAC will need to
work with the tourism sector, the Council and
other concerned parties to ensure that the needs
of this sector are met and the best result possible
for all achieved.
There is great potential to establish and market
the Islands as a ‘Green Tourism’ destination as
indicated in Section 4.2.4. In work undertaken
for a recent student thesis examining the potential
for such a development, the majority of visitors
contacted highlighted the environment as a
whole, or aspects such as wildlife and archaeology
as the reason for choosing Scilly as their holiday
destination. Several successful local businesses
are already in existence providing specialistguided holidays exploring the Islands’
archaeological and natural qualities. The passage
of migrating birds in spring and autumn attracts
hundreds of birdwatchers at the beginning and
end of the season. Boat trips operate through the
season offering visitors an opportunity to explore
the wildlife interests of the coasts of the
uninhabited islands and the open sea. As these
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examples illustrate there are already a lot of
popular ‘green’ activities occurring within the
Islands. In addition to the focused marketing of
these aspects there is real potential to develop a
tailor-made scheme based on best practice
elsewhere, as outlined in Section 4.2.4 to market
Scilly as a green destination. The Islands’ tourism
association, IOSTA, acts as the Islands’ Chamber
of Commerce.
Its committee includes
representatives of each sector of the Islands’
economy, with farming being indirectly
represented. It would have a key role to play in
the development of any such initiative.
10.7.2.2 Other Businesses
In order to provide for the needs of a sustainable
community it is important that the Islands
maintain a strong tourism industry but also
develop and strengthen other economic activities
to secure the economy. This would remove any
vulnerability associated with a ‘one horse’
economy. If the farming industry is to remain
economically viable and the custodian of the
enclosed landscape, it too may need favourable
consideration of schemes that regenerate or
develop farm buildings in support of
diversification efforts. The values of the AONB
would also support the reinvigoration of
traditional economic activities such as fishing and
boat building. It also supports business initiatives
that have a benefit to the Islands’ natural, cultural
or historic resources, for example arts and crafts
initiatives using local materials, the production of
value added food and drink products, or ventures
that
improve
residents’
and
visitors’
understanding of Scilly’s environment. Where
areas of economic infrastructure already exist e.g.
St. Mary’s industrial estate, work to improve their
appearance and fit with their surroundings will be
supported.

10.7.2.3 Housing
The influence of the free market, changing
population dynamics and settlement patterns, and
Right-to-Buy legislation, which despite Council
efforts still applies to Scilly, have together with
other factors had a detrimental impact on the
availability of affordable housing. In an economy
where freehold property commands the same level
of prices as the most exclusive areas of the South
East, and the majority of the population are
employed in seasonal work and paid well below
the national average, this means that the majority
of residents will never be able to afford their own
home. The most sustainable way to meet current
and future housing need is to ensure efficient use
of existing buildings. The Council is working to
achieve this but recognise that there will need to
be limited development to meet local need and
key worker requirements. Central government
policy relating to the redevelopment of
‘brownfield’ sites would within the context of the
islands be largely limited to the redevelopment of
traditional agricultural buildings and the old
quarry at Pendrathen.
The inappropriate
development of either resources could
significantly erode the character of the Islands.
The Duchy, as the largest provider of rented
accommodation within the Islands, is looking into
the provision of local needs housing within the
context of the Local Plan.
10.7.2.4 Development
The Islands’ geography dictates that there is a
finite availability of land. Their 16km2 coverage
supports huge environmental capital as
demonstrated by the extensive list of designations
contained in Appendix 2. As custodians of this
capital, organisations and individuals have a
responsibility to future generations to meet the
current community and economic needs without
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diminishing this valuable resource. The limits
placed on development by shortage of available
land, designations and the close relationship
between the quality of the Islands’ environment
and its economy are recognised in the Local Plan.
For these reasons the pressure for general
development is low. There is however one key
area that is creating a pressure for development,
this relates to the lack of affordable housing as
outlined above. The Council operates a policy in
relation to new build residential property that
requires that any applicant should fulfil specific
‘local needs’ criteria.
10.7.2.5 Design
Community consultation involved in the
development of this plan reinforced existing
concerns that the quality of design of new-build,
renovations, conversions and alterations needs to
be improved. Excellence in design should become
the ‘norm’. All development should also be
encouraged to reduce its environmental
‘footprint’. That is its use of resources; power,
energy, water etc, and make careful provision for
waste and sewage requirements.
10.7.2.6 Conversion of Traditional Farm Buildings
There has been a recent tradition on Scilly of
providing for housing need through the
conversion of existing buildings, particularly
traditional farm buildings. This has led to an
erosion of character within the agricultural
landscape, diminishing both the value of
individual buildings and the contribution these
buildings are able to make to the whole. English
Heritage advocates a presumption against the
conversion of such buildings where they are listed.
Residential conversion of unlisted buildings for
local needs housing may be acceptable providing
the conversion does not unduly affect the historic
character of the building and the surrounding
landscape. Community opinion, expressed in
response to the Local Plan Housing Issues Paper
showed strong support for this sort of building reuse, particularly on the off-islands (pers. com D NMckee).
10.7.2.7 Infrastructure and Amenity Development
It is essential for the economic survival of the
community that mainland and inter-island
transport links continue to be viable. In order for
this to remain so upgrading of facilities will be
required. Where upgrading is required an
Environmental Impact Assessment of the

24

development will need to take place. Amenity
developments requiring ‘large’ buildings could
present difficulties with regard to ‘fit’ within
Scilly’s landscape, although the Islands’ medical
centre on St. Mary’s is a good example of
successful ‘large’ scale development within the
Scillonian context. At present the largest
buildings within this intimate landscape are
Tregarthens Hotel, the secondary school and the
Parish Church. Development will therefore need
to be carefully considered and every effort made to
ensure quality design, careful siting and good use
of screening. Where a building of large scale is
necessary it should aim to bring as many benefits
to the Islands’ communities as possible, perhaps by
being multi-use. In the design and siting of all
development the potential impacts of climate
change on Scilly should be considered.
10.7.2.8 Effect of Legislation on Character
The requirements of health and safety legislation
are in some cases having a damaging effect on
Scilly’s environment, two examples are the
sometimes over-sanitised use of railings on St.
Mary’s quay and the equally damaging
requirement for signage and lighting.
Without careful planning the implementation of
disability access legislation, which comes into
effect from 2004, could also erode the character of
the Islands’ built environment. Sensitive design
and careful management will reduce the impact of
these new facilities.
10.7.2.9 Noise and Light Pollution
Noise pollution is of growing concern with the
majority of complaints being generated by aircraft
noise, motor cross bikes, water sports such as
water skiing, and pub closing time particularly in
Hugh Town. Levels of noise generated by aircraft
need to be considered within the context of the
service they provide to the Islands’ community
and economy.
Electricity came to Scilly in 1931, produced by the
generator under Buzza Hill. It was very expensive
and the supply was turned off at midnight to
conserve power in the early days. Two major
advances occurred when in 1985 the off-islands
were linked to St. Mary’s and the Buzza Hill
generator by undersea cable, and when in 1989
mainland electricity was brought to Scilly at
mainland prices by means of an undersea cable
from Sennen near Lands End24. As a result there is

Bowley R.L The Fortunate Islands - The Story of the Isles of Scilly 1990
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a gradual encroachment upon the dark night sky,
one of Scilly’s aspects highly valued by both
residents and visitors. Specialist directional
lighting could do much to reduce intrusive light
pollution but it is very expensive, a fact that has to
date prevented its use in Scilly.
10.7.2.10 Regeneration
The recently completed Cornwall and Scilly
Urban Survey charted the development of Hugh
Town and identified opportunities for heritage-led
regeneration. One area where such an approach
would make a significant difference to the
character of the AONB would be the
redevelopment of Hugh Town’s streetscape,
reintroducing some of the character details that
have been superseded through unsympathetic
development.

There is concern that the cost of travel to and
from and around the islands will put visitors off.
Pricing potentially excludes the less ‘well-heeled’
visitor.
There is concern about the negative impacts of
the tourism industry - increase in waste, footpath
erosion, wildlife disturbance, increased moorings,
increased transport requirements, sewage into the
sea, limited accommodation and impact on
building use.
It increasingly difficult for the infrastructure
and water supply to cope with the increased
summer population.
Guesthouses owned by mainlanders turned
into holiday flats and are empty for rest of year
contribute nothing to the local community.

10.7.2.11 Sustainability
The Islands’ environment is key to maintaining
the economy. It is therefore critical that all
development seeks to maintain the natural beauty
and safeguard the intangible quality of life and
freedom from the stressful pressures of the
mainland so much appreciated by visitors.

There is a feeling that there is a need for a high
quality family hotel on St. Mary’s as on other
islands, except St. Agnes (not universally
supported).

10.7.3 Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop
Participants
Participants’ perspectives have been grouped like
with like.

The wider community need to realise the
economic value of good environmental
management and that the tourism industry
supports their current lifestyle.
There is a need to improve businesses
recognition of the importance of the environment
to their operations, and environmental
sensitivities, which require careful management.
Those benefiting financially from the islands
environment should contribute financially to its
sustainable management.

10.7.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
The Islands’ economy is too reliant on the
tourism industry; it is a ‘one horse economy’.
The current mix of economic activity creates
lots of poorly paid seasonal work in agriculture
and tourism.
There is a need to improve the quality of the
tourism product but national accommodation
ratings need to be achieved with the minimum
impact on the historic fabric of the Islands.
There is a need to ensure that, if extending the
season, the facilities will be there to service guests
- issue of how many businesses will want to
extend. Not all members of the local community
would want to see year-round visitors - needs
research.
If there is a longer visitor season there will be
less time for operators and service providers to
recharge their batteries.
Visitors need to be better directed to relevant
information.

Importing hotel staff causes social and housing
problems.

There is a need for planning policies to support
local businesses, especially farming, as they need
tourism income to remain viable.
There needs to be a balance between
accommodation for visitors and locals as it is
visitors who sustain the Islands’ economy.
There is a need for affordable housing for
young people.
Housing Associations need to be more active
in Scilly - development of shared equity housing?
There is a need to keep a ‘green-belt’ to avoid
town and up-country areas of development
joining on St. Mary’s.
There is concern that development will reduce
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the amount of open landscape and potentially
have a negative impact on the Islands’
conservation interest and value so detracting from
the character of the landscape.
There is a need to avoid inappropriate scale
developments.
Over development will have a negative impact
on the Islands’ tourism industry and economy as it
will deter tourists.

supplies in the Islands or damage to crops. It may
allow alien species to thrive, and increase leachate
from fields and old sceptic tanks. It may also have
a negative impact on the reliability of transport
links, and may increase insurance premiums; in all
it may mean the loss of the Islands’ attractive
climate and thus have an impact on the economy.
There is a need for more information about the
potential impact it may have on the Islands.

Overcrowding will have a detrimental effect on
access to services and potentially cause
environmental damage.
Previous exploitation of local minerals have
left a mess e.g. Bar Point.
There is a need to make sure mobile phone
masts etc do not negatively impact the landscape.
Renewable energy technology is expensive, it is
supported in principal but there is a danger of
sanctioning inappropriate technologies in terms of
design scale and location.

10.7.3. Opportunities identified during workshops
Cruise ships highlighted the need for a
welcome on the quay and tours etc to cater to
their needs - all about the welcome received.
There is a need for good youth / backpackers
places to stay - could attract out of season visitors
for educational purposes so broadening visitor
types and creating a new market.
Camping standards could be improved.
More children’s activities could be provided
particularly for those camping.

All new development needs to be appropriately
designed and sited and built with the right,
sympathetic materials.
There is concern about the cost of importing
appropriate building materials that fit with the
Islands’ geology.

Look to IT to provide business development
opportunities so reducing the need to move high
cost freight materials in and out.

There are complaints about sewage smell in St.
Agnes’ quay area.
We need environmentally friendly public
toilets that meet demand, are well designed and
located and that don’t have a negative impact on
the environment particularly in the Innisidgen
and Telegraph areas; any required building would
need careful sighting and design. The toilets on
the quay and in the airport also need a revamp.
Who would pay for maintenance and upkeep and
running costs?

Off island children could travel on a daily basis
to St. Mary’s for school and Mundesly boarding
house could then be turned into local needs
housing.

No flying on Sundays is very important as it
gives the community a quiet day.
There is a need to maintain the peace and
tranquillity that Scilly is famous for.
If the number of flights were reduced to lessen
the amount of noise pollution, it would also
reduce the number of visitors.
Light pollution is a growing concern. There is
a need to make sure we keep our dark skies
through appropriate use of technology as they are
an important feature of the Islands.
Increased storminess associated with climate
change may increase the amount of structural
damage to houses, drains, sewers, power and water

To look into having an independent housing
association just for Scilly.

To remove and redesign eyesore buildings like
the school and museum flats, also eyesore areas,
e.g. Pendrathen Quarry, and St. Mary’s industrial
estate.
A design guide could be produced in which
agreed development styles are showcased,
providing an opportunity to promote not stifle
good innovative design, which could enhance and
work with the landscape.
Improved provision of interpretation and
information material and toilet facilities could
encourage leisurely out-of-town exploration and
development of out-of-town businesses.
Improved provision would reduce the numbers of
people using bushes and ancient monuments as
toilets.
More reflective materials could be used on the
quay instead of more lights.
To make any new build or ‘start from scratch’
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renovation subject to energy and resource
efficiency regulations / guidelines so maximising
the use of ‘renewables’ and efficiency, minimising
fuel and water use and waste produced.
Closer links with Cornwall and the Isles of
Scilly Sustainable Energy Partnership could be
developed to encourage use of renewable energy
technologies in building in Scilly.
There is a need for renewable technology
advice, fitting etc, which could potentially create
specialist jobs.
More efficient use needs to be made of local
resources e.g. water. This would lead to lower
costs, which would benefit businesses.
To promote the recycling of building materials
for other projects or as aggregate.
10.7.4 Outline Key Features
A potentially significant development in
provision of tourism accommodation on St.
Mary’s, and the need for an increase in quality
generally.
The need for a broader-based economy.
Limited land resource with high environmental
capital.
A housing freehold market that is beyond the
reach of most locals.
A shortage of local needs and key worker
accommodation.
A recognition of the need to improve design
quality.
A recognition of the value of the contribution
traditional agricultural buildings make to the
landscape and consideration of this in the
assessment of conversion schemes.
The erosion of character as a result of Health
and Safety legislation.
10.7.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.7.5.1 Current Management
Council of the Isles of Scilly Planning
processes.
Staying visitor numbers are self-regulated by
the number of beds, and transport capacity and
market forces.
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly Sustainable
Energy Partnership, involving the Council of the
Isles of Scilly has a remit to help make Scilly more
energy efficient.
The Duchy of Cornwall manage their assets.
The Isles of Scilly Partnership (IOSP) assist in
development and support of economic projects
eligible for Objective One funding.

10.7.5.2 Gaps in Management
Difficulties in controlling light pollution.
Current lack of legal limitation to second home
ownership and Right to Buy.
Difficulties in meeting the demand for
affordable housing
10.7.6 Organisations Responsible
Council,
Duchy,
hoteliers,
individual
accommodation providers, IOSP, IOSTA, Local
Housing Associations, Phone & IT companies,
Police, Publicans, residents and absentee property
tenants / owners, transport operators, shops and
services, Tourist Board, Tresco Estate.
10.7.7 Broad Aims
RD1 The quality of the Islands’ environment
should be protected and development
kept to the minimum necessary to support
a sustainable community and economy.
RD2

The retention and development of
traditional employment sectors such as
maritime industries, fishing and
agriculture; and opportunities for business
with low local environmental impact.

RD3

Open views both into and out of the
AONB should be safeguarded and a
strategic approach to minimising the
impact of skyline installations developed.

10.7.8 Policies
RD4 To support the retention of affordable
housing, and measures which resist the
further loss of accommodation to second
home ownership.
RD5

To ensure effective and appropriate re-use
of existing buildings before new
development is considered.

RD6

To welcome modern design that
sensitively reflects and enhances the
beauty of the historic landscape.

RD7

To encourage careful use of Island
resources in development of the built
environment including energy and water.

RD8

To work in partnership to promote the
economic value of the Islands’
environment.

RD9

To encourage the development of well-
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paid
year-round
employment
opportunities, a thriving small business
sector
and
high
environmental
performance standards in local businesses.

RD15 To encourage appropriate economic and
cultural development that recognises and
respects the character of each of the
islands.

RD10 To support business development
initiatives that have beneficial links with
the Islands’ natural, historic and cultural
resources.

RD16 To ensure that the possible impact on bats
of alterations to existing roofs is
considered and mitigated for in regard to
planning applications.

RD11 To promote a tourism industry which
benefits from and contributes to the
environmental quality of the area.

RD17 To support the careful consideration of
renewable energy proposals, their
potential benefits and environmental
impacts.

RD12 To improve the visual impact of existing
intrusive development.
RD13 To ensure high standards in new build
development, and alterations, additions
and extensions to existing buildings that
are as environmentally sound as possible.
RD14 To develop opportunities for heritage led
regeneration and enhancement of the
built environment.

10.7.9 Key Actions
RD18 To work in partnership to establish an
overall brand for the Isles of Scilly.
RD19 To work in partnership to prepare a
design guide for the Islands.
RD20 To improve the appearance, biodiversity
and community value of the Pendrathen
Quarry area.
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RD21 To work in partnership to establish a
green tourism scheme for the Isles of
Scilly.
RD22 To develop a protocol guiding the
provision of planning advice to the
Council from the AONB JAC.
RD23 To develop and seek funding for a heritage
led regeneration scheme for the Hugh
Town streetscape.

10.7 11 Links with National, Regional and other
Local Plans
CPRE documents re light pollution and
tranquillity
Isles of Scilly Local Plan*
Isles of Scilly Heritage and Culture Strategy
Isles of Scilly Integrated Area Plan
Isles of Scilly Tourism Strategy*
Accommodation rating schemes, RAC etc
Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey*

See also AH10, CI12
10.7.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.4, No.6, No.12, No.15, No.16, No.20, No.21,
No.22, No.23, No.25, No.26, No.28, No.31,
No.34, No.35, No.36, No.42
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10.8 Transport
10.8.1 Vision for the future

to the affluent southeast origin staying visitor
market.
Residents generally prefer to use the faster
helicopters.

Vision
The residential and business community and
visitors to the Isles of Scilly are served by a year
round affordable, reliable, efficient transport
system; within, around and between the
islands, and between Scilly and the mainland.
Where possible services are scheduled to
maximise forward travel opportunities and
travel operators seek to minimise their
environmental impact.

10.8.2 Snapshot - Where are we Now?
10.8.2.1 Operators
Passengers have a wide choice of routes and
services through three different transport
operators. The Isles of Scilly Steamship Company
operate the Scillonian III ship between Penzance
and St. Mary’s. Skybus (a subsidiary of the
Steamship Company) operate fixed-wing aircraft
between Southampton, Bristol, Exeter, Newquay,
Land’s End and St. Mary’s, and British
International Helicopters fly between Penzance,
Tresco and St. Mary’s.
10.8.2.2 Winter Transport
In winter air services are reduced, with the longer
flights suspended and the Scillonian III goes into
dry dock. Together with disruptions caused by
inclement weather this reduced timetable and
lack of boat can make winter travel to the
mainland difficult. It is not possible to take part in
meetings or other activities occurring at the start
or end of a working day without an overnight stay.
10.8.2.3 Demand
The Isles of Scilly generate considerable demand;
122,721 passengers made a return journey
between the Scilly and the mainland in 2002.
These modes of transport all serve segments of
demand, but appeal to some more than others:
Scillonian III is strong in the day-trip market.
The helicopters are preferred within the
staying visitor market.
The fixed wing services increasingly reach out
Scillonian
British Int.
Skybus
Totals

1997
47206
44910
21022
113138

1998
44664
49105
21162
114931

1999
45200
51430
21028
117658

10.8.2.4 Inter-Island Passenger Boats
St Mary’s harbour is full of local and visiting craft
in summer, acting as the hub for both mainland
sea links and inter-island freight and passenger
services. The Islands are well served by interisland passenger boats during the summer tourist
season when there are regular services at
comparatively reasonable prices and many tripper
boats operate. The majority of local boatmen on
St. Mary’s co-operate through an association, and
in the summer season the visitors’ and residents’
travel needs can be satisfied. All boats carrying
fare-paying passengers are licensed by the
Council. In the winter it is a different situation.
The tripper boats have to be taken out of the
water and only one St. Mary’s boat, the off-island
launches and the mail boat operate. The off
island boats provide services for school children
on a Monday and Friday and a weekly shopping
run, but residents wishing to travel at other times
face paying a far higher ‘special’ fare of
approximately £25 each way. It is easy to see from
this why some residents employed on St. Mary’s
but living on an off-island, lease a winter let rather
than travel back and forth, as it is more economic.
The problem for the boatmen is that they carry
very few passengers in the winter, but they have to
pay for the costs of operating their boats without
subsidy. Despite the existence of the availability
of a local rate there remain some residents of the
off islands who do not consider the rates charged,
even during summer months, to be reasonable due
to the frequency with which they need to use the
inter-island boat services.
The boatmen’s
problems are compounded, particularly in winter,
by the state of the off-island quays that make it
difficult to handle passengers safely when the
weather is bad and can cause damage to the boats.
10.8.2.5 Freight
There is a dedicated freight vessel, operated by the
Isles of Scilly Steamship Company with small
subsidies from the Council, which provides a

2000
43236
53660
18050
114946

2001
42485
53186
19513
115184

2002
41192
59109
22420
122721

2003
47664
53948
22347
123959

Mainland travel statistics (source Council)
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service three times a week between Penzance and
St. Mary’s carrying some 11,000 tonnes per
25

annum . Freight is distributed from St Mary’s to
the off-islands by a small off-island launch, the
Lyonness Lady. It is a loss making service despite
26

the modest subsidy it receives .
10.8.2.6 Private Hire Vehicles and Buses
St Mary’s has a high provision of private hire
vehicles and buses. All are unregulated and
manage to survive in competition. In the summer
they provide useful services for visitors and
residents. The tourist tour buses cease operation
in the winter leaving, from this year for the second
time, one operator attempting to run a winter bus
schedule. The car population is modest by
mainland standards, but Island communities feel
that there
are getting to be too many cars on the
27
Islands .

25
26
27

10.8.2.7 The Way Ahead
A Route Partnership was formed following the
production of the Isles of Scilly Transport Strategy.
The strategy was funded jointly by the Council and
the Countryside Agency with the involvement of
West Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly Rural
Transport Partnership of which the Council is a
member; discussions within the Rural Transport
Partnership currently revolve around winter
transport subsidies. The role of the Route
Partnership is to examine the options for improving
mainland transport links. Initially the focus of their
work will be ensuring that the Islands have a
sustainable sea link. This is due to its lifeline
nature, providing a year round freight service and
carrying passengers during the summer. During the
summer the Scillonian is able to provide an
alternative mode of transport if helicopter or fixed
wing flights are disrupted so supporting the Islands’
tourism industry and economy.

Fisher Associates - Moving On Isles of Scilly Transport Strategy
See 25
See 25
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This partnership involves the Council of the Isles
of Scilly, The Duchy of Cornwall, Penwith District
and Cornwall County Council, the Isles of Scilly
Steamship Company and British International
Helicopters. The process has two stages, funding
has been secured for the Stage 1 Technical
Investigations and Appraisal. Work starts in
February 2004. Works to improve the sea link will
require major infrastructure improvements to
quay facilities in both St. Mary’s and Penzance,
and potentially a necessity to alter St. Mary’s road
network. All such works will need to consider
their impact and any mitigation requirements
relating to both the Islands’ natural and historic
environment. The Duchy of Cornwall also have a
complementary programme of work planned to
upgrade each of the main off-island quays.

10.8.3.2 Opportunities identified during
workshops
To encourage inter-island transport providers
to work together / reduce the cost to travellers to
encourage off-islanders to work on St. Mary’s and
potentially vice versa.
All travel operators should subsidise tickets for
locals and produce a family discount card.

10.8.3 Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop
Participants
Participants’ perspectives have been grouped like
with like.

Good transport links will provide better access
for visitors strengthening the long-term prospects
of the tourism industry and health of the Islands’
general economy.
Look for opportunities to introduce noncarbon fuel powered vehicles e.g. electric.

10.8.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
Pensioners and the less well off cannot afford to
travel at the moment.
The economic base of the Islands’ is limited.
Local services are poor and it is very expensive to
access mainland-based services.
The small community couldn’t afford for the
Council to subsidise travel, support needs to come
from elsewhere.
The current unregulated / disorganised
operation of buses is causing a nuisance.
It is very difficult to manage buses and privatehire vehicles without licensing – it’s a free-for-all
at the moment.
Old style buses e.g. Katie more attractive.
The poor condition of buses gives a poor
impression to visitors, particularly to first time
visitors. They need upgrading, a standard should
be introduced.
A faster more comfortable mainland link boat
would encourage more sea passengers.
It is vital to have an affordable, reliable freight
transport system for the import-export of goods,
including flowers going to market.
There is concern about the potentially
detrimental effect of alterations to transport
infrastructure on the Islands’ historic resource –
Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Listed Buildings
etc, and mitigation requirements.

Bus and private hire vehicle operators should
be encouraged to work together and co-ordinate
their timetables and frequency of private hire trip’s
so potentially reducing the number of journeys
necessary.
Bus operators should be encouraged to form an
association. We need an integrated cohesive
policy about buses.

10.8.4 Outline Key Features
Three transport operators providing mainland
link passenger services by air and sea.
One company providing mainland and interisland freight services, with inter-island freight
service operating at a loss, forming Scilly’s lifeline
link.
Frequent inter-island boat services during the
summer.
Infrequent costly inter-island boat services in the
winter.
Plentiful but un-coordinated or regulated
transport on St. Mary’s in the summer.
An ‘experimental’ community bus service
operating on St. Mary’s during the winter.
10.8.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.8.5.1 Current Management
BIH, the Isles of Scilly Steamship Company
and Skybus all manage their own operations.
IOSSC and BIH operate local discount rates
through residents’ travel clubs.
The Council manage St. Mary’s airport.
Tresco Estate manage Tresco Heliport.
The Duchy of Cornwall are the Harbour
Authority for St. Mary’s harbour. They manage
shipping movements within the harbour.
Tresco Estate are the Harbour Authority for
New Grimsby and manage shipping movements
there and at all Tresco quays.
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The Duchy of Cornwall are responsible for the
maintenance of all main quays, with the exception
of Tresco quays.
The Council licence all boats carrying farepaying passengers within Scilly’s waters.
The Boatmen’s Association manage the
operation of all member boatmen on St. Mary’s.
The Route Partnership is working to improve
Scilly’s mainland sea transport links.

T5

To support initiatives that seek to reduce
levels of car use while maintaining a
highway that retains its defining character
and provides a safe and convenient route
for the use of drivers, cyclists and
pedestrians.

T6

To support opportunities to introduce
non-carbon powered vehicles.

10.8.5.2 Gaps in Current Management
Private hire and bus operators are not licensed
or regulated.

10.8.9 Key Actions
T7
To promote recreational and ‘travel to
work’ options that do not require a car.

10.8.6 Organisations Responsible
BIH, Boatmen’s Association, bus and private hire
vehicle operators, Council, Duchy, independent
boatmen, Isles of Scilly Steamship Company /
Skybus, the Route Partnership, West Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly Rural Transport Partnership.

T8

To support the Route Partnership as they
work to improve Scilly’s sea link with the
mainland.

T9

To seek funding opportunities that
support the provision of year-round
quality community transport for
recreation, employment and access to
local services.

10.8.7 Broad Aims
T1
Support initiatives that work to improve
and maintain the Islands’ mainland
transport links.
T2
T3

Support the provision of year-round local
community transport.
Maintain the historic and character
features of the AONB streetscape, road
and quay network.

10.8.8 Policies
T4
To support efforts to secure investment in
a year-round integrated transport system.

10.8.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.27, No.33
10.8.11 Links with National, Regional and
other Local Plans
Moving On – The Isles of Scilly Transport
Strategy*
Isles of Scilly Local Plan*
Isles of Scilly Heritage and Cultural Strategy
Isles of Scilly Integrated Area Plan*
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10.9 Communication and Interpretation
10.9.1 Vision for the future
Vision
Residents and visitors, including school children
understand and enjoy the inherent qualities of
the Isles of Scilly landscape and participate
effectively in its protection and management.

10.9.2 Snapshot -Where are we Now?
10.9.2.1 Isles of Scilly Museum
The provision of interpretation of the Islands’
natural, historic and cultural aspects is currently
achieved in disparate ways, although there is a
wealth of information available. The Islands’
main interpretative centre is the Isles of Scilly
Museum in Hugh Town. Built in 1967, its
development was funded by public subscription to
ensure the Nornour Collection of votive offerings
to a local marine goddess remained within the
Islands. Before that time much material had been
lost to the mainland, foreign museums and private
collections. Registered with the South West
Museums Council, the museum receives
curatorial advice from Penlee Art Gallery and
Museum in Penzance and employs one part time
28

curator . The building housing the Museum is far
from ideal with a lack of climate controlled
conditions, collection and storage facilities, and
with a basement used for storage which has a
tendency to flood at high spring tide. These
conditions are detrimental to the Museum’s
collections, some of which are of national and
international importance. They may also, unless
mitigated against, prevent important finds such as
the Bryher sword and mirror currently housed in
the Museum being permanently kept on Scilly.
With the employment of paid staff the Museum
has been able to improve its opening hours. This,
together with improvements in publicity and
development of updated displays, has done much
to improve public perception and enjoyment of
this facility. There is however still much the
Museum could do to improve the interpretation of
its collections, variation of displays, and to expand
its educational role, but this would require
additional resources. At present the Museum, a
small independent charity, is funded by nominal
admission fees, research fees and occasional grants
or contributions in kind which generally support
the development of improved displays of, for
example the Nornour collection and the Bryher
sword and mirror. With the deterioration of their
existing building there is a pressing need to
28

address the Museum’s housing and resource
requirements in order that it may continue in its
vital role as guardian of the record of Scilly’s
cultural and historic heritage. A feasibility study
examining options available including the
provision of either an upgraded or a new facility is
being developed, possibly with the support of
Objective One funding.
10.9.2.2 Other Current Facilities
Other interpretative visitor facilities on St. Mary’s
include Longstone Heritage Centre, a private
business, the small Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
Visitor Information Centre, and information
panels from a mixture of organisations in the
waiting room on the quay; St. Martin’s has a small
Visitor Centre housing an exhibition illustrating
life on Scilly and particularly St. Martin’s; and on
Tresco there is the Valhalla Collection of ships’
figure-heads and related materials.
Longstone Heritage Centre has had an
established if somewhat chequered existence. It
has recently changed hands after a period of
closure. The new proprietors have revamped and
updated the exhibitions and developed child
friendly displays. They are hoping to expand the
centre, building onto existing exhibitions and
improving the coverage of the natural
environment. Longer-term aspirations are for the
development of the facility as a field studies
centre.
The Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust Visitor
Information Centre provides the Trust with a
facility to help improve their public profile, and
visitors with the opportunity to discover the
wealth of natural and historic heritage the islands
have to offer as they disembark the Scillonian III,
or visit the quay to take a boat to explore the offislands. This facility also provides the Trust with
a means of explaining to the public the work
involved in managing Scilly’s natural habitats and
to encourage their support in the form of
membership subscriptions or other donations.
St. Martin’s Visitor Centre houses a
professionally produced static exhibition
illustrating life on St. Martin’s through accounts
and photographs. Due to the static nature of this
exhibition it will not be possible to vary the
contents without replacement of information
panels, but the information within these panels
could be supplemented through the addition of
appropriate leaflets or through audio
presentations.

Arbery G - Draft Isles of Scilly Heritage and Cultural Strategy
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Valhalla on Tresco is an open fronted building
housing a collection of maritime artefacts
primarily ships’ figureheads, collected from around
the islands by Augustus Smith and his
descendants. The collection including cannon
from the wreck of the ‘Association’, Sir Cloudsley
Shovell’s flag ship, is owned by the National
Maritime Museum but managed by Tresco Estate.
The recent recovery of the magnificent carved
stern statue from the wreck of the ‘Colossus’
prompted the formation of the Isles of Scilly
Maritime Heritage Trust to raise the funds
necessary to enable the carving to remain on
Scilly. Since this time the Receiver of Wreck has
offered the stern carving to the Isles of Scilly
Museum and discussion is underway regarding the
funding of its conservation and exhibition. The
‘Colossus’, now a Protected Wreck Site, sank
whilst carrying Lord Hamilton’s collection of
Etruscan pottery destined for the British Museum.
10.9.2.3 Planned Facilities
In addition to these existing facilities, Tresco
Estate are, with the help of Objective One and
SWRDA funding, developing a purpose built
Visitor Centre to allow the proper interpretation
of Tresco Abbey Garden, Grade 1 listed in English
Heritage’s Parks & Gardens Register, and the
Valhalla Collection. The building will also house
a lecture theatre, shop, café and toilet facilities
and will be fully accessible to the disabled29.
10.9.2.4 Other Existing Information Delivery
Mechanisms
Other existing delivery mechanisms for
interpretative material and information are as
follows:
Guided tours – the Islands support several
dedicated small to medium businesses that
interpret the Islands’ natural, historic and cultural
assets for visitors ‘face to face’.
There are a limited number of on-site
interpretation panels e.g. in Old Town bay outside
the Church, on Samson landing beach, on
Nornour and on St. Helen’s. In addition to these
there are also English Heritage notices at all
Guardianship Sites, and limited information
available at Higher Moors bird hides and
elsewhere on Higher and Lower Moors Nature
Trails.
There are interpretation panels on board the
Scillonian III.
There is a wealth of information about all
aspects of the Scilly on the ‘world wide web’,
including that located on the Isles of Scilly AONB
29

web site (www.ios-aonb.info) which also hosts
IRIS an interactive database of information
sources about the islands.
There are a multitude of leaflets and booklets
about a wide range of subjects. An audit of these
sources of information was recently carried out by
the AONB unit to ensure that best use can be
made of resources when considering the
production of new printed materials. The Tourist
Information Centre is an excellent source of these
leaflets and booklets.
The majority of guest accommodation on Scilly
has guest information folders which sometimes
contain information about Scilly’s natural,
cultural and historic interest. As a supplement to
these folders the AONB recently developed the
Isles of Scilly AONB Visitor Information Pack.
The need for formal education materials relating
to the Islands’ environment was identified by the
AONB unit through an audit of education
materials and teachers’ wishes which was carried
out by volunteers in 2001. The development of
the Isles of Scilly AONB cross-curricular
education pack and forthcoming educational
materials relating to Waves of Heath, the Isles of
Scilly Wildlife Trust’s heathland restoration
project, should satisfy this need.
10.9.2.5 Wet Weather Provision
There is currently a desperate shortage of wet
weather facilities with the Museum and
Longstone Heritage Centre providing the only
real options at the moment. There is also a lack
of co-ordination of the ‘messages’ sent out to
visitors through the above interpretative /
communication delivery mechanisms.
10.9.2.6 Access
Disabled access is something that all facility
providers will need to consider when the disability
access legislation comes into force later in 2004.
10.9.3 Perspectives of Stakeholder Workshop
Participants
Participants’ perspectives have been grouped like
with like.
10.9.3.1 Issues highlighted during workshops
There is a need for a sensitively designed and
located multi-purpose building that can provide
indoor arena and ‘interpretation centre’, but
where would the resources to finance
improvements come from? Needs to be long-term
investment.

Arbery G - Draft Isles of Scilly Heritage and Cultural Strategy
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A new or improved interpretation centre might
have a negative impact on existing businesses e.g.
bus tour operators.

Islands’ future generations understanding and
appreciation of the value of their environment will
increase.

Need to be careful about where interpretation
points people, locations need to be robust enough
to cope and not spoil all quiet spots.

To promote the heritage value of the ‘old style’
inter-island tripper boats.

On-site interpretation boards could be a
problem. There needs to be a balance between
providing information and cluttering the
landscape; need to be careful to get interpretation
method right; need to be environmentally
sensitive.
Need to be careful that we don’t end up with
too many signs all over the place, and need to give
people opportunity to still feel they can just
explore.
There are concerns that Scilly is over studied.
Any potentially negative impacts of researchers
need to be minimised.
10.9.3.2 Opportunities identified during
workshops
To employ technology to allow remote and
virtual access to Island habitats and wildlife e.g.
underwater ROV back to a screen; cliff or bird
burrow cameras relaying images, so reducing the
direct impact of people on wildlife and habitats.
There is the potential for existing businesses to
expand to operate in the day as well as evenings to
provide wet weather options (e.g. slide shows,
talks etc).
Local crafts people could be offered the
opportunity to arrange wet weather gallery tours,
etc.
To create or strengthen links with other SW
tourism attractions / initiatives, e.g. Eden.
To increase awareness, understanding and
appreciation of the Islands’ environment as a
whole and the costs involved in its management.
Increased understanding and appreciation should
mean that locals and visitors place a higher value
on the environment. This potentially provides
business
development
and
marketing
opportunities, increased willingness to become
part of the solution not the problem.
To provide better facilities for visiting and
residential school groups.
Use of the Islands as a fully rounded teaching
example. By comparing it with other locations the

To recover lost artefacts and collections to the
Islands on a permanent or temporary basis.
There is the potential to provide a central
information area near each island quay with initial
information about what to do. This should raise
awareness of each island’s distinctiveness.
Co-ordinated research will allow fully informed
environmental management, and provide a good
information source for local and visiting students.
10.9.4 Outline Key Features
Internationally important museum collections.
Lack of climate controlled collection housing.
Use of a wide range of information delivery
mechanisms.
Lack of interpretative provision on St. Agnes
and Bryher.
Lack of wet weather facilities.
Lack of co-ordination of interpretative
information.
Initiatives underway to improve provision.
10.9.5 Current Management and Gaps
10.9.5.1 Current Management
The relatively recent formation of a Heritage
Working Group is bringing interested parties
together to examine and improve the way in
which Scilly’s natural, historic and cultural
heritage is interpreted.
Individual facilities are managed separately e.g.
the Museum, the IOSWT Quay Visitor Centre
and Longstone Heritage Centre.
The National Maritime Museum supervise the
management of the Valhalla Collection on Tresco
which is carried out by Tresco Estate.
The Isles of Scilly Museum receives curatorial
advice from Penlee Art Gallery and Museum.
On-site interpretation boards are managed by
the organisation that placed them.
Information and research co-ordination is
encouraged via a voluntary protocol in
Information Resource for the Isles of Scilly (IRIS)
on the Isles of Scilly AONB website, with
biological information co-ordinated through
ERCCIS.
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10.9.5.2 Gaps in Current Management
There is a heavy reliance on volunteers to open
the Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust Visitor Centre and
the Isles of Scilly Museum which has, on occasion
led to irregular provision of service.
There is a lack of co-ordination in
interpretative provision, development and
delivery. It is hoped that this will improve in time
as the Heritage Working Group becomes more
effective.
10.9.6 Organisations Responsible
Council, DEFRA, EH, EN, ERCCIS, guided
walk/holiday providers, IOSTA, IOSWT,
Longstone Heritage Centre, Museum, NFU,
school, Tourist Board, Tresco Estate, visitor
accommodation providers.
10.9.7 Broad Aims
CI1
Promote and publicise the AONB and its
purpose.
CI2

CI3

Realise the Islands’ potential as an
educational resource for both formal and
informal education for people of all ages.
Improve provision of visitor facilities and
wet weather amenities in a low impact
manner, respecting the tranquillity,
landscape and conservation importance
of the AONB.

10.9.8 Policies
CI4
To increase opportunities for education
and celebration of the character of the
AONB that improve awareness,
understanding and enjoyment of all
elements of Scilly and foster an
appreciation and a sense of ownership in
residents and visitors.
CI5

CI6

To enable and encourage local and
visiting teachers to use the Islands as a
case study, fieldwork location and general
teaching example, linking the natural,
historic and cultural environment of the
Islands to the requirements of the
National Curriculum.

CI7

To encourage the co-ordination of
research activity within the Islands, and
where possible direct effort towards areas
that support local information needs, and
ensure that the results are widely
available to all those with an interest in
the islands.

10.9.9 Key Actions
CI8
To provide access to a wide range of
information about the Islands’ natural,
historic and cultural environment for
both visitors and locals.
CI9

To continue to develop IRIS (Information
Resource for the Isles of Scilly) the
interactive database of information about
the Islands hosted on the AONB web site.

CI10

To support initiatives to secure funding
for improved interpretation facilities
presenting Scilly’s natural, historic and
cultural resource in an integrated manner.

CI11

To promote the AONB cross curricular
education pack and develop associated
activities in partnership with local and
visiting schools.

CI12

To develop material designed to raise
awareness and improve understanding of
key features of the AONB within the
context of an interpretation strategy.

10.9.10 Links to Actions within Section 11.2
No.2, No.3, No.11, No.13, No.15, No.21, No.24,
No.25, No.26, No.31, No.42
10.9.11 Links with National, Regional and other
Local Plans
Isles of Scilly AONB leaflet audit
Isles of Scilly AONB Education Pack*
Isles of Scilly AONB Visitor Information Pack*
IRIS - Information Resource for the Isles of
Scilly database hosted on the AONB website*
The Isles of Scilly Museum Archive Catalogue
Isles of Scilly Heritage and Culture Strategy*

To improve awareness of, and access to,
the Islands’ historic records.
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11.1 AONB Management
The Council of the Isles of Scilly, a Unitary Authority and the only Local Authority responsible for the
Isles of Scilly AONB, has chosen to ensure the delivery of its statutory duties in relation to the AONB
through the AONB Joint Advisory Committee (JAC). The JAC produce and agree an annual Business
Plan detailing the operational requirements of the partnership including required staffing levels, staff
skills necessary, a detailed work programme for the AONB Unit based on the Action Plan below (11.2),
funding sources and a detailed budget. This information will not therefore be duplicated here. Instead
a brief outline of current management arrangements and forthcoming developments will be presented.
The JAC brings together representatives from local and national organisations, community groups and other
bodies with a remit in the Islands. All JAC members are committed to working together to implement this
Plan, as indicated in the partnerships Memorandum of Agreement, signed in April 2002.
The JAC comprises the following organisations which were initially represented by the following
individuals:
Title First name Surname
Mrs Gillian
Arbery

Organisation
Council of the Isles of Scilly

Sector
Public

Mr

Peter

DEFRA

Public

Mr
Miss
Mr
Dr
Cllr
Mr
Mrs
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mrs
Mr
Mr

Jeremy
Clitherow
Elizabeth Davey
Jo
Edwards
Mike
Gurr
Johann
Hicks
Philip
Hygate
Sarah
Manning
David
Mawer
Ian
Morrison
Don Nicholass-Mckee
Mary
Nicholls
Colin
Sturmer
David
Wright

English Nature
Council of the Isles Scilly
Tresco Estate
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Countryside Agency
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
English Heritage
Council of the Isles of Scilly
IOSTA
Duchy of Cornwall
NFU

Public
Public
Private
Voluntary
Public
Public
Public
Voluntary
Public
Public
Voluntary
Private
Voluntary

Bowden

Position
Planning Assistant (Conservation),
Field Monument Warden
Senior Agri-environment
Advisor, Cornwall & IOS
Conservation Officer
AONB Officer
Chair of Trustees
Councillor
Chief Executive and Chair of the JAC
Countryside Officer
Senior Conservation Warden
Inspector of Ancient Monuments
Chief Planning Officer
Committee Member
Isles of Scilly Land Steward
Chair of Isles of Scilly branch
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A key action agreed during the stakeholder
workshops was the development of advisory /
implementation groups. The role of these groups
will be clearly defined in their terms of reference.
Their broad purpose will be to assist and advise
the AONB Unit and JAC in the delivery of the
management plan objectives and actions, ensuring
that management decisions benefit from the
wealth of local knowledge, and stakeholders
maintain an interest in and ownership of the
implementation stages.
11.2 Action Plan
Ideas for action to help deliver the long-term
‘visions’ contained within this plan were
generated by stakeholder workshop participants.
All suggestions were circulated to stakeholders
between workshops for comment. Participants
were asked to consider each suggestion in terms of
its acceptability, feasibility and their level of
overall support. They were also asked if they or
the group they were representing could be actively
involved in its implementation.
There was an impressive degree of consensus, and
actions with wide support have been included in
this section. The JAC grouped actions into
comprehensive projects and placed them into a
timetable according to likely staff and, as far as it

is possible to say at this stage, potential funding
availability. This timetable tries to relate action to
the timescale of any other relevant known events,
e.g. the closing date for Objective One funding
applications. A lead body for each action has
been identified. Column three ‘Meeting Aims and
Objectives’ links actions to the relevant Broad
Aims, Objectives and Key Actions in sections
10.1to 10.9. As you can see, in a number of cases
actions meet more than one of these aspirations.
Please note that some workshop outputs went into
a level of detail that cannot be practically
reflected in this Plan. For example, whilst
discussing the need for an interpretation strategy,
participants listed many features and ideas that
the strategy should include. Rest assured that
participants’ hard work will not be wasted as it will
be used when actions are implemented.
This five year action plan provides an indication
of the activities to be undertaken and their timing.
This will be refined annually and an annual work
programme drawn up detailing time allocations of
projects and funding sources. This will allow
consideration to be given to the continuing
appropriateness and funding availability for any
particular action
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To continue the work of waste
minimisation recycling and
composting pilot project extending
the benefits to all islands
Establishment of planning protocol
to guide AONB responses to
planning applications and issues

Open dialogue discussion
workshops on land management on
each island to move forward
discussions re conservation herd,
environmental wardens, vehicle
erosion on open land etc.

5

7

6

4

Council/AONB

Council

AONB Unit

AONB Unit EH, EN,
DEFRA, Duchy

JAC

Duchy, IOSWT,
Trenoweth

AONB Unit, EH, CA

JAC

JAC

JAC

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

Supporting
organisations

Lead body

OP1, OP3, IL4, AH4, AONB Unit
AH6, AH7, RD1,
RD3, RD6, RD7,
RD12, RD13, RD1517, RD22
IOSWT
OP7, IL3, NC1, C3

IL1, MC1, MC3,
MC8, C10

AH3, RA2,C3, CI1,
CI4
OP1, OP3, AH1,
AH4-6, AH8, A4,
A10, A11, C6, RD3,
RD6, RD7, RD13,
RD15, RD16, RD19

IL1, IL2, IL3, CI7

OP7, IL3, IL4, C3,
C11

Meeting aims and
objectives

Q1 = April to June Q 2= July to September Q3 = October to December Q4 = January to March

An assessment of current
management schemes identifying
number of people and financial
spend involved and the
development of aspirational
recommendation for improved
integrated working.
Public Launch of Management
Plan
Development of Island Design
Guides

2

Key:

Development of implementation/
advisory groups

1

3

Summary of Action

Action
No.

Public launch of
Management Plan
Design Guides produced

High

High

High

Medium

High

Priority

Medium

Planning protocol developed Medium

Open dialogue discussion
04-05 Q1
then ongoing workshops established on
each island

04-05

Waste minimisation,
04-05 Q1
then ongoing recycling and composting
schemes on all islands

04-05

04-05 Q1

Timetable in Target
financial
years
Implementation/advisory
04-05
groups have been establishe
d
Produce an audit of current
04-05
management schemes and
recommendations for future
working
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To develop guidance for land
managers relating to boundary
maintenance, tree planting, and
other integrated advice relating to
nature conservation, landscape,
archaeology and historic features
through a farm advisory service
Identify trees of particular
importance within the landscape
Develop a tree-planting scheme to
replace dead, dying and damaged
shelterbelts.
Production of Annual Review

9

16

15

14

13

12

11

To develop existing background
research and best practice
elsewhere into an Isles of Scilly
Green Tourism Scheme (part 1
assess feasibility, part 2
development)
To produce interpretation materials
to raise awareness and improve
understanding of key features of
the AONB within the context of
an Isles of Scilly Interpretation
Strategy
Identify mechanism to meet
monitoring requirements
Develop a wider Local Products
guide to compliment the existing
Food and Drink Directory
To improve the appearance of
Pendrethen Quarry area

To assess and map the 'state' of
Scilly's farmed land including
boundaries.

8

10

Summary of Action

Action
No.
Lead body

RD20

NC8, AH9, A11,
MC7
A12, RD8, RD10,
RD18, CI1, C12

NC9, AH3, AH11,
RA7, CI1, CI12

NC7, MC2, MC4,
RA2, RA4, RD11,
RD21

CI1

OP3, A2, A13

Local producers, CA,
IOSTA
AONB, EH, EN

Duchy

JAC

IOSWT, EH, EN,
IOSTA, DEFRA

High
Annual Review produced

Appearance of Pendrathen
Quarry improved
05-06

05- 06

Methodology to meet monitoring
requirements identified
Local Products Guide produced

Medium

Medium

High

Medium
Interpretation materials and
Interpretation Strategy Produced

Feasibility of establishing a Green High
Tourism Scheme assessed and if
appropriate developed

High

High

High

Priority

Trees of particular landscape
importance identified and a
replanting scheme developed

Farm advisory service established

04-05 Q3

Initial work
04-05 then
ongoing

Initial work
Duchy, NFU, CAU,
Tree Council, DEFRA, 04-05 then
CCCHES, Rotary Club, ongoing
Tresco Estate, Forestry
Commission.
Annually in
Q1
Initial work
IOSTA, CA
04-05 then
ongoing

DEFRA, Duchy, NFU,
Duchy Tenants Assoc.
Trenoweth, EN

Data indicating the state of
farmed land has been collected
and mapped

Timetable in Target
financial years

Initial work
04-05 then
annually
ongoing
Duchy, Council, NFU, 04-05
EH, CAU, EN, DEFRA then ongoing

Supporting
organisations

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

AONB Unit &
Tourist Board

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

OP3, NC1, AH8, A2, AONB
A9, A13, C8

OP1, OP3, NC1,
AONB Unit
NC5, A2, A5-9, A11,
A16, C8

Meeting aims and
objectives
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C5, RD7
Water conservation awareness
project focusing on the off islands

Improve Hugh Towns Mary's
Streetscape
Continued development of
Traditional Skill Courses e.g.
walling
Explore potential for Doily's Wood
to be cared for by the school
children, perhaps as a LNR
Develop marine codes of conduct
and supporting materials e.g.
biological and archaeological dive
slates, waterproof 'on-board'
wildlife and landscape feature
identification guides, guidance
regarding yacht waste.
Develop a Maritime Festival
exploring and celebrating local
culture

22

26

25

24

23

Work to support the development
of an educational visitor / study
centre

21

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

Lead body

AH3, MC4, C2,
RD8, CI1, CI4

AH3, AH11, MC13,
RA2, RA7, RD8,
CI1, CI12

AH5, AH6, AH10,
A3, A9, A11, C8,
RD2
NC1, CI2, CI4,CI5

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

AONB Unit

AONB Unit
Council

AONB Unit
NC4, AH3, MC4,
RA2, RD10, RD11, Council
RD15, CI1, CI2, CI4,
CI5, CI9
Council
AH1, AH7, RD14

C11

IL1, 1L3, NC1,
MC12

20

19

18

Development of next years work
programme and budget and apply
for funds
Establish agreement between
conservationists and the tourism
industry in relation to beach
clearance of seaweed
Development of Annual Forum

17

Meeting aims and
objectives

Summary of Action

Action
No.

Medium

High

Work programme and budget
produced and funding
applications submitted
Agreement between
05-06
then ongoing conservationists and tourism
industry established
Annually in
Q3

Priority

Timetable in Target
financial years

JAC, Sailing Club, Gig
Association, Local
shops and services

EH, NAS, Local Dive
Club, EN, IOSWT,
Heritage Working
Group

IOSWT, School, EN

EH, AONB, CAU,
IOSP
EH, EN, IOSWT,
DEFRA

JAC

06-07

04-05 initial
work 05-06
declaration
05-06 Q4
then ongoing

06-07

Medium

Maritime Festival established

Medium

High
Codes of conduct and marine
interpretative materials produced

Doily's Wood established as a
LNR

Hugh Town's streetscape improved High
enhanced historical features
High
05-06
Traditional Skills courses
then ongoing continue to be offered

High
Initial work 04- Annual forum in place
05 then ongoing
Medium
Establishment of a water
Council (St. Mary's & 05-06 then
conservation awareness project
Bryher), Tresco Estate, ongoing
Duchy, IOSTA
AONB Partnership has supported Medium
05-06
JAC , existing facility
then ongoing efforts to establish an education /
owners/ tenants
study centre

IOSWT, Council,
IOSTA, Tourist Board

JAC

Supporting
organisations
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35

34

33

32

31

30

29

RD17, MC4

AH2, RA1, RA4,
RA7, RA9, T3

Meeting aims and
objectives

IL1, NC1, AH1,
AH4, MC1, MC15,
RA2
Detailed study building on existing MC7
work to identify the impact of
climate change on the Islands and
recommendations reflection of
findings in policy documents and
on the ground
Best island 'managed to maintain AH3, AH4, A2, A3,
A8, C3, RD15, CI1,
its character' competition
CI4
To encourage all quay development NC1, AH1, AH4,
to be sensitive to the surrounding MC1, MC10
environment and in some cases the
historic value of the structure
To support endeavours to improve T1, T2, T4-9
the integration and sustainability of
the Islands’ transport system, with
subsidised local rates
RD12
Encourage measures to reduce
noise and light pollution
NC1, MC4, MC5,
To support efforts to ensure the
RD2
Islands’ fisheries are sustainable

Recreation Access Project developing baseline information
about the access network and key
visitor sites carrying capacities.
Review, and where necessary
improve the Islands’ permissive
path network. Development of
terrestrial codes of conduct, and
interpretation materials. Examine
options for cycle-ways and
reducing dog mess
The development of a Local
Renewable Energy Strategy
The development of a Holistic
Marine Plan

27

28

Summary of Action

Action
No.

AONB Unit, CPRE,
Duchy

Duchy, Tresco Estate,
IOSP, WC&IOS RTP,
AONB unit

Duchy, Tresco Estate,
EH, AONB unit

Ongoing

Literature promoting reduction of High
noise and light pollution distributed
Medium
Sustainable fishery plans that
benefit the AONB have been
supported

Ongoing

High
Transport plans that benefit the
AONB have been supported

Medium
Best Island managing and
maintaining its character
competition established
All quay development is sensitive High
to the surrounding environment

Ongoing

Ongoing

Duchy, Council, Island 08-09
groups

Study detailing the impact of
Climate Change on the Islands
produced

Low

SWCIG, UKCIP

08-09

High

Data indicating state of the
06-07
then ongoing access network and carrying
capacity of key sites established.
Programme for improvements
where necessary developed

Local Renewable Energy Strategy High
developed
Low
Holistic Marine Plan produced

Priority

Timetable in Target
financial years

04-05
AONB Unit, Duchy,
CSEP
IOSSFC, EH, Council, 07-08
AONB Unit, CCCHE’s

IOSWT, Duchy,
farmers, EH, dog
owners and cyclists

Supporting
organisations

Isles of Scilly Sea
Fisheries Committee IOSP, IOSTA, AONB

Council

Council

Council

AONB Unit

Council

EN

Council

AONB Unit

Lead body
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43

42

41

40

39

38

C3

RD18, CI1

IL1, NC1, MC7,
MC9

AH1, MC6, MC16

C1

A1, A4, A5

IL1, NC1, MC8

RD7

To encourage the careful
management and monitoring of the
quality and quantity of potable
water
To encourage the effective
management of all waste water and
sewage so that it does not pollute
the potable water supply or the
marine environment
To support the development of an
abattoir
To support wide availability of
broadband within the islands and
the continued use of IT as a
marketing tool
To encourage a strategic approach
to coastal defence work in line
with a regularly reviewed SMP
To encourage organisations within
the islands to work together in
constant review of plans for
pollution incidents
To support the Tourism Champion
in working to extend the season
and develop a strategy to broaden
the range of Scilly's visitors
Ensure the reflection of workshop
participants views in other
developing documents

36

37

Meeting aims and
objectives

Summary of Action

Action
No.

Supporting
organisations

Council

Tourist Board

Council

Council

Improved working relations between
organisations

Ongoing

IOSWT, Duchy

Ongoing

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium
Provide workshop outputs to those
producing plans. When consulted on
documents ensure they reflect
workshop outputs

Tourism Champion progressing
towards extension of season

A strategic approach to coastal
defence has been supported

Ongoing

Ongoing

High

Positive waste management measures Medium
have been supported

Ongoing

Measures to develop an appropriate
abattoir have been supported
Positive measures to introduce
Broadband have been supported

Medium

Positive potable water management
measures have been supported

Ongoing

Ongoing

Priority

Timetable in Target
financial years

IOSTA, Council, IOSP, Ongoing
AONB Unit

Duchy, IOSWT

Duchy

Council - St. Mary's
& Bryher, Tresco
Estate- Tresco,
Duchy - all other
Council (St. Mary's
and all new build)
Tresco Estate
(Tresco), Duchy all
other
Mainland Marketing DEFRA, Duchy, IOSP,
AONB
ACT NOW initiative,
Council
IOSP

Lead body
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The development of indicators will allow the
monitoring and evaluation of the impact of
AONB management policy on the state of the
AONB. This needs to be undertaken to
demonstrate that the policies work for the benefit
of the area. The indicators that follow have not
been devised to monitor action, but the state of
the AONB. Action will be monitored in a more
direct target-based manner that corresponds to
the action plan contained in this document, and
an annual work programme for AONB staff,
partnership and implementation partners which is
based on this plan. There is therefore a clear
difference between condition indicators, which
are about measuring the state of the AONB; and
performance indicators, which are about
measuring management actions.
As indicated in Section 7.4 there is a significant
lack of available baseline data against which the
state of the AONB can be measured. This is of
great concern when it comes to monitoring and
evaluating the effectiveness of AONB
management policy on that state. Ideally
condition indicators highlight and monitor the
key elements within the AONB that make it
special. This will be possible in some instances
when, for example, a feature is already being
monitored by an organisation such as English
Nature. Other key characteristic elements of the
AONB, such as the amount of undeveloped

coastline, are not currently monitored by anyone,
although they are key to the management of
habitats and features and are key characteristics of
the landscape. In these instances the possibility of
establishing a method of collecting data is severely
limited by available resources; time will need to be
taken to develop an appropriate approach. Data
that are available at present generally tend to be
quantitative, making it difficult to measure the
important qualitative elements of the Islands that
contribute to their character and individual
distinctiveness.
Within the South West Protected Landscape
Forum (SWPLF) work is underway to develop a
data collection and reporting framework by 2006,
with initial work being completed by June 2004.
This will provide a tiered approach to monitoring,
with common indicators operating at national and
regional levels but allowing for the development
of a suite of local indicators flexible enough to
reflect the distinctiveness of each area, thus
assisting AONB units and partnership
organisations to demonstrate the benefits of
AONBs at all three levels. To date a set of ten
primary indicators have been developed, some of
these are not appropriate to the Islands’ situation
e.g. % changes in river pollution incidents; the
Islands have no rivers to speak of. Where an
indicator is common to this initial set of SWPLF
primary indicators it will be marked with a *.
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The following list of indicators is not perfect but should be seen as a good starting point. At this stage, with
much research still to do into availability of data, data format and frequency of reporting, it is difficult to know
how many indicators it is practical to manage. The list is designed to cover key elements and characteristics of
the AONB. When more information is available about current baseline information relating to these indicators
it will be possible to set targets. Indicators and targets will be reviewed at the same time as the management
plan to ensure that they remain meaningful. Information obtained through indicators will be used to identify
change and assess issues and trends, so guiding future core and project work as well as informing AONB policies.

Indicator

Source

Reporting
timescale

Reason for selection

Priority
H, M, L

IOSWT /
AONB

Annual

A quick and visual way to H
identify change

Significant areas of the
H
islands are designated
sites; the good condition
of these areas will have
an impact on the
H
landscape

Landscape
IN1*

Changes to the
landscape via fixed
point photography of
key views

Nature Conservation and Geology
IN2*

% of designated nature EN /
IOSWT
conservation sites in
favourable condition

Annual

IN3

% of designated
geological sites in
favourable condition

EN
/IOSWT

Annual

IN4*

EN /
Population of bats
(mixed species) roosting Cornwall
Bat Group
and breeding in the
islands
Populations of breeding RSPB/
birds including farmland IOSBG
birds (for seabirds see
marine & coastal)
EN /
% of maritime heath
IOSWT
and grassland in
favourable condition

Annual

EH
% of SAMs in
favourable condition
EH /
% of archaeological
DEFRA
sites under positive
management
agreements
EH /
% of high grade listed
buildings (Grade I & II*) Council
EH /
% change in the
number of buildings on Council
the 'at risk' register
(other than through
demolition)
Number of traditional EH /
Council
farm buildings
(including greenhouses)
maintaining their
original character

?

IN5*

IN6*

IN7*
IN8

IN9
IN10*

IN11

H
‘Species-on-the-edge’
indicator of success of
natural habitat and built
habitat management
Every 5-6
H
Useful measure of
yrs(1st yrs data environmental quality as
2001)
developed nationally
Annual

Nationally important
habitat within the
AONB/Heritage Coast
and subject of current
management initiative
'Waves of Heath'
Indication of quality of
historic environment

H

H

Annual

M

Annual

M

Annual

Indication of % of
heritage resource in
danger

M

Five yearly (?) Indication of survival of H
character rural buildings
Data will demonstrate
trends
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Indicator
IN12

Source

Grants attracted for the EH /
maintenance / repair of Council
buildings of character

Reporting
timescale

Reason for selection

Priority
H, M, L

Annual

Indication of value of
historic environment

M

Internationally important H
habitat within the
AONB/Heritage Coast.
Report required for the
European Commission on
the SAC
H

Marine and Coastal Environment
IN13

EN
% of intertidal
sediments in favourable
condition

Six yearly

IN14*

% of subtidal reefs,
EN
sediments and eelgrass
beds in favourable
condition

Six Yearly

IN15*

Population of Atlantic
Grey Seals

EN /
IOSWT

Six Yearly

IN16*

EN/
Numbers of breeding
IOSWT/
seabirds, particularly
RSPB
Lesser Black-Backed
Gulls and Storm Petrels

Six Yearly

IN17

Number of breeding
seabirds on Annet

EN/
IOSWT/
RSPB

Annual

IN18*

Breeding Terns in Scilly EN/
IOSWT/
RSPB

Annual

IN19

Numbers of operational IOSSFC/
Duchy
commercial fishing
boats in Scilly's waters
AONB
The total length of
undeveloped coast

Annual

IN20*
IN21

Number of designated
protected wrecks and
recorded submerged
archaeological sites

EH

Annual
Annual
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Top marine mammal.
Health of population
indication of health of
marine environment.
Report required for the
European Commission on
the SAC
Useful measure of
environmental quality as
developed nationally.
Report required for the
European Commission on
the SPA for seabirds
Useful measure of
environmental quality as
developed nationally.
Ongoing long term
monitoring
Indication of success of
efforts to re-establish
breeding Roseate Tern, a
key BAP species, colony
in Scilly
Indication of health of
economics of fishing and
levels of fishing effort
The coastline is a key
element of the Islands’
land/seascape
The marine
archaeological resource is
an important part of the
Islands’ history and
character.

H

H

M

H

M
H
M

Indicator

Source

Reporting
timescale

Reason for selection

Priority
H, M, L

The Islands’ character is
defined largely by its
landuse pattern which is
intimately related to
agricultural production,
prosperity and
sustainability

M

Agriculture and the farmed landscape
IN22
IN23
IN24
IN25
IN26*
IN27
IN28*

The number of farm
DEFRA / Annual
holdings
Duchy
The type of farm
DEFRA
Annual
holdings
The average size of farm DEFRA / Annual
holdings
Duchy
The number of
DEFRA /
3 yearly
unproductive /
NFU/ AONB
unmanaged fields
Duchy
Annual
The take up and
DEFRA
extension of agrienvironment schemes
The number of whole DEFRA / 3 yearly
farm plans completed AONB
and implemented
DEFRA / 3 yearly
% of stone and
AONB
vegetative hedges,
shelterbelts and other
traditional boundaries
in favourable
management

H
M
H
M
H

Boundaries are a key
feature of the modern
and ancient enclosed
landscape it is essential
that data is collected to
provide a true picture of
their state and
management

H

The AONB provides an
important recreational
resource. Monitoring the
network of permissive
routes and the numbers
participating in outdoor
activities will provide
some measure of the
accessibility of the
Islands’ environment

H

Recreation and Access
IN29*
IN30
IN31

% of permissive
footpaths in favourable
condition
% of permissive
footpaths suitable for
disabled access
Length of permissive
bridleways

IN32

Length of permissive
cycle routes

IN33

Number of people
taking part in guided
walk activities

IOSWT
/NFU
/Duchy
IOSWT/
NFU
/Duchy
IOSWT/
NFU/
Duchy
IOSWT/
NFU/
Duchy
Walk
leaders

Annual

Census

Every 10 yrs

Census

Every 10 yrs

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

H
H
H
M

Community
IN34
IN35

Total resident
population
Breakdown of
population
demographics

M
Community structure
impacts on many aspects
of life including service M
provision and access
issues
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IN36
IN37
IN38
IN39
IN40
IN41

Indicator

Source

Reporting
timescale

Reason for selection

Priority
H, M, L

Total number of
dwellings
% of second homes
Employment rates by
sector (full / part-time
& seasonal)
% tonnage of household
waste being recycling &
composted
Number of crimes
within the AONB

Council

Annual

L

Council
Census

Annual
Every 10 yrs

Council

Annual

Police

Annual

Local communities
contribute greatly to the
AONBs character; their
quality of life depends on
a great number of
variables including
housing, employment,
services, and crime.
These factors need to be
monitored to asses trends
and highlight issues

Participation in
voluntary activities

Local
charities

?

H
M
M
H
H

Rural Development , regeneration and business
IN42
IN43
IN44
IN45

Estimated value of
tourism to the local
economy
Number of uniform
business rates
Number of Planning
applications
Number of Planning
applications requiring
AONB
recommendation

Council /
Tourist
Board
Council

Annual

Council

Annual

AONB

Annual

Indicators of economic
prosperity

Annual

H
M

Indications of impact of
development on
landscape of AONB

M
H

Transport
IN46
IN47
IN48

Number of residents
using public transport
Percentage of
households with a car
% increase in cost of
mainland transport
links (inc. freight)

Operators Annual
?

Annual?

Annual
TIC/
Steamship
Co

Traffic impacts directly on H
health & safety,
enjoyment, affordability H
and tranquillity
monitoring levels will
H
identify trends

Communication and interpretation
IN49
IN50

% of residents aware
that they live in an
AONB
% of visitors who know
they are in an AONB

Council /
AONB
Council /
AONB

Biannual in
existing exit
poll?
Biannual in
existing exit
poll?
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Raising awareness and
H
improving understanding
of the AONB will
increase 'buy-in' and
H
support for plan
objectives and
implementation
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oÉîáÉï
This document is intended to guide the activities of the AONB partnership and all those required to
have Due Regard to the purposes of AONB designation in carrying out their duties. It is important to
ensure that management activities continue to work to achieve appropriate actions, and recognise and
reflect changing circumstances in the AONB over time. This plan will therefore need to remain a
dynamic document reflecting the progress of a number of developmental initiatives occurring at present.
The plan review period is set by legislation to be a maximum of every 5 years. Review will be achieved
through advisory / implementation groups which will be well established by this time, through the JAC,
wider community consultation and an annual forum.
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The following organisations have adopted the Isles of Scilly AONB Management Plan and work in
partnership to protect and enhance the Isles of Scilly AONB.
The Countryside Agency

The Council of the Isles of Scilly

DEFRA

Duchy of Cornwall

The Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust

English Heritage

English Nature
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The National Farmers Union

Isles of Scilly Tourism Association

Tresco Estate
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Arbery G

2003 Isles of Scilly – Heritage and Cultural Strategy (Draft) - Council of the
Isles of Scilly

Bowley R L

1996 The Fortunate Islands - The Story of the Isles of Scilly - Bowley
Publications Ltd.

Cornwall
Archaeological
Unit

1995 Scilly’s Archaeological Heritage - Twelveheads Press

Cornwall & Isles of
Scilly Economic
Development &
Tourism Forum

2000 Strategy and Action - A strategy for achieving Prosperity
for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly Ten Year Vision 2000-2009

Countryside Agency

2002 The Isles of Scilly -A landscape assessment of the Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty

Countryside Agency

2002 South West the State of the Countryside 2002

Countryside Agency

2001 Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plans A Guide

DEFRA

1996 Isles of Scilly Special Project Countryside Stewardship.

DEFRA

2002 June Agricultural Census

DEFRA

2003 Public Consultation on European Commissions January proposals for
reform of the CAP

English Nature

Natural Area Profile - The Isles of Scilly

English Nature

2000 Isles of Scilly European Marine Site - English Nature’s Advice given
under Regulation 33(2) of the Conservation (Natural Habitats & c.)
Regulation 1994
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Fanshawe S

Reforming Marine Wildlife Law - Marine Conservation Autumn 2003 Marine Conservation Society

Fisher Associates

2002 Moving On – Transport Strategy for the Isles of Scilly

Friendly Guide

2000 Map & Guide to Exploring the Isles of Scilly

Kirkham G

2003 Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly Urban Survey - Historic Characterisation
for Regeneration, Hugh Town – Cornwall Archaeological Unit

Madden P

1996 Scilly’s Building Heritage - Twelveheads Press

Rayment M

1997 Working with Nature in Britain - Case studies of Nature Conservation,
Employment and Local Economies -RSPB

SW Coastal Issues
Group

2002 The South West Coast: a Prospectus for the Future

SWRA

July 2003 Our Environment Our Future -Towards a Regional Strategy for the
South West (Consultation Document)

SWRDA

2003 Regional Economic Strategy for the South West of England 2003-2012

Thomas C

1985 Exploration of a Drowned Landscape - Archaeology and History of the
Isles of Scilly - Batsford
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AAONB

National Association of AONBs

AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty – landscapes that are
protected and managed by law to maintain their special
character now and for future generations.

Article 4

Because the Isles of Scilly are a Conservation Area, planning
applications are required for what elsewhere is classed as
Permitted Development e.g. insertion of dormer windows,
cladding, erection of satellite dishes, alterations to doors,
windows, roofs and frontages.

BAP

Biodiversity Action Plan - a plan setting out the current
status, issues and threats for a species or habitat, and a
programme of specific and timed actions by identified
responsible agencies to restore / maintain / enhance the
biodiversity interest.

Biodiversity

The total variety of life on earth. All genes, species, ecosystems
and the ecological processes of which they are a part.

Birds Directive

This European Directive aims to protect bird species within
the EU by conserving populations of certain birds and the
habitats they use.

CA

Countryside Agency

CAP

Common Agricultural Policy

CAU or CCHES

Cornwall Archaeological Unit (or as they are now known
Cornwall County Council’s Countryside & Historic
Environment Countryside Advice Service).

Conservation objective

A statement of the nature conservation aspirations for a site.

Countryside Stewardship (CSS)

An Agri-Environment scheme that gives grants to farmers /
landowners to support changes in the way that they manage
their land to enhance its environmental interest and, where
relevant, provide new permissive access to the public. Scilly
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has its own Special Project under CSS.
CPRE

Council for the Protection of Rural England

CROW

Countryside Rights of Way Act 2000

CSEP

Cornwall Sustainable Energy Partnership

DEFRA

Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs

DTA

Duchy Tenants Association

Due regard

The responsibility of public bodies to make the purpose of
conserving & enhancing the natural beauty of an AONB a
material factor when making decisions that will affect land
within an AONB.

EH

English Heritage

EN

English Nature

Eco-Tourism
(see also Green Tourism
Sustainable Tourism)

Tourism that benefits local communities, minimises any negative
social or environmental impacts of tourism, and and helps
local people to conserve fragile cultures and habitats/species.
Responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the
environment and sustains the well-being of local people (The
International Ecotourism Society).
Environmentally responsible travel and visitation to relatively
undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate
nature (including any accompanying cultural features - both
past and present), that promotes conservation, has low visitor
impact and provides for beneficially active socio-economic
involvement of local populations (IUCN 1996).
Ecotourism is a concept that grew from the need to meet the
objectives of nature conservation while recognising the rights
of local people to utilise their locally available natural
resources. The term is usually applied to the developing world

Enhancement

The process by which ‘richness’ is increased e.g. a habitat’s
wildlife diversity and number of species present, and / or
geographical area is increased.

ERCCIS

Environmental Records Centre for Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly

Fauna

All animal life

Favourable condition

The ideal condition for a feature in terms of abundance
distribution and / or quality of that feature within a site as
advised by English Nature.

Flora

All plant life

FWAG

Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group

Green Tourism

Low impact tourism that protects, conserves, and/or enhances
nature and the environment to ensure its long term health.

Guardianship Site

A site of archaeological or historic value taken into
guardianship and managed by English Heritage.

Habitat

The place in which a species of plant or animal lives,
providing a particular set of environmental conditions.
Habitats are usually defined by their characteristic vegetation
communities e.g. lowland heathland.

Habitat Restoration

The process of reinstating a degraded or lost habitat in its
original location.

Habitats Directive

It is the aim of this Directive to promote the conservation of
certain habitats and species within the EU.
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Hard Defences

A term used in relation to engineered coastal defences.

HERs

Historic Economic Regeneration Scheme funded by EH.

IAP

Integrated Area Plan

Indicators

Measures of specific features which enable AONB condition
to be monitored.

Intertidal

The area of shore between the highest and lowest tides.

IOSSA

Isles of Scilly Sports Association

IOSTA

Isles of Scilly Tourism Association

IOSWT

Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust

IRIS

Isles of Scilly Information Resource – an interactive fully
searchable database containing details of research and other
materials relating to the Islands held on the IOS AONB
website www.ios-aonb.info

IUCN

International Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources

JAC

Joint Advisory Committee- the group responsible for steering/
guiding AONB work.

LNR

Local Nature Reserve

Management

The process by which positive action is taken to conserve,
maintain or enhance the value of the subject being managed.

Method

How and by what means the objectives are to be met.

MCA

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

MCS

Marine Conservation Society

NAS

Nautical Archaeological Society

Natural Area

A zone reflecting the geological foundation, the natural
systems and processes and the wildlife in different parts of
England. Natural areas are non-statutory areas identified by
English Nature.

Natural Beauty

The significant visual beauty / distinctiveness, fauna, flora,
cultural and heritage interests that are the result of interaction
between the physical elements of the landscape and mans
influence upon it.

NFU

National Farmers Union

Off-island

Inhabited islands other than St. Mary’s.

Policy

Statement about what it is agreed should be done.

Public Body

Any local authority or statutory undertaker e.g. any trustee,
commissioner, board or other persons who as a public body
and not for their own profit, act for the improvement of any
place or the production or supply of any commodity or service.

Ramsar site

A wetland site of international importance for its waterfowl
populations, listed under the international Ramsar convention.

Red Data Book

Published lists of species that are rare or likely to become
extinct nationally or globally.

Relevant Authority

Any Minister of the Crown, any public body, any statutory
undertaker, any person holding public office.
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RDS

Rural Development Service

ROV

Remote Operated Vehicle

RSPB

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

SAC

Special Area of Conservation. A site of European importance
for species and habitats. Designated under the Habitats
Directive.

SAM

Scheduled Ancient Monument

SMP

Shoreline Management Plan

SMR

Sites and Monuments Record

SPA

Special Protection Area. A site of European importance for
wild birds. Designated under the Birds Directive.

Species

A distinctive and separate type of animal or plant

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest. A site of national
importance for wildlife or geology. Designated under Section
28 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act.

Stakeholder

Anyone who has an interest in or will be impacted by a
decision.

Statutory

Prescribed by law.

Sustainable development

It means meeting 5 objectives:
Social progress that recognises the needs of everyone;
Effective protection of the environment;
Prudent use of natural resources;
Maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth
and employment;
Meeting the needs of the current generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.

Sustainable tourism

Sustainable tourism has three interconnected aspects:
environmental, socio-cultural, and economic. Sustainability
implies permanence, so sustainable tourism makes best use of
resources (including biological diversity); minimises ecological,
cultural and social impacts; and maximises benefits to
conservation and local communities. It also refers to the
management structures that are needed to achieve this.
For tourism to be sustainable, environmental, socio-cultural,
and economic factors must be addressed in a way that meets
present needs while preserving future opportunities.

SWCIG

South West Coastal Issues group

SWEB

South Western Electricity Board

SWRDA

South West Regional Development Agency

Tasks / actions

Defined units of work for which responsibility is allocated and
which should be completed within a defined time.

UKCIP

United Kingdom Climate Impacts Programme

Vision

Shared aspirations for the future of the AONB (aims/ ideals /
long term strategic objectives / goals / enduring purpose /
statement of significance).

WC&IOSRTP

West Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Rural transport Partnership
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Name
Tim
Gillian
Jim
John
Anna
Vicki
Peter
Jane
Sarnia
Anna
Jeremy
Roger
Liz
Jo
Robert
Emma
John
Martin
Moira
Megan
Mike
Bob
Ken
Peter
Johann
Aiden
Chris
Nigel
Philip
Dougal
Charles
Hilary
Ben

Allsop
Arbery
Askins
Banfield
Bayton
Bennet
Bowden
Buchanan
Butcher
Cawthray
Clitherow
Covey
Davey
Edwards
Gibbs
Gliddon
Goddard
Goody
Graham
Griffiths
Gurr
Harding
Hedley
Herring
Hicks
Hicks
Hopkins
Hudson
Hygate
Jeffries
Johns
Julian
Julian

Organisation or interest group
St Martins Diving Services
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Volunteer Facilitator
Isles of Scilly Steamship Company
Volunteer Facilitator
Volunteer Facilitator
DEFRA
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Isles of Scilly Museum
Volunteer Facilitator
English Nature
English Nature
Volunteer Facilitator / Isles of Scilly AONB
Tresco Estate
Volunteer Facilitator
Five Islands School
St. Martin’s Community representative / Council of the Isles of Scilly
Trenoweth Research Centre
Five Islands School
Volunteer Facilitator
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
Fisherman
Council of the Isles of Scilly
CCC Historic Environment Countryside Advisory Service
St. Agnes Community representative / Council of the Isles of Scilly
Five Islands School – pupil
Bryher Community representative / Council of the Isles of Scilly
Isles of Scilly Bird Group
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Sport on Scilly
CCC Historic Environment Countryside Advisory Service
Isles of Scilly Tourism Association
Churchtown Farm
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Jo
Leigh
Julie
Glynne
Sarah
Amanda
David
Fiona
Richard
Julia
Ian
Paul
Don
Mary
Tasha
Ann
Sasha
Mollie
Mark
Jeff
Maggie
Jeremy
Christine
Katharine

Legg
Locke
Love
Lucas
Manning
Martin
Mawer
Maybrey
McCarthy
Metcalf
Morrison
Mulligan
Nicholass-Mckee
Nicholls
Oakley
Oyler
Parkes
Peacock
Pender
Penhaligon
Perkovic
Pontin
Savill
Sawyer

Sonia
Jonathan
Colin
Eleanor
Jess
Joel
Dennis
David
Steve
Simon
Maureen

Scott
Smith
Sturmer
Tabron
Vian
Williams
Williams
Wright
Whomersley
Duffy
Stuttaford

St. Agnes – young person
RSPB
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
Bus Operators
Countryside Agency
Isles of Scilly Museum
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
Isles of Scilly Sailing Club
Duchy Tenants Association
Volunteer Facilitator
English Heritage
Five Islands School
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Isles of Scilly Tourism Association
Five Islands School – pupil
Tresco Community representative / Council of the Isles of Scilly
Five Islands School – pupil
St. Agnes Island Representative / Council of the Isles of Scilly
Isles of Scilly Sea Fisheries Committee
Harbour Authority / Duchy of Cornwall
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Duchy of Cornwall
St. Martin’s Community Representative / Council of the Isles of Scilly
Scilly Walks – an independent guided Archaeological walks and
holidays company
Longstone Heritage Centre
Scillonian Food Growers
Duchy of Cornwall
Five Islands School – pupil
Mainland Marketing
Isles of Scilly Youth Group
NFU
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Isles of Scilly Wildlife Trust
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Distance from the mainland
Land Area
Maximum Height above sea level
Length of coast

45km/28miles from Lands End & 60km/37miles from Penzance
16 km2
48m
64km

Designations
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (whole of the Isles of Scilly) designated 1975
Heritage Coast (entire coastline) designated 1974
SSSIs -26 sites, 5 of which are geological (covers 5.63km2)
Candidate Special Area of Conservation (covers 1.84km2)
Special Protection Area (covers 4.09km2)
Ramsar (covers 4.09km2)
Voluntary Marine Park – out to 50 metre contour
Conservation Area (whole of the Isles of Scilly) designated 1975
238 Scheduled Ancient Monuments (over 60% of the land area is of archaeological importance)
129 Listed Buildings (4 Grade I, 8 Grade II*, 117 Grade II)
Countryside Stewardship Special Project Area
Community
Population
2153
Number of households
1123
Number of second homes
272
Mainland transport links – Boat, Scillonian III, Helicopter, the oldest scheduled service in the UK;
Skybus, small fixed wing planes.
Vehicles - From 1998 to 2001 there was an increase from 646 to 718 registered vehicles, an 11%
rise. However this may not give a true representation of the number of vehicles on Scilly as some
residents register a car at their home address but keep it on the mainland.
Inter-island boats
23
The 5 largest employment sectors are:
Hotels, restaurants & distribution; Transport & communications; Public Administration,
Education & Health; Agriculture & Fishing; Construction
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Economy
Tourism accounts for at least 85% of the local economy. In 2002 the Islands attracted 120,000
visitors.
Early flowers remain the main agricultural activity, supporting a number of commercial farms.
However, the industry is not as important to the Islands’ economy as it once was.
There is a small local fishing fleet but the majority of fish caught in Scilly’s waters is landed by
mainland boats and sold via the port of Newlyn.
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National
Rural White Paper
Impact of Green Planning Paper
EI Regulations
ERDP
PPG7 - The Countryside and the Rural Economy
Review of PPG17 – Sports & Recreation
Sustainable strategy for farming & food
PPG3 – Affordable Housing
Transport in Tomorrow’s Countryside
PPG 15 – Planning and the Historic Environment
PPG16 – Archaeology and Planning
PPG20 – Coastal Planning
Power of Place – English Heritage - Key message:- the historic environment is a vital resource – an
asset that plays an indispensable role in the sustainable long-term renewal, prosperity and well-being
of our nation.
Regional
SW Sustainable development framework
Our Environment Our Future -Towards a Regional Strategy for the South West –SWRA Identifies priorities for action and encourages the development of a partnership approach to
implementation. It identifies the 6 key pressures on the environment of the southwest as:
Climate change - responding to the risk of greenhouse gas emissions.
Wiser use of natural resources - reduce pollution and protect quality environment.
Food, farming and forestry - providing environmental goods and services.
Tourism - promoting tourism that safeguards and enhances the environment.
Development & planning - wise use of land , distinctive and resource efficient development.
Transport - better integrated transport and environmental needs.
AONB Management Plans champion and seek to ameliorate all 6 key pressures.
Strategy for the Historic Environment
SW Renewable Energy Strategy
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Regional Strategy for Sustainable Farming & Food
Regional Housing Strategy
Regional Planning Guidance for the South West 2001 (RPG10) (Regional Spatial Strategy) - Aims
to: promote through sustainable development the social, economic and environmental well - being
of people in the South West.
Regional Economic Strategy for the South West 2003-2012
Local
CIOS Local Plan - Overall Aim:- viable resident communities on the five inhabited islands, with
sufficient housing, employment, transport and social facilities to meet their aspirations and needs
whilst maintaining and enhancing the islands’ outstanding environment
Isles of Scilly Draft Culture & Heritage Strategy – Five main objectives:
To quantify the essential qualities that form the unique heritage and cultural identity of the
Islands.
To provide a strategic framework within which to develop action programmes.
To assist in the prioritising of options for the application of resources.
To provide policy objectives against which to measure progress in the delivery of services
across the heritage and culture sectors.
To assist the local community to identify with the rich heritage and traditions of Scilly and
engender a sense of ownership and participation in the policy making process.
Isles of Scilly Community Plan
Rural Renaissance
IOSWT Habitat Management Plan
Natural Area Profile
Isles of Scilly Landscape Assessment - Overall Aim:- to raise awareness of the importance of the
AONB and to guide those responsible for developing and implementing relevant policies for the area.
On the Edge:- Isles of Scilly Investment Plan.
Objective One Integrated Area Plan.
CIOS Economic Development Strategy - Overall Aim:- to improve the economic base of the Isles
of Scilly through appropriate sustainable development, in order to maintain the islands’
communities while protecting and enhancing the unique nature of the Scillonian environment.
Isles of Scilly Transport Strategy ‘Moving On’ - Overall aim: - to develop a strategy for sustainable
transport for the Isles of Scilly.
Isles of Scilly Tourism Strategy - Overall aim: - to be innovative and creative in all that we
undertake, to ensure that tourism remains at the forefront of Scillonian economy and prosperity.
To achieve synergy and coherency in our marketing activity, so that tourism is developed in a
positive, vibrant and above all, sustainable manner.
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All objectives that related to the Five Islands School, its staffing, and facilities are not within the
remit of the AONB and have been passed to the school’s Headmaster.
Workshop participants identified a desire to see St. Mary’s Boatmen’s Association sell inter-island
boat tickets in books to reduce the need to queue. The Association already do this.
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